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Preface

The 5th International Conference of Advanced Computer Science & Information Technology (ACSIT 2017) was held in Sydney, Australia, during June 24–25, 2017. The 5th International Conference on Signal Image Processing and Multimedia (SIPM-2017), The 5th International Conference on Foundations of Computer Science & Technology (FCST-2017), The 9th International Conference on Computer Networks & Communications (CoNeCo-2017) and The 5th International Conference of Managing Information Technology (CMIT-2017) was collocated with The 5th International Conference of Advanced Computer Science & Information Technology (ACSIT 2017). The conferences attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of intellect from the East and from the West.

The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to establish new collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences describing significant advances in all areas of computer science and information technology.

The ACSIT-2017, SIPM-2017, FCST-2017, CoNeCo-2017, CMIT-2017 Committees rigorously invited submissions for many months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners related to the relevant themes and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions from an unparalleled number of internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process which comprised expert reviewers. These reviewers were selected from a talented pool of Technical Committee members and external reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the submission, review and acceptance processes, was done electronically. All these efforts undertaken by the Organizing and Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a high quality technical conference program, which featured high-impact presentations for all attendees to enjoy, appreciate and expand their expertise in the latest developments in computer network and communications research.


We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond the event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many years to come.
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AUTOMATED USABILITY EVALUATION OF E-LEARNING WEBSITES IN SAUDI ARABIA

Khalid Al-Omar

Department of Information Systems,
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

ABSTRACT

Web usability is a significant factor in increasing user satisfaction, performance, trust, and loyalty. Web usability is particularly important for people who mostly depend on the website and for one reason or other cannot visit an institution, such as online distance education students. Accordingly, universities and educational websites need to determine the types of usability problems they have on their websites. However, far too little attention has been paid to providing detailed information regarding the types of specific usability problems that could be found on e-learning websites in general, and specifically, in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). The aim of this paper is to study and analyse the usability of university websites that offer distance education courses in the KSA. A total of 12 universities in Saudi Arabia were considered, which include 11 affiliated and one private university. The analysis of the data represents the level of usability of distance education websites. Results reveal that in Saudi Arabia, distance education websites are reliable, but violate basic usability guidelines.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today, the websites are crowded in both the Graphical User Interface and contents. This makes searching for information on universities web-based is complex. Therefore, sometimes university websites are become the obstacles to achieving that, once usability guidelines violated. Usability is an essential factor to measure the quality of the website. Usability becomes more vital once the system critical or for people who cannot visit an institution and depend mainly on the website—for example, online distance education students. To ensure that students join their online distance education programs and not go elsewhere, universities should be certain that their websites are usable. Therefore, deanships of e-learning and distance education websites at universities require high usability.
Usability is one of the most important characteristics of any website. If the website is not usable, no one going to use it. Usability can make users comfortable interacting with the website, registering their personal information, and then become loyal users [1]. Usability is defined by ISO 9241-11, as “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [2].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: First, there is an overview of usability evaluation, presented in Section 2; then, a brief description of distance education in the KSA is given in Section 3. In Section 4, there is a brief description of relevant previous studies and a literature review. In Section 5, objectives of this work are presented. Section 6 presents the methodology used. Websites evaluation automated tools is presented in Section 7. In Section 8, tool-based results are provided; in Section 9, there is a discussion of these results. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 10.

2. USABILITY EVALUATION

There are different types of evaluation methods exists to examine usability. These methods categorized into three categories based on how the usability problems are identified:

- Expert evaluation methods: include methods that involves one or a group of experts in the process of identifying usability problems. Common usability method related to this category is a Heuristic evaluation[1, 3, 4]and Cognitive walkthroughs[5, 6] method.

- User evaluation methods: include methods that involve users in the process of identifying usability problems. Common examples for this category is a low fidelity prototype and involving users in focus user groups or controlled laboratory sessions to provide usability feedback[7-9].

- Tool-based evaluation methods: include methods that involve software in the process of identifying usability problems. Common usability tools related to this category are Qualidator, Website Grader, Search Engine Optimization (SEO), and Web page Analyser.

3. A BRIEF NOTE ABOUT DISTANCE EDUCATION IN THE KSA

In the present day, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has witnessed growth in the number of universities in the country. According to the Ministry of Higher Education in the KSA, there are 35 universities in Saudi Arabia. There are 25 government universities, 10 private universities, and one university focusing exclusively on graduate education and research—King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST). Among the 36 universities, only 11 government universities have been authorized by the Ministry of Higher Education to offer distance education courses ranging from bachelors’ to masters’ degrees. On the other hand, only one private university (the Arab Open University) has been accredited by the Ministry of Higher Education. In this study, all 12 universities were considered, evaluated, and analysed (Table 1).
TABLE 1: YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT OF E-LEARNING AND DISTANCE EDUCATION DEANSHIPS AT UNIVERSITIES IN THE KSA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Year of Establishment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gregorian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>King Abdulaziz University (KAU)</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Islamic University in Madinah</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IMAUM</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>King Faisal University (KFU)</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TAIBUAHU</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Taif University (TU)</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Jazan University (JAZANU)</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Aljouf University (JU)</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Najran University (NU)</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>University of Dammam (UD)</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Saudi Electronic University (SEU)</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Arab Open University</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the number of e-learning students enrolled in each university for male and female.

TABLE 2: NUMBER OF ONLINE DISTANCE EDUCATION STUDENTS IN THE KSA 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>King Abdulaziz University (KAU)</td>
<td>1,959</td>
<td>1,909</td>
<td>3,868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Islamic University in Madinah</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IMAUM</td>
<td>5,156</td>
<td>3,733</td>
<td>8,889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>King Faisal University (KFU)</td>
<td>5,911</td>
<td>6,901</td>
<td>12,812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TAIBUAHU</td>
<td>1,530</td>
<td>1,713</td>
<td>3,243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Taif University (TU)</td>
<td>2,014</td>
<td>1,041</td>
<td>3,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Jazan University (JAZANU)</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>1,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Aljouf University (JU)</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Najran University (NU)</td>
<td>1,005</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>1,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>University of Dammam (UD)</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>1,241</td>
<td>2,198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Saudi Electronic University (SEU)</td>
<td>4,490</td>
<td>2,771</td>
<td>7,261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Arab Open University</td>
<td>1,914</td>
<td>2,340</td>
<td>4,254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. LITERATURE REVIEW

Evaluations of the usability of websites have been the subject of many research projects, such as e-learning (e.g. [10, 11]), e-government (e.g. [12, 13]), e-commerce (e.g. [14-18]), mobile website interfaces (e.g. [19, 20]), m-commerce (e.g. [21, 22]), and virtual reality and augmented reality (e.g. [23, 24]). In addition, there are some automated usability evaluation websites conducted.

Alexander et al. [25] evaluated the usability and accessibility of three UK e-government websites and investigated if these two related. Two automated usability evaluation tools used namely: Bobby and Lift. Based on the automated evaluation selected websites evaluated by heuristics and walkthrough evaluation. Their study showed that UK e-government is high compliance with WCAG and a relatively low usability rating.
Junaini et al. [26] evaluate three African countries websites by using WebQual tool. The tool found that the HTML elements in hand coded pages and presented the highest number of accessibility problems.

Mustafa et al. [27] utilized HTML Toolbox and Webpage Analyser to evaluate nine university Jordanian websites. Their results showed that the overall usability level of the studied Websites is acceptable.

Sukhpuneet et al. [28] make use of two automated tools namely: Site Analyser and Qualidator tool to evaluate educational universities of Punjab and provides their ranks according to evaluation criteria. Their results showed that websites designers could focus on specific features where are they lacking.

Ivory study et al. [29] used three usability tools namely: W3C HTML, UsableNet life, and WatchFire Boby. Their results showed that the tools helped designers to identify a larger number of usability problems.

Oliha et al. [30] evaluated the usability of two Polytechnics websites in Nigeria. They used HTML toolbox and webpage analyzer. Their study revealed that the overall usability level is acceptable, but there are some weaknesses in the phase of design and interfaces.

5. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this study is to examine the web usability of e-learning and distance education deanships websites at universities in the KSA, compare the online distance education websites of universities in the KSA, and then offer suggestions for the design of an ideal online distance education website for a university to increase the site’s usability.

6. METHODOLOGY

The usability evaluation conducted by a human (users and experts) evaluate the external attributes of the website, rather than its internal attributes (such as webpage download time). External attributes depend on the website and its usage, while the internal attributes of the website depend on how the website has been designed and developed [31]. In this study, automated tools used to evaluate the internal attributes.

7. WEBSITE EVALUATION USING AUTOMATED TOOLS

The evaluation method utilized to evaluate the usability of the e-learning websites of Saudi universities by using automated tools. There are many automated evaluation tools available to assess different usability attributes. In this study, three different evaluation automated tools were chosen to analyse different usability factors such as performance, load time, navigation, mobile friendly, and user satisfaction. SEO, accessibility, and security will help to increase user satisfaction. The selected website evaluation tools are:
• The webpage analyser 0.98 is a free tool for Website Optimization utilized to measure the website performance tool and webpage speed analysis to improve a website’s performance.

• The Qualidator Tool is a free online tool that measures website against website performance, accessibility, SEO, and usability.

• The website Grader is a free online tool that grade website against website performance, Mobile, SEO, and Security.

Table 3 shows the Performance, Accessibility, Mobile, Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Usability, and Page Analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3: WEBSITE EVALUATION AUTOMATED TOOLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. RESULTS OF AUTOMATED TOOLS

• Results of WebPage Analyser Tool

Testing website download speed and the size of the webpage influences the usability of any website. The data obtained used only to represent the extent and the level of website download speed and size of the webpage possessed by the university websites in Saudi Arabia. In this study, the total size of the website, the total size of images, the percentage of images in the total size, and the download times have been collected. The results obtained from the WebPage Analyser are presented in Table 4.
TABLE 4: CLASSIFICATION OF WEBSITES BY WEBPAGE SIZE AND DOWNLOAD SPEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the university</th>
<th>Total size of the website</th>
<th>Total size of the images</th>
<th>Percentage of images in total size</th>
<th>Download time at 56K connections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KAU</td>
<td>1885781</td>
<td>930851</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>393.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IU</td>
<td>3013113</td>
<td>451273</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>949.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAUM</td>
<td>284501</td>
<td>61956</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>61.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFU</td>
<td>1017485</td>
<td>734151</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>212.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIBUAHU</td>
<td>974124</td>
<td>789597</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>212.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU</td>
<td>2155286</td>
<td>1250190</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>441.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAZANU</td>
<td>3126833</td>
<td>458363</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>969.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JU</td>
<td>2461388</td>
<td>2273857</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>514.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>457998</td>
<td>448225</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>93.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD</td>
<td>2528954</td>
<td>2039003</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>525.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEU</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARABOU</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The web optimization’s WebPage Speed Report has the connection rate starting from 1.44 Mbps to 14.4K. According to the usability guidelines [32], the optimal download time for a homepage is 10 seconds. So, for better download speed, it is suggested to design 45 kb to 55 kb–sized homepages. Table 5 shows that only two universities fall in the <10 seconds category, and only one university fall under the >100 seconds category. Other homepages of universities in Saudi Arabia fall under the > 200 seconds category. Saudi Arabia has pictures, which occupies nearly 70 to 98 percent of the overall website size.

• Results of Qualidator Tool

The result of Qualidator Tool is shown in Table 5. This tool measured against the key usability, accessibility, SEO, and Overall. Unfortunately, TAIBUAHU university website could not be tested. Since, the error message returned by the server indicated that the operation has timed out. From the result of the Qualidator Websites analyser tool, IMAUM University score (82.5%) more points than other university websites in terms usability. Whereas UD, JU, and NU universities websites score respectively (81.7%, 80.8%, 80.6%) more points in terms accessibility. Both JU and IU universities websites score (79.6%) more in SEO. Overall JU university websites score (78.5%) more points than other universities. Followed by NU university websites score (77.3%) more points than other universities.
### TABLE 5: RESULTS OF WEBSITE QUALIDATOR TOOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>University Website</th>
<th>Usability</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>SEO Search Engine Optimization</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KAU</td>
<td>68.6%</td>
<td>67.2%</td>
<td>68.1%</td>
<td>72.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IU</td>
<td>76.5%</td>
<td>76.3%</td>
<td>79.9%</td>
<td>75.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IMAUM</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>74.4%</td>
<td>76.6%</td>
<td>75.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>KFU</td>
<td>72.8%</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>61.4%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TU</td>
<td>66.5%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>67.3%</td>
<td>66.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>JAZANU</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
<td>67.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>JU</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
<td>80.8%</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>78.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NU</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
<td>80.6%</td>
<td>75.2%</td>
<td>77.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>UD</td>
<td>78.3%</td>
<td>81.7%</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SEU</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
<td>78.5%</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
<td>75.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ARABOU</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td>71.9%</td>
<td>66.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Results of Website Grader Tool

The result of Website Grader Tool is shown in Table 6. This tool measured against the key performance, Mobile, SEO, Security, and Overall. Unfortunately, TAIBUAHU university website could not be tested. Since, the error message returned by the server indicated that the operation has timed out. From the result of the Website Grader tool, UD and KFU University score (80) more points than other university websites in Overall. In addition, four universities (TU, JAZANU, SEU, and ARABOU) score less than (50). For Mobile design, four universities score zero, whereas, the other universities score full mark. Seven universities score less than half regarding the performance term. UD and SE Universities score high performance (30, 26 respectively) comparing with the other universities.

### TABLE 6: RESULTS OF WEBSITE GRADER TOOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Mobile</th>
<th>SEO</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KAU</td>
<td>14/30</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>15/30</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IU</td>
<td>14/30</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>15/30</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAUM</td>
<td>14/30</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>20/30</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFU</td>
<td>14/30</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>25/30</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU</td>
<td>14/30</td>
<td>0/30</td>
<td>10/30</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAZANU</td>
<td>19/30</td>
<td>0/30</td>
<td>10/30</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JU</td>
<td>20/30</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>15/30</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>12/30</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>10/30</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEU</td>
<td>26/30</td>
<td>0/30</td>
<td>10/30</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARABOU</td>
<td>13/30</td>
<td>0/30</td>
<td>10/30</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 9. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 12 presents a summary of the score for each of the 12 university websites. For the “design” factor, only the SU and KAU website scored more than half of the total, where the rest scored half or less. The SEU, NU, KAU, and IU university websites achieved the highest score (61 percent) for the “easy to use” factor, where the rest of the websites scored less than half. This indicates that half of the university websites have usability problems on their websites. On the
other hand, most university websites achieved a high score on “reliability factors.” The JU university website scored the lowest for both the “validity” and “expertise” factors, followed by the NU university website. Three universities (KAU, KFU, and SEU) websites achieved full marks in the expertise area.

10. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The purpose of the current study was to examine the web usability of distance education websites in Saudi Arabia universities. The results of this investigation show that university websites are reliable and are designed well, but violate basic accessibility, and usability guidelines. Therefore, university websites in Saudi Arabia should be required to be evaluated periodically using established criteria such as usability, accessibility, and credibility. Consequently, this will help the universities improve their websites to meet users’ needs. The current study should be repeated using the user evaluation method.
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GÖDEL THEOREM IS INVALID
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ABSTRACT

This short and informal article shows that there exists some deductive system that proves that arithmetic is both sound and complete. First, it shows that there exists some four-valued logical system that plays the same role, by presenting a four-valued logic and informally introducing a four-valued Prolog programming language. Finally, it observes that some Boolean formal system can also prove that arithmetic is both sound and complete.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1931, Kurt Gödel demonstrated that Hilbert program[1] would not work for mathematics[2].

On the other hand, in the nineties, the present author started inserting a third value called "unknown" in Plain[3], i.e. a programming language that he was designing at that time. The unknown constant was theoretically referred to as uu since the end of nineties. Later, a five-valued logic was introduced containing the values in \{tt, ff, uu, ii, kk\}. In 2004, the same logic was published as a journal article[4] and a seven-valued logic was also published in a Conference in San Diego[5], adding the values \{fi, it\} ("false or inconsistent", "inconsistent or true", respectively) for being able to be used together with the same uncertainty model that had been proposed during the present author’s Master course in 1990. The seven-valued logic that makes use of that uncertainty model permits that, during the computation, as the system obtains novel pieces of information, variables change their values. An example of this is the paternity test: before the discovery of the DNA test, it was possible to conclude whether a child was a daughter or son of a particular man by hereditary physical characteristics. However, there was always uncertainty up to some extent. The uncertainty factor could be represented by uu (unknown), at least as an initial state of some variable. Since the DNA test was discovered, all variables which represent the hypothesis of being the child's father should change their states from uu to either kk or tt or ff.

As part of the present author’s previous contribution, the kk value means "knowable", and it is usable when something is not already known, but it is already known that it is consistent. It can either be true or false but not both. It can be known by God or someone else or some machine, for instance, but it is not already known by the machine which is deductively reasoning, or by the
person who is deductively doing, and it may be unknown forever, but at least its consistency is
guaranteed. This is the meaning of the \( kk \) value, which fits in the referred uncertainty model when
a variable thresholds collapse: \( False = True \), which means that there is nothing strictly between
the \( False \) and the \( True \) thresholds. In the above example of the paternity test, \( uu \) used to represent
the initial state before the discovery of the DNA test, whereas \( kk \) represents the initial state given
the existence of the DNA test, but before knowing the result of a particular DNA test, either \( ff \) or
\( tt \).

Individually and previously, Kleene, Łukasiewicz and Priest proposed their three-valued logics.
In 1977, Nuel Belnap (1930-) had proposed his logic on four values[6]. What was observed
several years ago is that Gödel's proof may not work together with some logics that have more
than three values. The four necessary values mean "true", "false", "unknown" and "inconsistent",
or similar meanings. That is, at least these four values and meanings. The latter two values
correspond to \( N \) (none) and \( B \) (both) in the four-valued Belnap's logic, respectively, and
correspond to \( uu \) and \( ii \), respectively, in both referred logics of the present author, as well as in his
four-valued logic presented in this article, and the four-valued Prolog[7] also described here.

The problem Gödel introduced was due to existing self-references and paradoxes, which made
propositions of arithmetic result in both \( true \) and \( false \), together with the observation that any
proof over mathematics was also a mathematical object itself. However, Boolean logics are
clearly unable to permit that formal systems capture the problem pointed out by Gödel in his
theorem. That is, no binary formal system can capture it.

One condition for a four-valued formal system being able to prove all true propositions, and only
the true propositions, is certainly that it has the same results of the classical logic, except where
one or two operands have values other than \( true \) and \( false \). In any proof, a result here is the true
value only, and do not include values such as "unknown". Belnap's four-valued logic does not fail
under this condition, for, although \( (B \lor N = T) \), where \( T \) represents the true value, the values of
the operands are \( "B" \) and \( "N" \), which are not Boolean.

In the present author's PhD thesis, there was a kind of typo in the truth-table for the specific case
\( ff \leftrightarrow ff \), which results in \( tt \) in the five-valued logic but \( ff \) was written instead: a kind of mistake in
only one of the two truth-tables for the equivalence operation. However, taking this into account,
and by using only one of those equivalence operations, that five-valued logic suffices regarding
that condition. Moreover, in 2007, having written a program which seems to be correct, it was
checked whether such a four-valued logic exists, and its computation resulted in several logics,
where one of them was Belnap's logic. The 12th solution written by the program computation was
the logic which was the most interesting. In 2011, one could not claim the authorship of that four-
valued logic, but the referred truth-tables are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>-A</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The present author's four-valued logic true table
Section 2 dedicates to Gödel theorem and his proof, and a system for capturing all possible results is informally described. In section 3, a four-valued Prolog programming language is briefly described, whereas section 4 contains the conclusions.

2. ON GÖDEL THEOREM

The set of all propositions on arithmetical true is written for the two Boolean values, but that set could be complete but cannot be sound, i.e. it is clearly inconsistent. However, the present author writes an external layer with an external view of that set, as well as an internal layer. The former layer is written with four or more values. It interprets that set and, thus, both layers together form a formal system where the two-valued system is the server while the four-valued system is the client. The external layer makes use of the internal one. The system with at least four values is pretty simple and works in the following manner:

Whenever one attempts to prove that a proposition is true and the two-valued system results in true, the external layer still tries to prove that the proposition is false: If the two-valued system results in true, the external layer results in ii, the inconsistent value. However, on the other hand, if the two-valued system results in false instead, the external layer results in true.

Whenever one attempts to prove that a proposition is true and the two-valued system results in false, the external layer still tries to prove that the proposition is false: If the two-valued system results in false, the external layer results in uu, the unknown value. However, on the other hand, if the two-valued system results in true instead, the external layer results in false.

In other words, the meaning of a two-valued internal query is only the attempt to prove, which either succeeds or not. In this way, the whole formal system is clearly sound and complete. In 1997, the present author wrote a three-valued Prolog which he called Kleene at that time and Globallog in the following year[8] for becoming more modest, and the same language is the subject of one of the chapters of his PhD thesis. The system described above in this section can be more clearly written in a Pascal-like language style as follows:

1. An algorithm in Pascal-like language

```pascal
type
    proposition = string;
    QueryAnswers = (LocalFalse, LocalTrue, NotFound);
    FourValues = (uu, ff, tt, ii);
(* ... *)

function TryProposition2v(p: proposition, q: QueryAnswers): boolean;
begin
    (*any polynomial search algorithm with unification for checking whether
    the proposition p is true. Alternatively, this function also returns
    the information that the search algorithm has been unable to answer
    whether the proposition p is true or false with respect to the current
    state of the knowledge base. In this case, where no unification has been
    found, the result is false. *)
)```
function proposition4v(p: proposition): FourValues;
begin
    if TryProposition2v(p, LocalTrue) then
        if TryProposition2v(p, LocalFalse) then
            proposition4v := ii
        else
            proposition4v := tt
    else
        if TryProposition2v(p, LocalFalse) then
            proposition4v := ff
        else
            proposition4v := uu
end;

Clearly, such an algorithm captures all possibilities, and can be adapted to extend from the propositional logic to a more sophisticated and even second-order logic with predicates.

Certainly, we are unable to state all mathematical true, for mathematics is a science and, as such, new theorems and proofs, new mathematical objects, are being formulated all the time by researchers. So, a proper four-valued formal system is able to state when a proposition is still unknown due to the uu value. On the other hand, such a formal system captures the notion of paradoxes due to the ii value. Therefore, it is sound and complete.

3. A FOUR-VALUED PROLOG

For further work, a four-valued Prolog can be formally defined, implemented and used. This section introduces a brief, informal and intuitive description of the adaptation of the three-valued Prolog defined by the present author in [8]. Let us call Prolog4v the sample programming language whose interpreter is intended to be the four-valued formal system.

3.1 Syntactical and Semantic Definitions

Definition 1. A program in Prolog4v is a sequence $S$ of clauses $c_1 \ldots c_n$. Thus, it is said that a computation by $S$ proves a goal $g$ if and only if there exists some $c_i$ in $S$ such that $g$ is an immediate consequence of $c_i$, assuming that the body of $c_i$ can be proven. The notion of clause and body are in the following definition subsection.

Given $S$ as a sequence of clauses $c_1 \ldots c_n$, a program in Prolog4v corresponds to the disjunction among all clauses. That is: $c_1 \lor \ldots \lor c_n$, where the disjunctive operator $\lor$ is the same operator of the four-valued logic in table 1. Nonetheless, the interpreter, also called formal system here, carries out its computation “downwards”, i.e. from the first to the last clause. The sequence of clauses is often written like a Prolog program is, i.e. one clause fills one line.

Definition 2. A clause is a language construct which has one of the forms bellow:

\[ \neg p(t_1, \ldots, t_n). \]

or

\[ \neg p(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \leftarrow \neg p(t_{1,1}, \ldots, t_{1,1}), \ldots, \neg p_m(t_{1,m}, \ldots, t_{1,m}). \]
The first clause above corresponds to a fact whereas the second clause corresponds to a rule. For instance,

\[ \text{not astar(moon).} \]

is a fact (the moon is not a star), whereas

\[ \text{shines(X) :- astar(X).} \]

is a rule (if X is a star, X shines). If one tries to prove shines(moon), the corresponding query results in \( ff \), the false value.

All clauses end with a dot symbol. As usual in syntax definitions, the above brackets are not part of the language but, instead, they mean that the negation operator is optional in the clauses. Any rule contains its head, which is on the left of the inference operator \( \leftarrow \), and its body, which is on the right of the same operator. At the lexical level of Prolog4v, there are two different inference operators to be chosen by the programmer, either \( "::" \) like in Prolog or \( "::=" \). The former operator obeys the Closed World Assumption[9] and makes use of the Negation as Failure[10]. This means that if the body of a rule results in \( uu \), the \( "::=" \) operator makes the head of the same rule become \( ff \). Similarly, if the body of a rule results in \( ii \), the \( "::=" \) operator also makes the head of the same rule become \( ff \). The latter operator \( "::=" \) is a contribution of the present author, which obeys what he called the Open World Assumption in his PhD thesis[8] and it corresponds to the \( \rightarrow \) operator described in table 1.

Briefly, if no clause unifies some given goal \( g \), the answer of the query for \( g \) is \( uu \), the unknown constant of Prolog4v.

The body of any rule is formed by a sequence of predicates with zero or more parameters \( t \) (showed with the indexes above), separated by the comma symbol (\( , \)), which in its turn corresponds to the \( \wedge \) operator of the four-valued logic that was showed in table 1, in the introductory section. During the computation, each predicate \( p_j(t_{i,j}, \ldots, t_{u,j}) \) corresponds to a new four-valued goal and to a new four-valued query.

**Definition 3.** There exist four predefined constants in Prolog4v, namely, \( ff \), \( tt \), \( uu \) and \( ii \).

The above constants correspond to the four operands F, T, U and I, respectively, of the four-valued logic described in table 1.

Note that, in accordance with table 1, if any of those queries in a body results in \( ff \), the computation of the whole rule results in \( ff \) regardless of the existence of any possible inconsistency or lack of information in the other queries of the body of the rule in question. The queries are performed from left to right like in Prolog, but it is easy to see that the Prolog4v interpreter can be designed to carry out the computation in parallel and it can even distribute the computation among a number of machines. Also from table 1, note that, for any rule, the computation of the rule results in \( tt \) if and only if all containing queries in its body result in \( tt \), that is, the trivial and Boolean cases clearly must hold.

With respect to the \( "::=" \) inference operator, it corresponds to the \( \rightarrow \) implication operator of the introduced four-valued logic, but containing the sides of the implication swapped. One could
have chosen any pairs of operands of the $\rightarrow$ table whose results are all $tt$. However, the main diagonal of the $\rightarrow$ table is what makes sense in the real world, hence they are the choices. That is to say, $ff \rightarrow ff$, $tt \rightarrow tt$, $uu \rightarrow uu$, as well as $ii \rightarrow ii$ all result in $tt$ and therefore $\rightarrow$ operator is not only sound but also makes sense in the real world. During the computation, if the body of a rule results in $ii$, the query for the whole rule results in $ii$ and, in this way, the inconsistency is propagated, possibly to the level of the user, such as a mathematician.

However, any query with the negation operator can also be treated as a unity. That is, although the four-valued logic introduced in table 1 contains the “not” operator $\neg$, the system might not make use of it. Instead, the not operator can be part of the query as well as it is part of the unification algorithm, i.e. the system tries to unify the predicate including the “not” operator. Furthermore, not $uu$ does not result in $ii$, whereas not $ii$ does not result in $uu$ either. Instead, the system ought to propagate $uu$ and also $ii$. Thus, not $uu$ results in $uu$ whereas not $ii$ results in $ii$. These are the only two exceptions with respect to table 1. In other words, there are two different forms of negation.

In contrast with the negation in table 1, let us call the not operator in the definition 2 “abstract negation”. It had also been called “abstract negation” in the three-valued Prolog. Here, the negation is a four-valued extension.

Finally, the $\leftrightarrow$ operator in the above four-valued logic is simply not used by the system.

3.2 Examples

Consider the following example of a two-clause program in Prolog4v:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{happy(ann).} \\
\text{not happy(ann).}
\end{align*}
\]

Over the last thirty years, some proposals have been made for solving the inconsistency problem[10], such as setting priorities, possibly in some implicitly way, for all clauses. The literature on inconsistency in deductive databases and logic programs is large[12] but the present author thinks that there is little references to abstract negation.

In the above example, a query like happy(ann) clearly results in $ii$. Accordingly, a query like not happy(ann) also results in $ii$. In both cases, the system tries to prove both and, in accordance with the algorithm 1, it implicitly makes two binary queries, for both the positive and the negative forms of the predicate.

Now, consider the classical non-flying bird example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fly}(X) & := \text{bird}(X), \text{not penguin}(X). \\
\text{not fly}(Y) & := \text{penguin}(Y). \\
\text{bird}(\text{tweety}). \\
\text{penguin}(Z) & := \text{bird}(Z), \text{polar}(Z).
\end{align*}
\]

To answer the query fly(tweety), the system unifies the goal with the head of the first rule, binding the variable X to the constant tweety. Then, the system finds the subgoal bird(tweety)
which in turn unifies the third clause and that subquery results in \( tt \). Then, in the body of the first rule, not penguin(tweety), is the next subgoal to be explored. Note that, because of the inference operator chosen, penguin is the head of a closed-world rule. Then, the subgoal unifies the fourth clause binding \( Z \) to tweety. As the subgoal bird(tweety) had already been proven, the next subgoal is polar(tweety). To explore this subgoal, the system does not unify any clause and, because of this, this subquery results in \( uu \). The body of the fourth clause results in \( uu \) since \( T \land U \) results in \( U \) in table 1. The subquery penguin(tweety) results in \( ff \) because of the closed-world assumption made by using the "\(-:\)" operator. If one replaces "\(-:\)" by "\(=:\)" in the fourth clause, the subquery penguin(tweety) results in \( uu \) instead.

Now, consider a new clause

\[
\text{polar(tweety).}
\]

is asserted and that the system places it at the end of the sequence of clauses. For the same query fly(tweety), the system now answers \( ff \). That is, it learns. In comparison to a similar Prolog program:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fly}(X) & : \text{-} \text{bird}(X), \text{not penguin}(X). \\
\text{bird}(\text{tweety}). \\
\text{penguin}(Z) & : \text{-} \text{bird}(Z), \text{polar}(Z).
\end{align*}
\]

The same query fly(tweety) would have resulted in \( true \) because the third clause alone ensures that only a polar bird is a penguin. That is, until the knowledge base is complete, the system sometimes gives wrong answers with respect to the real world. For instance, for a query such as fly(airplane), the answer is \( uu \) in the Prolog4v program above, whereas the same query results in \( false \) in the three-clause Prolog program above. Following this, binary formal systems are clearly not appropriate to write mathematical truths.

As another example, suppose that one knows that Berne is the capital of Switzerland and that each county has one capital only. In Prolog4v, one would write

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{capital(berne,switzerland).} \\
\text{not capital}(X,Y) & : \text{capital}(Z,Y), X \neq Z.
\end{align*}
\]

where \( <> \) stands for the different from \((\neq)\) operator. A non-ground query, i.e. a query where there is some unbound variable, for instance capital(bern,X) (note the different spellings) would result in \( X = uu \), whereas a ground query such as capital(zurich, switzerland) would definitely result in \( ff \) as follows: the corresponding goal would not unify the first clause but would unify the second one because the presence of the not abstract negation in its head does not fail during the computation of the unification algorithm. In this case, \( X \) is bound to zurich and \( Y \) is bound to switzerland. Then, the system tries to prove the subgoal capital(Z,switzerland) and unifies the first clause, i.e. the fact capital(berne, switzerland) binding \( Z \) to berne. Now, the system evaluates the expression \( X <> Z \), which in turn results in \( tt \) as zurich is not berne. Since all premises of the rule are true, the body results in \( tt \) and the system concludes that the head not capital (zurich,switzerland) is \( tt \) and, hence, that capital (zurich,switzerland) is \( ff \), and that is the response of the query at the user’s level.
4. CONCLUSIONS

There exists some four-valued formal system that is able to state arithmetical truths including paradoxes[13]. If it is possible for a machine to generate all truths, the same formal system can be used on a suitable knowledge base for that purpose. Queries reaching paradoxes are answered with $ii$, the inconsistent value. On the other hand, the claimed system is also able to answer queries with $uu$, the unknown value. The content of the present article was meant to be comprehensive even for undergraduate student. Philosophy students can also understand it.

However, all the work is clearly implementable on a common machine, such as Turing machine or von Neumann machine. Such a machine is binary and based on Boolean logic. An external four-valued layer is built. As a consequence, although the layer is relevant from the point of view of the visualization of the problem and the organization of the solution, it is proven that Gödel’s theorem is clearly invalid.

The computation by the referred formal system roughly takes the double the time of a typical binary formal system: some time for trying to prove that a goal is true and some additional time for trying to prove that the same goal is false. Therefore, its computation is polynomial.

Further work can be the formal definition of the four-valued Prolog, including its formal syntax and semantics as well as the unification algorithm.
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SCALABLE AND EFFICIENT PATH-SENSITIVE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE SCANNING MANY TYPES OF VULNERABILITY
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ABSTRACT

The goal of this paper is to present an efficient and effective path-sensitive analysis technique for many types of security vulnerability. We propose two analysis techniques. The first is a scalable path-sensitive analysis technique for security vulnerability with high precision and recall. Our strategies are to allow flexible design of path state and to make an effective path navigation heuristic which achieves both scalability and high recall. Experimental results show that a vulnerability scanner implemented through this technique get precision 100% and recall 93% on OWASP Benchmark. The vulnerability scanner is able to analyze 1 million lines of code. The second is a pre-analysis technique to improve the efficiency of the above analysis technique. The pre-analysis technique improves the path navigation by using an additional cheap analysis. Despite the additional cost, experimental results show that the total analysis time is reduced by 2.5 times. Simultaneously recall of the analysis is improved by the pre-analysis technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this paper is to present an efficient and effective path-sensitive taint analysis technique scanning many types of security vulnerability at once. First, we propose an effective path-sensitive analysis technique to achieve high precision and recall. Precision is the ratio of the number of true positives to the number of detected vulnerabilities. Recall is the ratio of the number of true positives to the number of all vulnerabilities. For practical analysis, path-sensitive analysis techniques make use of abstractions of partial paths or symbolic values and path navigation heuristics. Our technique does not care about abstraction to give flexibility to the design of path state. Our technique is easy to achieve high precision because of this feature. It optimizes only path navigation. Therefore path navigation should avoid exploring non-vulnerable paths as much as possible for scalable analysis. On the other hand, path navigation should explore all vulnerable paths as much as possible to achieve high recall. We propose a path navigation...
strategy satisfying these goals. We evaluate its ability to achieve high precision and recall on OWASP Benchmark. Second, we propose a pre-analysis technique making the path-sensitive analysis several times more efficient. It improves the efficiency of a baseline analysis preserving the original precision and recall. We evaluate the improvement of efficiency on 12 real-world applications. In summary, our goal is

1. Design a scalable path-sensitive analysis technique to scan many types of security vulnerability with high precision and recall.

2. Design a pre-analysis technique to improve the efficiency of the path-sensitive analysis not sacrificing the original precision and recall.

Inter-procedural path-sensitive analysis scanning security vulnerabilities suffers from path explosion problem. The number of paths is exponential to the number of nodes in a control flow graph. Including loop, it may be infinite. All vulnerabilities can be detected by analyzing all the paths, but it is impossible to analyze all of them.

Generally, there are two ways to overcome the path explosion problem in path-sensitive analysis. One way is to analyze each query one by one collecting predicates to be satisfied backward from a query point in a fully path-sensitive manner. It is practical for analyzing small size of queries and has an advantage in precision. A disadvantage is that it is difficult to analyze complex data types and operations. The other way is forward analysis with abstractions of partial paths or values that are irrelevant to interesting properties and with path navigation heuristics selecting paths related to interesting properties.

Forward analysis with path navigation is more viable option for many types of security vulnerability scanner than backward analysis. The size of query points for checking security vulnerabilities is usually large. Just XSS only analysis has too many query points such as JSP's out.write()s. There are several types of security vulnerability such as Command Injection, SQL Injection, Path Traversal, etc. Even if each of them has small size of query points, the sum of them may be large. Backward path-sensitive analysis is not appropriate for scanning many types of security vulnerability because they may have large size of query points. In contrast, forward analysis has an advantage in analyzing many queries at once. We present a path-sensitive analysis technique for security vulnerability that uses forward analysis in Section 3.

However, forward analysis involves a risk to analyze paths that are irrelevant to vulnerabilities. Figure 1 is a motivating example. There are 2 taint sources and 2 sinks. Method SOURCES returns a T1-type tainted value in {1} and a T2-type tainted value in {2}. Method SINKS propagate parameter S to the T1-type sink in {3} and the T3-type sink in {4}. Method PROP has no taint sources or sinks. It propagates a tainted value in parameter X to the P1 in {5} and the P2 in {6}. Method FOO just calls them sequentially: SOURCES, PROP, and then SINKS. A T1-type vulnerability may exist through the path {1}{4}{5}. There are no other vulnerabilities. The most efficient way to scan the vulnerability is making only three path summaries: (c1, {return $\rightarrow$ t1(1)}), (¬c2, {p2.str $\rightarrow$ p2.str + x}), (c3, {t1sink(6) $\rightarrow$ s}). By instantiating them, only one path summary is calculated for method FOO: (c1 $\land$ ¬c2 $\land$ c3, t1sink(6) $\rightarrow$ t1(1)). However, there are no inducements to navigate only branch {1} in SOURCES, only branch {4} in PROP, and only branch {5} in SINKS. A path-sensitive analysis has no choice but to result in 8 path summaries for FOO. Despite the time is wasted to analyze non-vulnerable paths, it is difficult to make the path navigation efficient.
We propose a pre-analysis technique for efficient path navigation. The overall process is as follows. A pre-analysis provides program points that may propagate tainted values to their sink points. In Figure 1, it may provide \{1\}, \{4\}, and \{5\}. And then the target path-sensitive analysis utilizes the program points for selecting branches to navigate. The target analysis navigates only branches \{1\}, \{4\}, and \{5\}. In this manner, the prior knowledge provided by the pre-analysis makes aggressive path navigation possible in the target analysis.

A challenging point is that the additional time for the pre-analysis should be less than the reduced time of the target analysis. A poor pre-analysis may give the target analysis invaluable knowledges, for example, all branches in Figure 1. The pre-analysis is not useful to reduce the analysis time of the target analysis. On the other hand, if a pre-analysis spends too much time for valuable knowledge, it is also meaningless work.

The pre-analysis technique involves a risk that a selected branch may block exploring another selected branch. Pre-analysis considering only propagations of tainted values do not give a knowledge of feasible paths. Not only points related to tainted values but also points related to calculation of branch conditions should be considered for path navigation. Figure 2 shows an example of the problem. ZIPFILE contains a tainted value and the sink is in PROCESSFILE of line 9. It is impossible to execute code at line 9 without passing code at line 6. Method PROCESSPROPERTYFILE contains two branches and each of them returns different boolean

```java
void foo(c1, c2, c3: Bool) { 
    x, y: String
    p1, p2: StringBuilder
    = new StringBuilder();

    x = sources(c1);
    prop(c2, x, p1, p2);
    sinks(c3, p2.toString);
}

String sources(c1: Bool){
    if (c1) return t1_src(); //\{1\}
    else return t2_src(); //\{2\}
}

void prop(c2: Bool, x: String
    , p1, p2: StringBuilder){
    if (c2) p1.append(x); //\{3\}
    else p2.append(x); //\{4\}
}

void sinks(c3: Bool, s: String) { 
    if (c3) t1_sink(s); //\{5\}
    else t3_sink(s); //\{6\}
}

Figure 1: Only exploring \{1\}, \{4\}, and \{5\} is enough to make a summary of method foo.
```
value. For exploring line 9, \texttt{PROCESSED} at line 8 should have false value. Therefore a path navigation should explore the false branch in \texttt{PROCESSPROPERTYFILE}.

We solve the problem by marking may-feasible partial paths in advance. Using heuristic methods, the pre-analysis finds intervals that contain pairs of a definition of a variable and a branching condition using the variable. We call the intervals as effective intervals. In Figure 2, ([line 3], [line 9]) is an effective interval. The pre-analysis calculates infeasible partial paths in the intervals by path-sensitive constant propagation. And then the other paths in the intervals are marked as may-feasible paths. In Figure 2, [line 3][line 6][\texttt{PROCESSPROPERTYFILE}; line 22][line 9] is a may-feasible path in the effective interval ([line 3], [line 9]). The target analysis utilizes the knowledge to avoid infeasible paths. We discuss the reason why this strategy, constant propagation within small code interval, effectively solves the problem in Section 2.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces previous researches about path-sensitive analysis. Section 3 introduces a scalable and effective path-sensitive analysis technique. Section 4 explains about a pre-analysis technique to make the path-sensitive analysis more efficient. Section 5 explains experimental results and discuss about pros and cons of our analysis techniques.

```java
public Plugin extractJarFile(...)
{
...
    boolean processed =
    processClassFile(zipEntry);
    if (!processed) {
        processed=processPropertyFile(...);
    }
    if (!processed) {
        processFile(plugin, zipFile, 
        zipEntry, targetDirectory);
        ...
    }
}

private boolean processPropertyFile(...) 
    throws IOException
{
    if (zipEntry.getName().
        endsWith("*.properties"))
        final File targetFile=new File(...);
        copyFile(...);
        return true;
    }
    return false;
}
```

Figure 2: An example code from PluginExtractor.java of Webgoat. Path navigation of line 9 is required for detecting a vulnerability. It is possible only when the analysis explore the false branch of \texttt{PROCESSPROPERTYFILE}. 
2. RELATED WORK

In this section we survey previous approaches to path-sensitive analysis. Path-sensitive analysis technique was used for various purposes such as points-to analysis, security vulnerability scanner, memory leak detection, compiler optimization, and language refinement. They fall into two categories: backward analysis and forward analysis. Backward analysis techniques are used for one special property. Each analysis technique includes optimization methods to overcome path explosion problem. The optimizations are performed by ignoring or abstracting paths and values unrelated to the properties of interests.

[9] avoids unnecessarily explored path by join that do not hurt accuracy. The work is to find infeasible paths for compiler optimization. They formalize edge strings and discuss optimizations. They explain a concept of delayed join. The method uses k-edge abstraction inspired by k-context abstraction. They insist 2-sensitive edge strings are enough for finding infeasible paths. This fact inspired us to use a heuristic using small size of codes for finding infeasible paths. Although it is difficult to make use of this work as it is, it shows that there are localities between definitions of a variable and the uses of the variables in branch conditions.

[11] presents an optimization technique abstracting away certain symbolic subterms to make the analysis practical. By abstracting elements unrelated to a property of interest, it reduces analysis time. They test only small codes to show the efficiency.

[8] presents a vulnerability detection technique using a backward analysis. Program condition (PC) and security condition (SC) are constructed to prove a safety of a query point. It is proved by solving $PC \land \neg SC$. The weak point of this work is that it does not handle complex data types because of the limitation of backward analysis.

[7] presents a demand-driven analysis technique for buffer overflow detector. The technique is backward analysis for buffer access violation. It is the efficient way to analyze the property. The method makes use of another path-insensitive pointer analysis. The requirement of time-consuming pointer analysis is a limitation of this work.

[1] solves infeasible paths problem by abstract interpretation. The method refines syntactic language for another path-sensitive analysis. It gives us a lesson that removal of infeasible path is important to prove more queries. It only concentrates on improvement of true positive rate. The cost of infeasible-path detection increases the total analysis time.

[3] presents a technique merging branches unrelated to properties of interest. It gives us a lesson that avoiding unrelated branch is important to make analysis efficient. Proposed method is difficult to be used as it is for making vulnerability scanner because a vulnerability scanner has to consider sanitizer.

[15] presents a technique to detect RCE vulnerability. The method slices codes related to sinks and checks the satisfiability of a sink's collected predicates.

[12] uses a global invariant approach to detect data race avoiding the path explosion problem. They do not present an experimental result that shows scalability to real-world programs.
[5] shows a method to add path sensitivity to points-to analysis. Their approach works with both WPP2G and P2SSA representations yielding a certain degree of path-sensitivity. It is a technique abstracting elements unrelated to the property of interest.

[6] presents a backward slicing technique that excludes spurious dependencies lying on infeasible paths and avoids imprecise join. It traverses a program in a depth-first search manner and reuses dependencies from precomputed paths. The novelty of this work is a formalization of efficiently reusing conditions. Experimental results of the prototype do not show scalability.

[14] presents a scalable path-sensitive analysis for memory leak detection. It is a great work that concentrates on memory leak detection. They present an efficient summarizing method for summaries to get scalability.

[13] presents an optimized backward analysis technique for data flow analysis. They optimize the path-sensitive analysis by abstracting subterms as unknown values in a predicate. They present a calculation of predicates containing unknown terms.

[4] presents a formal method for computing the precise necessary and sufficient conditions for program properties that are fully context- and path-sensitive. They show a sound, complete and scalable analysis for only small functional language. Experimental results of the prototype on real-world programs do not show high precision.

3. PATH-SENSITIVE ANALYSIS FOR SECURITY VULNERABILITY

The target program is a list of bodies composed of a list of statements and a control flow graph. Figure 3 shows the target program. pgm means a program. It is a list of bodies with method name \((\text{body}_f)\). A body consists of a list of statements and a control flow graph. The statements consist of assignment statement \((x:=e)\), assert statement \((\text{assert}(x\sqcap e))\), and call statement \((\text{call}(f,x))\). Expression \(e\) is composed of typical expressions such as arithmetic expressions or logical expressions, l-value \(lv\), and primitive values \(\text{primitive}\).

![Figure 3: A program contains statements and control flow graphs](image)

Our path-sensitive analysis technique uses summary-based analysis technique. A summary-based analysis analyzes each method in bottom-up call order generating a summary consists of symbolic states. Summaries are instantiated in each statement making use of each caller's context. Summary-based analysis is a typical choice for path-sensitive analysis because of scalability. Figure 4 shows the summary design of the analysis. Summary describes the
summary. A summary is a set of path summaries. A path summary is a symbolic state of a path. A path summary consists of a path string Path, last node's symbolic memory SMemory, and each symbolic value's constraints SConstraint. We do not present the specific designs of SConstraint and SMemory because our path-sensitive analysis technique does not care about the complexity of the summary design. Our goal is to get scalability not by a low-cost summary but by a path navigation strategy.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Summary} & = \emptyset(\text{PathSummary}) \\
\text{PathSummary} & = \text{Path} \times \text{SConstraint} \times \text{SMemory} \\
\text{Path} & = (\text{Method} \times \text{Node})\text{List} \\
\text{SConstraint} & = \text{SVal} \rightarrow \text{Constraint} \\
\text{SMemory} & = \text{SRef} \rightarrow \text{SVal}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4: Summary is a set of path states

Figure 5 shows the semantics of our analysis technique. It calculates output path summaries from an input path-summary. next(f,i) is successor nodes of a node (f, i) in the control flow graph. An assignment statement changes the state of symbolic memory by storing evaluated symbolic value \([e]_m\) to the evaluated location \([x]_m\). An assert statement changes the state of symbolic constraint by storing the evaluated constraint. If an evaluated constraint is proved to be false, the path summary is discarded. The analysis propagates summaries of each method bottom-up through the call order. At a call statement, it lookups the callee's precomputed summaries SUM(f') and instantiate it in the caller's context. In this way, it inter-procedurally detects vulnerable paths.

We introduce the details of our path sensitive analysis technique. The analysis explores local path in a depth-first search manner and filters most likely to be vulnerable paths among several inter-procedural paths. Algorithm 1 describes the details. It calculates path summaries visiting local nodes. WEIGHTPATHFILTER is a heuristic algorithm for filtering path summaries that are most likely to be vulnerable. It is applied to the intermediate path summaries for each iteration. At a call statement of a local path, there may be \(n\) inter-procedural paths with each symbolic state and \(m\) path summaries. After instantiation, there are, at most, \(n \times m\) inter-procedural paths with each symbolic state. At this point, WEIGHTPATHFILTER reduces the size of path summaries. The path navigation halts when 100% of node coverage is achieved or iteration is over the threshold.

![Figure 5: Analysis semantics](image-url)
Algorithm 1 Summary Calculation with Path Navigation Heuristic

1: procedure CALCULATESUMMARY($f$, $body$) \> The summary of method $f$
2: \> result_sum $\leftarrow \emptyset$, $sum$ $\leftarrow \{(f, Entry), \emptyset, \emptyset\}$
3: \> cnt $\leftarrow 0$, $visit$ $\leftarrow \emptyset$
4: \> while $sum \neq \emptyset$ \& unvisited nodes exist \& iter $< threshold$ do
5: \> \> $sum_{pop}, sum$ $\leftarrow pop\_one\_local\_path(sum)$ \> Depth-first Traversal
6: \> \> $visit$ $\leftarrow sum_{pop}$’s last node
7: \> \> iter $\leftarrow iter + 1$
8: \> \> $sum'$ $\leftarrow \{s' \mid s \in sum_{pop}, s' \in \text{last}(s.p)(s)\}$ \> Evaluate semantics
9: \> \> $sum$ $\leftarrow sum \cup WEIGHTPATHFILTER(sum')$ \> Select top-ranked paths through WPF
10: \> \> $terminated, sum$ $\leftarrow pop\_terminated(sum)$
11: \> \> $result\_sum$ $\leftarrow result\_sum \cup terminated$
12: \> end while
13: \> result_sum $\leftarrow WEIGHTPATHFILTER(result\_sum)$ \> Select top-ranked result paths
14: \> return result\_sum \> The summary of method $f$ is result\_sum
15: end procedure

WEIGHTPATHFILTER algorithm is described on Algorithm 2. It simply sorts path summaries according to their respective scores and picks the top-ranked path summaries. The sorting criteria $W$ contains several heuristics. Mainly, path summaries with following properties are preferred:

- many tainted values and sinks.
- many parameter symbols.
- short path.
- many equal constraints.

Path summaries having more parameter symbols are preferred than others because it has higher possibility of propagating tainted values. Path summaries having shorter paths are preferred than others because most of vulnerabilities have short vulnerable paths. Equal constraints are useful for pruning infeasible paths, therefore it is preferred.

Algorithm 2 Heuristic: Weight-guided Path Filter

1: procedure WEIGHTPATHFILTER($sum : Summary$) \> $W : Summary \rightarrow Score$
2: \> $weight\_sorted$ $\leftarrow \text{sort}(sum, W)$
3: \> result $\leftarrow \text{filter\_high\_weight}(weight\_sorted, \text{Threshold})$
4: \> return result
5: end procedure

The introduced path-sensitive analysis technique is scalable and has an ability to achieve high precision and recall. We evaluate the performance in Section 5.

4. PRE-ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

We present a pre-analysis technique to improve efficiency of a target path-sensitive analysis. In Section 1, we address an inefficiency of path-sensitive analysis which is difficult to be improved. To avoid path navigation of non-vulnerable paths, we propose a pre-analysis technique providing
prior-knowledge for target path-sensitive analysis. We call the prior knowledge as Path-oracle, the pre-analysis as Pre-analysis, and the target path-sensitive analysis as Main-analysis.

### 4.1. Path-oracle

Here, we describe Path-oracle provided to Main-analysis by Pre-analysis. Figure 6 shows the Path-oracle description. Path-oracle consists of three parts: Pick, San, and Allowed. Pick is a set of nodes that may be included in vulnerable paths. San is a set of nodes that may sanitize tainted values. Allowed is a set of may-feasible partial paths. The form of Allowed is a map from a starting node to set of may-feasible partial paths. Allowed is used to avoid infeasible paths by reserving the paths in each path summary.

\[
\begin{align*}
O & \in \text{PathOracle} = \text{InfoFlowHint} \\
& \times \text{SanitizingHint} \\
& \times \text{AllowedPaths} \\
\text{Pick} & \in \text{InfoFlowHint} = \text{Node} \to \text{Bool} \\
\text{San} & \in \text{SanitizingHint} = \text{Node} \to \text{Bool} \\
\text{Allowed} & \in \text{AllowedPaths} = \\varnothing(\text{ReservedPath})
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 6: Path Oracle

### 4.2. Challenge of Pre-analysis

A Pre-analysis should achieve the following goals to be useful.

- Lightweight analysis
- Conservative detection of vulnerabilities
- Accurate enough to provide useful Path-oracle.

A Pre-analysis should occupy little portion of total analysis time. Our goal of the pre-analysis technique is reducing the total analysis time by improving the efficiency of a Main-analysis. If the analysis time of a Pre-analysis is longer than the reduced time of the Main-analysis, it is useless.

A Main-analysis makes use of a Path-oracle aggressively to its path navigation, therefore it should detect all vulnerable paths as possible. A Main-analysis tries to visit only nodes in Pick. Therefore, the result of a Pre-analysis should include all possible nodes included in vulnerable paths.

Too imprecise Pre-analysis result misleads the Main-analysis into wasting time. A Main-analysis tries to cover all nodes in Pick. Unnecessarily selected nodes in a Pre-analysis lead to unnecessary path navigations in the Main-analysis. A Pre-analysis should provide essential nodes only.

### 4.3. Pre-analysis Memory Model

A Pre-analysis makes use of abstract interpretation[2]. A Pre-analysis is context/flow-insensitive and field-insensitive. It has only one memory state \( d \in D \) for all program points. Figure 7 shows the design. The abstract location of memory state is variable. Each field strings are ignored.
A Pre-analysis collects vulnerable variables and nodes. Source map ∈ Src and sink map ∈ Sink consist of a map from variable to related taint rules and a map from node to related taint rules. The variable map is for analyzing flow of taint rules. The node map is for producing Path-oracle. A Pre-analysis collects only nodes for sanitizer, because it is not interested in sanitizing flows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Domain} & \quad d \in D = \{ \text{taint} : T, \text{alias} : A \} \\
\text{Taint map} & \quad T = \{ \text{src} : \text{Src}, \text{sink} : \text{Sink} \\
& \quad , \text{san} : \text{San} \} \\
\text{Source map} & \quad \text{Src} = (\text{Var} \to TRules) \\
& \quad \times (\text{Node} \to TRules) \\
\text{Sink map} & \quad \text{Sink} = (\text{Var} \to TRules) \\
& \quad \times (\text{Node} \to TRules) \\
\text{Sanitizer map} & \quad \text{San} = \text{Node} \to TRules \\
\text{Taint rule set} & \quad TRules = \emptyset(\text{TRule}) \\
\text{Alias relation} & \quad A = \text{Var} \to \emptyset(\text{Var})
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 7: Memory model of Pre-analysis

4.4. Pre-analysis Semantics

Figure 8 shows the semantics on the memory model described in Figure 7. It describes transition rules of D for each statement. Notice that it does backward propagation for detecting the flows to a sink. And it does forward propagation for detecting the flows from a source. It collects alias information to detect taint propagation by heap location.

Figure 9 describes field-insensitive semantics about l-value evaluation. \([l_{v}.f]_{lv}d = [lv]_{lv}d\) presents that we do not care about field. \([x]_{lv}d = \{x\} \cup d.\text{alias}(x)\) presents that it considers alias while evaluating l-value.

4.5. Pre-analysis Algorithm

A Pre-analysis calculates approximate fixed point of D. In Algorithm 3, codes at line 5-10 calculate it. During the iteration, taint rules of sources and sinks are propagated through the semantics. For efficiency, the while loop halts when its iteration exceeds threshold. It halts when \(d\) is saturated through the semantics.

A Pick is made with Src and Sink of D. A Pre-analysis intersects each node’s taint rules in Src and Sink to find vulnerable nodes. The initial Pick is made of the intersected taint rules. Code at line 13 in Algorithm 3 then propagates each taint rules of the nodes in the Pick to its dominator nodes. This process is described in Figure 10 (a), (b). Before line 13, it looks like (a). Propagation nodes of sources and sinks are only picked. After line 13, it looks like (b). A path related to the vulnerability is constructed naturally.
A San is made with San of D. Different from Pick, it only propagates each nodes to their mutually dominant nodes. A Main-analysis uses San passively in path navigation. This is why a Pre-analysis propagates sanitizing nodes passively. In Figure 10 (c), the square node is sanitizing node. After line 16, it looks like (d). It changes only node {3} as a sanitizing node. Since the Main-analysis knows {3} is an entrance to the sanitizer, it may explore a vulnerable path \{1\}{2}{5}{6}.

An Allowed is made with constant propagation on effective_interval. In line 18 of Algorithm 3, scan_effective is an effective interval classifier. For example, see Figure 10 (e). Interval \{(2), \{9\}\} is an effective interval. Last node \{9\} is picked as propagation node. There are many possible paths between \{2\} and \{9\} and two boolean value assignments exist. A Pre-analysis does path-sensitive constant propagation on this interval. The Pre-analysis may discover two path \{2\}{3}\{7\}{9}, \{2\}{4}{6}{7}{9} are infeasible. For finding effective interval, it uses several heuristics such as the number of boolean assignment. Low cost for finding those effective intervals is important.
Algorithm 3 Pre-analysis: Path-oracle Calculation

1: procedure CALCULATEPathOracle(pgm)
2: \( d \leftarrow \{\text{taint} : \{\text{src} : \emptyset, \text{sink} : \emptyset, \text{san} : \emptyset\}, \text{alias} : \emptyset\} \)
3: saturated \( \leftarrow \) false
4: iter \( \leftarrow 0 \)
5: while \( \neg\)saturated \( \vee \) iter < threshold do  
6: \( \quad \text{iter} \leftarrow \text{iter} + 1 \)
7: \( \quad d' \leftarrow d \)
8: \( \quad \forall \text{body}_f \in \text{pgm}, \forall \text{stmt}_f \in \text{body}_f, d' \leftarrow [\text{stmt}_f]_{\text{pre}} d' \)
9: \( \quad \text{saturated} \leftarrow d' = d \)
10: end while
11: default \( \leftarrow \{\text{node} \rightarrow \text{false} | \text{node} \in \text{AllNode}\} \)
12: Pick \( \leftarrow \text{default} \{\text{node} \rightarrow \text{true} | (d.\text{src}(\text{node}) \land d.\text{sink}(\text{node})) \neq \emptyset\} \)  
\( \triangleright \) Both have info-flow relationship
13: Pick \( \leftarrow \text{Pick} \{d \rightarrow \text{true} | d \text{ dominates } n, \text{Pick}(n) = \text{true}\} \)  
\( \triangleright \) To find a way to the info-flow-important node
14: San \( \leftarrow \text{default} \{\text{node} \rightarrow \text{true} | d.\text{san}(\text{node}) \neq \emptyset\} \)
15: San \( \leftarrow \text{San} \{d \rightarrow \text{true} | d \text{ dominates } n, \text{san}(n) = \text{true}\} \)
17: effective_interval \( \leftarrow \text{scan}_{\text{effective}}(\text{pgm}, \text{Pick}) \)  
\( \triangleright [\text{start} \_ \text{node}, \text{picked} \_ \text{end} \_ \text{node}] \)
19: Allowed \( \leftarrow \emptyset \)
20: for each (node::path\text{\textsubscript{\text{rod}}}) in paths(effective\_interval) do
21: \( \quad \text{Allowed} \leftarrow \{\text{node} \rightarrow (\text{Allowed}(\text{node}) \cup \{\text{path\text{\textsubscript{\text{rod}}}}\}) | (\text{node} :: \text{path\text{\textsubscript{\text{rod}}}}) \text{ is not proved to be infeasible}\} \)
22: end for
24: Return (Pick, San, Allowed)  
\( \triangleright \) Return the Path-oracle O
25: end procedure

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 10: The process of calculating Path-oracle.
4.6. Path-oracle Guided Path Navigation

Algorithm 4 shows an algorithm filtering path summaries with Path-oracle. At first, it filters infeasible paths proved by Allowed out. And then, if current nodes of summary are assert statements, it selects the branches to continue searching using Path-oracle.

Codes at 5-12 lines filter infeasible path out by reserving only paths in Allowed. An extended summary design including reserved path is described in Section 4.7. Code at line 8 in Algorithm 4 reserves paths in Allowed for each path summaries. In Figure 10(e), a path \{4\}{5}\{7\}{9} is reserved. Naturally, unreserved paths, that is, infeasible paths will be excluded in the future summary calculation.

Codes at 14-30 lines seek effective next node using Pick and San. At first, if the branch condition's truth value is determined, it selects the branch having true assert condition. In the other case, it selects branches whose Pick is true or opposite branch has true San. In Figure 10(b), branch \{5\} is selected because \{5\} is in Pick. In (d), branch \{2\} is selected because \{3\} is in San. In case neither Pick nor San exist, it selects one branch arbitrarily avoiding already pruned branch. Because both branches are not affective to vulnerable behaviour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 4</th>
<th>Path-oracle-guided Path Filter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: procedure ORACLEPATHFILTER(sum : Summary, O: PathOracle)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: (Pick : Node → Bool, San : Node → Bool, Allowed : Node → ${ReservedPath}) ← O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: result ← ∅</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: nodes ← last nodes of sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: for each s in sum do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: if last(s.p) ∈ DOM(Allowed) then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: reserved_path.set ← Allowed(last(s.p))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: result ← result ∪ {r, s.p, s.c, s.m}{r ∈ reserved_path.set}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: else</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: result ← result ∪ {s}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: end if</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: end for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: if nodes = {j1, j2} &amp; j1 is assert(\epsilon), j2 is assert(\neg \epsilon) then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: j1_sum ← {s</td>
<td>s ∈ result, last(s.p) = j1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: j2_sum ← {s</td>
<td>s ∈ result, last(s.p) = j2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17: if [e]m = true then result ← j1_sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18: else if [\neg e]m = true then result ← j2_sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19: else</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20: if (Pick(j1) \lor San(j2)) &amp; (Pick(j2) \lor San(j1)) then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21: result ← j2_sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22: else if (Pick(j1) \lor San(j2)) &amp; (Pick(j2) \lor San(j1)) then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23: result ← j1_sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24: else if (Pick(j1) \lor San(j2)) &amp; (Pick(j2) \lor San(j1)) then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25: if j1_sum ≠ ∅ then result ← j1_sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26: else result ← j2_sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27: end if</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28: end if</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29: end if</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30: end if</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31: return result</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32: end procedure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

▷ [\[\epsilon\]m = don’t know |

▷ j1 branch is only picked |

▷ j2 branch is only picked |

▷ Arbitrarily j1 picked |

▷ Arbitrarily j2 picked |

▷ Finally selected path summaries
Figure 11 is an example of San is essential for path navigation. In code of line 7, `getRequestedSessionId` gives source information and then it goes to sink at line 11. There are two branches between line 7, 11. Both two branches are not nodes propagating the source information to the sink. However, true branch is actually safe branch. Path navigation should avoid sanitizer to detect the vulnerable path.

### 4.7. Pre-analysis Technique Guided Path-sensitive Analysis for Security Vulnerability

We present A Main-analysis using Path-oracle for its path navigation. Figure 12 shows a new Summary design. There are only minor changes. `ReservedPath` field is added in `PathSummary`. A path summary having reserved path should be calculated following the reserved path. It is shown in the Figure 13.

```java
void doGet(HttpServletRequest req,
            HttpServletResponse resp) throws ServletException, IOException {
    resp.setContentType("text/plain");
    PrintWriter pw = resp.getWriter();
    String sessionId =
        req.getRequestedSessionId(); //SRC
    if (sessionId == null) {
        sessionId = "none"; //Sanitizing
    }
    pw.write(sessionId); //SINK
}
```

Figure 11: Example of code including a sanitizing branch from TestCoyoteAdapter.java of Tomcat

```
Summary = &phi(PathSummary)
PathSummary = \{r : ReservedPath, p : Path,
                 , c : SConstraint, m : SMemory\}
ReservedPath = (Method × Node)List
Path = (Method × Node)List
SConstraint = SVal → Constraint
SMemory = SRef → SVal
```

Figure 12: Summary of Main-analysis

```
[[stmt]]_{new}(\phi, p, c, m) = \{ (\phi, p', c', m') \mid (p', c', m') \in [[stmt]](p, c, m) \}
[[stmt]]_{new}(p_{rsd} :: r, p, c, m) = \{ (r, p', c', m') \mid (p', c', m') \in [[stmt]](p, c, m) \}
```

Figure 13: Semantics of Main-analysis
Algorithm 5 is extended algorithm of Algorithm 2 by the new semantics and ORACLE PATHFILTER algorithm. In line 8, the previous semantics is replaced by the new semantics. At line 9 ORACLEPATHFILTER algorithm is added. It reserves may-feasible paths for some path summaries and filters out non-vulnerable path summaries. WEIGHTPATHFILTER is preserved same as before to ensure the quality of the previous.

5. EXPERIMENT RESULT

We evaluate the proposed two analysis techniques by two experiments. First, we evaluate their ability to achieve high precision and recall on OWASP Benchmark. OWASP Benchmark is a benchmark to evaluate precision and recall of a vulnerability scanner. The result is presented in Section 5.1. Second, we evaluate the improvement by the pre-analysis technique on 12 real-world projects.

We implemented two analyzer for the experiments. One analyzer is implemented through the path-sensitive analysis technique. The other analyzer is implemented through the pre-analysis technique based on the first analyzer. We call the first one as Baseline analyzer and second one as Modified analyzer. t be published in the conference proceedings.

5.1. Experiment 1: Precision and Recall

**Algorithm 5** Main-analysis: Summary Calculation with Path-oracle-guided Path Navigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>procedure</strong> CALCULATESUMMARY($f$, body, $O$: PathOracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><code>result_sum ← φ, sum ← {φ, ((f, Entry), φ, φ)}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><code>cut ← 0, visit ← φ</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>while</strong> <code>sum ≠ φ ∧ unvisited nodes exist ∧ iter &lt; threshold</code> <strong>do</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><code>sum_{pop, sum} ← pop.one.local.path(sum)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><code>visit ← each sum_{pop}'s last node</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><code>iter ← iter + 1</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><code>sum' ← \{s' \mid s ∈ sum_{pop}, s' ∈ [[last(s,p)]]_{new}(s)\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><code>sum'' ← ORACLEPATHFILTER(sum', O)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><code>sum ← sum ∪ WEIGHTPATHFILTER(sum'')</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td><code>terminated, sum ← pop.terminated(sum)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td><code>result_sum ← result_sum ∪ terminated</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td><strong>end while</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td><code>result_sum ← WEIGHTPATHFILTER(result_sum)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td><strong>return</strong> <code>result_sum</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td><strong>end procedure</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWASP Benchmark\(^1\) is a benchmark to evaluate precision and recall of a vulnerability scanner. It consists of 2740 test-cases which may have one of 10 top vulnerabilities. The ratio of the number of safe test-cases to the number of unsafe test-cases is almost one to evaluate both precision and recall of a vulnerability scanner.

F-measure is a measure combining precision and recall. A F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The F-measure is 100 when a scanner's both precision and recall are 100%. The F-measure is 0 when a scanner's both precision and recall are 0%.

\(^1\) www.owasp.org/index.php/Benchmark, v1.2 beta
Baseline analyzer gets F-measure 96 on OWASP Benchmark. An analyzer by our method may get high precision easily because of no restriction on symbolic state design. Table 1 shows that Baseline analyzer achieves precision 100%. Although there are 98 false-negatives, it achieves high recall 93%. The table shows that the introduced path navigation strategy is effective to scan vulnerabilities.

Modified analyzer gets the same F-measure as Baseline analyzer. The experiment result of Modified analyzer is exactly same as Table 1. Section 5.2 shows that the number of explored path reduced by 3.4 times. Nonetheless, the precision and recall are preserved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Test query</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unsafe</td>
<td>safe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Injection</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Cryptography</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Hashing</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDAP Injection</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Traversal</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cookie Flag</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL Injection</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust Boundary Violation</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Randomness</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPATH Injection</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1415</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Experiment 2: Improvement of Efficiency

We construct a new benchmark containing up to one million lines of code to evaluate the pre-analysis technique. They are listed in Table 2. Two of them: sparrowml and objchk are our internal java program. Other ten programs are open source projects composed of Java and jsp. Especially four of them: josso1, jdesurvey, broadleaf commerce, and alfresco are open source projects using Spring framework. The largest number of lines of code in the benchmark has about one million lines of code.

Baseline analyzer efficiently covers vulnerable paths. The size of codes in OWASP Benchmark is 161K LOC. it analyzes the codes within 10 minutes. This is 1 Million LOC/hour phase.

Our experimental result presents the pre-analysis technique makes Baseline analyzer several times more efficient. In spite of additional pre-analysis, the total analysis time is reduced by several times. The analysis time of Modified analyzer dramatically decreases comparing to Baseline analyzer. It is reduced by about 6 times. The total analysis time is also reduced by 2.5 times. Many programs in the benchmark are analyzed about 4 times faster. Even javassist having the least effect is analyzed about 1.6 times faster.

Table 2 shows that additional true-positives are discovered by the new method. Although, the increased number of true-positives is not so large, but it is a meaningful number in comparison to the decreased number. Only tomcat loses one true-positive. The others lose nothing. There are no declines for josso1 when 38 new vulnerabilities are detected. Even tomcat who lose one true-
positive gain 9 additional true-positives. Reduction of explored paths makes analysis time decrease, but rather precision increase.

The number of detections of deep inter-path vulnerable paths increases. The paths of the additional true positives have more than 3 call-depth. The deepest inter-path has 5 call-depth with long inter-procedural path. Baseline analyzer detects long inter-paths which include many call-sites frequently, but paths who have deep inter-paths rarely.

Another encouraging point is that the number of vulnerabilities detected among nested branches increases.

### 5.3. Discussion

Our path-sensitive analysis technique is scalable and has ability to achieve high precision and recall. Table 2 shows that an analyzer implemented by only the path-sensitive analysis technique is able to analyze 1 million LOC. Table 1 shows that the analyzer has high precision and recall.

The pre-analysis technique is a goal-oriented path navigation technique. Goals are clearly reflected by Path-oracle in the algorithm. Path-oracle guided path navigation saves unnecessary path searches. The detection rate of vulnerabilities having deep inter-paths or many branching increases.

Reduction of the number of explored paths leads the time reduction. Although the reduced number of explored paths and the reduced time are not exactly proportional, but most of them are highly correlated. As an unusual case, jdesurvey's number of explored path is reduced by only 1.3 times when the time reduced by 4.4 times. The Modified analyzer avoided paths that are meaningless but time-consuming.

Additional false-negatives may be raised because of two reasons. First, the proposed algorithm calculates approximate fixed point of a Pre-analysis semantics. A Pre-analysis may miss vulnerable nodes. Second, the heuristic for effective interval is not optimal. A Pre-analysis may fail to find infeasible paths.
A disadvantage of the pre-analysis technique occurs when modifying the design of target analysis. Simultaneous modifications of a Pre-analysis semantics and the Main-analysis semantics are not always necessary, but a developer should always examine whether modification of the Pre-analysis semantics is necessary or not. Changes in core design of a Main-analysis require a design change in the Pre-analysis. An incorrect Pre-analysis makes the Main-analysis lose opportunity to detect vulnerable paths.

6. FUTURE WORK

A more researches for heuristics to find effective intervals are required. The effective interval classifier works using heuristics rather than logical methods. We do not know our heuristics are close to the optimal although the heuristics are effective. How to make effective interval classifier is a key issue left.

Effective interval classifier trained by machine learning algorithm may be used. [10] presents a method for learning a classifier which select good analysis parameters of a target code via Bayesian optimization. The advantage of this method is that Bayesian optimization do not require training data but just an objective function which is path-sensitive constant propagation in this case. Supervised learning algorithm like SVM requires training data and obtaining the training data, effective intervals in this case, is not easy.

We have a plan to improve effective interval classifier using Bayesian optimization. Feature vector is a crucial factor for effective learning. Most of the research will be finding the good feature vector. We will look at many codes and study important features for effective interval.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have given a scalable path-sensitive analysis technique for many types of security vulnerabilities with high precision and recall. The technique do not restrict design condition of symbolic state for making highly precise vulnerability scanner to be easy. Scalability is achieved by a path navigation heuristic only. Experimental results show that it can analyze 1 million lines of code. Despite the path navigation heuristic filters out many paths for scalability, it does not lose recall.

We have presented a pre-analysis technique improves the efficiency of the path-sensitive analysis. Both analysis time and recall are improved by the method. Experimental results show that our technique reduces the number of explored paths by 3.4 times. Due to the reduction, the analysis time reduced by 2.5 times in spite of the additional cost for a pre-analysis. Despite the number of explored paths is reduced, false negatives are reduced.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the analysis of techniques for microscopic images in order to find a primary tumor based on bone metastases. Was done algorithmic classification into three groups, kidney, lung and breast. In order to speed up the treatment of the patient and easier for doctors and therefore reduce room for human error. Digital microscope images of bone metastases were analyzed, for which it is known that the primary tumor is in one of the three human organs: kidney, lung or breast. We tested several solutions for classification, were tested two methods of image analysis. Multifractal analysis and convolutional neural network. Both methods were tested with and without preprocessing image. Results of multifractal analysis were then classified using different algorithms. Images were processed using CLAHE and k-means algorithm. At the end, the results obtained using a variety of techniques are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cancer is the leading cause of death in the world. Every year more and more people being diagnosed, and advances in medicine, unfortunately, not fast enough, although in recent years much has been done. In computer science, many scientific papers dealing with automation of diagnosis and determining ways of treating cancer. Our work deals with the analysis of various techniques for algorithmic classification (determination) of a primary tumor based on the microscopic images of metastases in bones.

In the last few years, machine learning algorithms experienced the large popularization and expansion. It is increasingly used in various fields of industry and science. They became part of
the products we use every day. Also, used in medicine all over. However, these algorithms are statistically and require very large amounts of data for their application. In recent years, more and more of data become available and is the main cause of the increasing use of this type of algorithms. The basic idea of each of these algorithms is based on large amount of data to notice statistical similarity within class from training data and then attempt to extrapolate "learned" to new data and classified them into one of the given class.

When it comes to image analysis with machine learning algorithms, convolutional neural networks are unavoidable, but in medicine is also applied fractal and multifractal analysis, due to the observed fractal characteristics of medical images. Convolution neural network classification algorithm presents whole classifying algorithm that take images from the input and classifying it into one of the classes. In both cases, the images that are analyzed may be a "raw", obtained directly from the microscope, or preprocessed. We tested both cases, in order to compare results.

2. MODELS AND METHODS

Detection and classification of cancer using microscopic images with biopsy is the arduous and complex task. Many different techniques is entered in the proposed method, which includes, changing the contrast of the image, segmentation of the cell, multifractal analysis, and at the end classification. In the Figure1 show two methods for classification are presented. First proposed, for improving the microscopic images of tissue use CLAHE algorithm, which is then passed through the K-means algorithm for segmentation of the cell. With this method we have highlighted important biological and clinical forms, as well as morphological features, which include shades of gray, color segmentation and segmentation in texture \(^1\)\(^2\). In the end, it applies multifractal analysis and some clustering algorithm. The second proposal is that on microscopy images of biopsy put direct through multifractal analysis, and then clustering algorithm. These algorithms were tested on randomly selected 1050 (350 in each group - kidney, lung, breast) microscopic image of biopsy. At the end it was measured and analyzed performance of each classification algorithm. Below is described the work of each of the algorithms used in this experiment.

![Figure 1](image_url)
2.1. Image Enhancement

The main purpose was to reduce noise and to make higher contrast, so to express for use important regions. During the shooting of microscopic images it occurs image deformation due to small focal length (fisheye) and poor brightness. Thus, images are over or underexposed and even unclear edges. Due to all of this we have used CLAHE algorithm to enhance microscopic images. Figure 2 show’s us image before and after CLAHE algorithm.

Figure 2. Left images are original, images on the right are after CLAHE algorithm.

2.2. Segmentation

There are a two ways of images segmentation, based on cells, cytoplasm and nucleus. First way is to use human but it will take too much time and there is the possibility for human error. Second way, is to automate this process by using some types of algorithms. We have tested a lot of algorithms, but the best, and only useful, was k-means colors based segmentation. K-means is vector segmentation, first developed in signal processing. K-means algorithm first partition n objects into k clusters\(^3\). Our microscopic images are 8-bit color. That means the maximum number of colors that can be displayed at any one time is 256. So we have clustered into 3 clusters (k=3). Now each picture is represented by three colors. With this method, we lose some data, but at the same time we simplifying model that is used for image classification.
2.3. Multifractal Analysis

For each of these three groups, 350 were selected Image (Total 1050). Multifractal analysis of digital medical images was done using ImageJ free program, and plug-in FracLac\(^4\). The parameters that were passed to the program are as follows: Q in the range from -5 to +5 with step Qs of 0.25, number of scans per image was is April 1st.

2.4. Classification Algorithms

Classification is the most common task in machine learning. It’s a problem of identifying the items belonging to a predefined set. The classification of an object is based on finding similarities with predefined objects that belong to different classes. When classifying each object is assigned to a class, with a certain probability of accuracy. Classification algorithm has the task of creating model based on training data which to exert new classification of unknown object. In classification the number of classes is know in advance and is not changeable.

It this paper it was used python open source library scikit-learn 0.18. It was written in python, C and C++. Featuring a variety of algorithms for classification such as SVM, Nearest Neighbors,
Naïve Bayes, Decision Trees, Ensemble methods; for regression and clusterization such as: K-Means and Spectral clustering [5][6].

### 2.4.1. Linear Discriminant Analysis

LDA is a method often used is statistics and machine learning to find a vector (span or linear combination) that separates two or more classes. Result may be used as linear classifier or dimension reduction before applying other well-known classifiers.

LDA multi class classifier is generalization of LDA two class classifier that can work with arbitrarily number of classes. Multi class LDA is based on two scatter matrices: within class scatter matrix and between classes scatter matrix. Let’s assume $x_1, \ldots, x_n$ -is training data and their class labels are $y_1, \ldots, y_n$ then scatter matrix within class is:

$$S_w = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \mu_{y_i})(x_i - \mu_{y_i})^T$$

Where $\mu_k$ is mean values for class $k$.

Scatter matrix between classes can be written as:

$$S_b = \sum_{k=1}^{m} n_k(\mu_k - \mu)(\mu_k - \mu)^T$$

Here $m$ is number of classes, $m$ is mean value, and $n_k$ is number of samples in class $K$.

Then, multi class LDA can be written as a problem that find vector $w$ which maximize difference between classes scatter and within class scatter.

$$\hat{w} = \arg\max_w \frac{w^T S_b w}{w^T S_w w}$$

Generally, we need maximum $m-1$ vector to get discrete values for $m$ classes. We can write it like:

$$S_b w = \lambda S_w w$$

This algorithm isn’t recommended when we have a lot of classes, due to high complexity of calculating [7].

### 2.4.2. Gaussian naïve Bayes

Naïve Bayes classifiers are a set of algorithms that uses Bayes theorem, assuming that training data is independently of each other. It’s often used as basic classifier, because it’s easy and fast to implement. This algorithm is degraded due to poor performance yet with good data preprocessing and well-tuned parameters it can be as good as SVM. [8][9]
There are a few types of naïve Bayes classifiers and difference between them is how they make distribution \( P(x_i \mid y) \). However in nature random things aren’t so random. If you look closely you will see some regularity and in the most of time it will be Gaussian probability, or often called normal distribution or bell curve due to its shape. Thus, Gaussian naïve Bayes classifier is one of the most widely used.\(^5\)[6][10]\(^{[11]}\) Let’s assume that \( X \) is training data and \( Y \) is array of all classes which \( X_i \) can belongs to. First of all, we split training data by classes and for each class we find variance \( 2\gamma \) and mean value \( \gamma \). Then probability distribution of class \( X_i \) is:

\[
P(x_i \mid y) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_y^2}} \exp \left( -\frac{(x_i - \mu_y)^2}{2\sigma_y^2} \right)
\]

### 2.4.3. SVM (SVC)

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is popular method for supervised machine learning for classification, regression and other machine tasks. SVM usually gives very accurate predictions, and they do not need too much parameters adjustment. They also are not sensitive on data size.

SVM first finds decision boundary. For this task it does not need all the training data. It’s take data that are very close to other but are in class. Dots that are exactly on the boundary we call support vectors, and that lines we call support planes. As we have sad earlier, we need boundary data, and now we calling them support vectors. By use of them we calculate separating (optimal) hyperplane.

How algorithm calculate boundary? First two hyperplanes that best represent data. For example, white dots (Target=No) are represent like \( w^T x + b_0 > 1 \), while black dots (Target=Yes) are represent like \( w^T x + b_0 < -1 \), where is \( w \) weight vector, \( x \) is set of training data i.e. vectors, and \( b_0 \) is bias. Weight vector decides orientation of decision boundary while bias decides its location. Now decision boundary is in the midway of these two value (hyperplanes).\(^{[11]}\)

SVC algorithm is a wider set of code which is capable now just calculating locations of hyperplanes it’s also classifying data inside. SVC as a input take array that classifying into n classes.\(^5\)[6]
2.4.4. K neighbors

K-NN is a non-parametric method for classification and regression, which is successful in cases where decision edges are irregular.\cite{12} Input in this algorithm is training data, which we get using multi-fractal analysis. Output is the class to which it belongs. An object belongs to that class, which have the most of his k neighbors (k > 0). Parameter k is defined before starting an algorithm. If k=1, then output is a class, which that one nearest object belongs. Distance between input data (points) can be calculated in different ways, but usually it is Euclidian distance. To find right parameter k is complex process. It depends on type of training data. If it’s k large, then we suppress noise, but on the same time we lose that precise border between classes.\cite{13,6} In this paper, we have three classes, based on a type of tissue (kidney, breast, and lung).

2.4.5. Decision Tree

DT is a non-parametric supervised learning used for classification and regression. The goal is to create a model that predicts the value by learning simple decision rules concluded from the training data.\cite{5,6} DT easy manipulate with big data and this makes it good for hyperspectral data.\cite{13} It is consists of nodes and edges. Each node is connected with a set of possible answers and in this way from input set of data we make smaller subset. Each represents possible test cases. DT like other machine learning algorithms uses recursion to make decision rules for classification from the training data.\cite{14}

2.4.6. Random Forests

RF ensemble learning method for classification and regression. In RF each decision tree is built during the training, and output is class that is most times appear as output on every single tree.\cite{6,15} This means that makes the diverse set of classifiers, by introducing randomness, at the very design RF classifier. RF pick random vector (X, Y) from training set. Vector X=\{X1, …, Xn\} and Y \in \mathbb{Y} contains predictors and Y \in \mathbb{Y} where \mathbb{Y} is class label or a numerical response. Classifier t is a mapping:

\[ t: \mathbb{R}^+ \rightarrow \mathbb{Y} \]

In RF, every tree in forest depends on the one random vector from training data and is equal probability of distribution for all trees.

2.4.7. Convolutional Neural Network

A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a type of neural network that is used primarily for pattern recognition. It is mostly used in image recognition problems. We will talk about two dimensional convolutional neural network, but in practice number of dimensions that we can use are not limited. The idea behind CNN is to make neural network invariant to certain input transformations. This is the problem with fully connected neural networks, because layers are fully connected with each other which removes spatial information of the input.

CNN involves special convolutional and pooling (sub-sampling) layers. Output of which is usually flattened (transformed from matrix to vector) and used as input for fully connected network for classification. The architecture of CNN is shown in Figure 5. Convolution and sub-
sampling operations can be repeated as many times as needed. There are three basic principles behind CNN, local receptive fields, weight sharing and sub-sampling.

![Figure 5. The architecture of a standard CNN. It shows a convolutional layer and is followed by a pooling layer.](image)

2.4.7.1. Local receptive fields

In the fully connected feed forward neural network every neuron from one layer is connected to every neuron from the next. In CNN this is not the case. Every input in a convolutional layer is only connected to a small field of the previous layer. This is called local receptive field. In this way we preserve spatial information from the input. Figure 6. illustrates this idea. Here we have the first neuron of the convolutional layer connected only to nine pixels in the small 3 x 3 area of the input layer.\[11\]

![Figure 6. An example of local receptive fields on a convolutional layer.](image)

2.4.7.2. Weight sharing

Each convolutional layer is organized into multiple parallel hidden layers called feature maps. Neurons from different feature maps with the same index are always connected to the same area of the input. The idea of weight sharing is that all the neurons from the same feature map share the same weights, also called filter or kernel. Figure 7. Illustrates this.\[16\]
2.4.7.3. Sub-sampling

Sub-sampling layer, also called pooling layer, is usually used immediately after a convolutional layer. Purpose of pooling layer is to create translation invariant features. This is done by computing statistical information of the activations from receptive field in the feature map of the convolutional layer. Figure 8. Illustrates process of sub-sampling.\[16\]

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 CNN

We used convolutional neural network with relatively simple architecture built using TensorFlow framework. Consisting of up to six convolutional layers, all paired with pooling layer. ‘ReLU’ was used as the activation function. Parameters used for the convolutional layers were strides = \([1, 1, 1, 1]\) and padding = ‘SAME’ and for the pooling layer strides = \([1, 1, 1, 1]\), ksize = \([1, 2, 2, 1]\) and padding = ‘SAME’. Number of feature maps was calculated using formula:

\[n = 2^{4+i},\]
where ‘i’ is index of the current convolutional layer. The output of the last pooling layer was used as an input into fully connected network consisting of two hidden layers and an output layer. First fully connected layer had 30% dropout rate, to reduce overfitting. Activation function used for hidden layers was ‘sigmoid’ and ‘softmax’ was used for output. ‘AdamOptimizer’ was used to train the network. Network was trained using different hyperparameters and using two data sets, processed and raw images. Images in both data sets were resized to 300 x 226 resolution, to reduce network complexity. Results are shown in the Figure 9 and 10, showing accuracy progression over time for training using raw and preprocessed data sets respectively. Legends are shown separately for better visibility. Different colored lines represent different learning rates used and different number of convolutional layers.

Figure 8. Legend the left for the plot representing accuracy for raw data set. Legend on the right for the plot representing accuracy for preprocessed data set.

Figure 9. Accuracy over time for raw data set.
As we can see from the graphs, simple convolutional neural networks are not a good solution to this kind of problems. We can see that some configurations of hyperparameters perform better than other. But with all configurations network converges very quickly and does not continue to learn new features. From the results we can see that there is no big difference between raw and preprocessed images.

Results show better than random guessing accuracy. Our opinion is that more uniform data set and more complex neural network architecture would provide better results. But experimenting with different network architectures is beyond the scope of this project.

### 3.2 Classification Algorithms

Since this is a classic classification problem, we test some well known machine learning algorithms. Results are show in the figure.

![Algorithm Comparison](image.png)

Figure 11: Done multiple of cross validation. Orange lines show average accuracy and boxes’ shows average variance.
3.2.1 KNN analysis

We saw that the KNN has the greatest accuracy. We approached the examination of the result for this algorithm. First step was feature selection.

Feature selection

Feature selection is a process where you automatically select those features in your data that contribute most to the prediction variable or output in which you are interested.

Having too many irrelevant features in your data can decrease the accuracy of the models. Three benefits of performing feature selection before modeling your data are:

- Reduces Overfitting: Less redundant data means less opportunity to make decisions based on noise.
- Improves Accuracy: Less misleading data means modeling accuracy improves.
- Reduces Training Time: Less data means that algorithms train faster.

For our features we have following data shown in a figure XXX

![Feature Importance Chart]

Figure 12 Shows feature importance: 1. feature 4 (0.310558) 2. feature 1 (0.264456) 3. feature 3 (0.210032) 4. feature 0 (0.152823) 5. feature 2 (0.062130)

We used 3 most important features to see disposition of organs:
Algorithm tuning is a final step in the process of applied machine learning before presenting results. It is sometimes called Hyperparameter optimization where the algorithm parameters are referred to as hyperparameters whereas the coefficients found by the machine learning algorithm itself are referred to as parameters. Optimization suggests the search-nature of the problem.

Phrased as a search problem, you can use different search strategies to find a good and robust parameter or set of parameters for an algorithm on a given problem.

We used the random search as an approach to parameter tuning that will sample algorithm parameters from a random distribution (i.e. uniform) for a fixed number of iterations. A model is constructed and evaluated for each combination of parameters chosen.

As the best parameters we got: n_neighbors=11 metric=euclidean and results shown in table XXX

Table 1: Shows accuracy of KNN algorithm for each tissue and total.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>92.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>64.29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 SVC analysis

This algorithm has the best results in algorithm comparison show in figure XXX. We also used random search for algorithm tuning and the best parameters found on development set are: C=1000, kernel=linear.
Table 2. Shows accuracy of SVC algorithm for each tissue end total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A COLLABORATIVE CODING FRAMEWORK OF RS AND H.264

Jiejun Hu and Xilong Che

Department of Computer Science and Technology, Jilin University, China

ABSTRACT

The quality of online multimedia is required higher and higher, yet the uncertainty of network, such as interference, connection failure, still exists. In order to ensure the quality of service in multimedia transmission, we incorporate erasure code with video code together, and present a collaborative coding framework of Reed-Solomon code (RS) and H.264. First of all, we analyze the common coding pattern hidden in RS and H.264. Then, we design the collaborative coding framework of the two codes. Finally, we give a prototype implementation and validate the coding effectiveness using standard dataset. The erasure data slice goes through the redundant data tunnel of H.264, thus it will not involve extra traffic overhead. Experimental results show that the framework can increase the quality of media transmission.
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RS coding, H.264 coding, erasure code, video code, collaborative coding framework

1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of the Internet, multimedia has become the common traffic in most networks. However some of the networks are lack of sufficient guarantee of quality-of-service (QoS). Researchers start to focus on new technologies of protecting multimedia data. Comparing to the protection of traditional data, Multimedia data protection has more particular features.

First of all, users can bear the latency of opening a file or picture, but they can’t endure the pause while playing a movie. It is hard to balance the data reliability and real-time performance of a large volume of multimedia data. Furthermore, the network environment is dynamic and various. Package loss in multimedia transmission happens frequently, since TCP/IP is a protocol which only makes best efforts.

Video coding technology has been rapidly developed. This paper focuses on the standard video coding framework -- H.264/AVC. H.264 provides many new ways to ensure the quality of the video, because of the best-effort nature of the network. In H.264, it also introduces a concept called redundant slice. Redundant slice is an empty channel for some redundant information of video coding. Mostly the attempt of protecting video data focuses on transmit layer. After the video data is packaged, H.264 uses erasure codes to encode the data packets and produce the redundant data packets, afterwards transmit them into the network.
In this paper, we propose a collaborative coding framework of RS codes and H.264 standard. Different from the previous works which generate the redundant data after video encoding, this paper focuses on the deeper combination of RS and H.264 standard which generates the encoded multimedia data and redundant data as the same time. The contribution of this paper is threefold:

1. we analyze the features of RS codes and H.264 standard to find the common details of both coding technologies;

2. we apply the common coding details in RS codes and H.264 to realize the collaborative framework. The collaborative framework can generate both the encoded multimedia data and redundant data when video encoding procedure ends;

3. we implement the simulation environment to test the framework.

2. COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR H.264/AVC AND ERASURE CODING

2.1. Mechanism Analysis of RS Coding

In distributed file system, such as Hadoop, erasure code is used in the file system to make sure of the data reliability. The principle of erasure code is firstly coding the blocked data, secondly producing redundant data block. When a client requires data from a distributed system, the system first searches the data. If the data is integrated then the client gets the data. If the system fails to search the integrated data, the system will collect the residual data and the coded redundant data, decode them to recover the original data. Erasure code is a forward error erasure code (FEC code) for binary erasure channel. There are many kinds of erasure codes, for example, Tornado codes, LT codes, Raptor codes and so on. Reed-Solomon code is the most widely used and mature method in erasure codes.

In this paper, we introduce Reed-Solomon code into the framework. First of all, we have to declare the principle and procedure of coding. We suppose that there are n devices, let \( D_1, D_2 \ldots D_n \) be the Data Devices (DD), each of them stores \( k \) bytes data. Let \( C_1, C_2 \ldots C_m \) be the Redundant Devices (RD), each of them stores \( \frac{k}{c} \) bytes data. The algorithm encodes the DD to get RD.
The algorithm only proceeds on the word level. So D must divide into words, and each word contains w bits. \( d_1, d_2 \ldots d_n \) is presented the words in one device, so as \( c_1, c_2 \ldots c_m \). We define the encode function \( B \):

\[
c_i = B_i(d_1, d_2 \ldots d_n)
\]

Vector D and C represent data words and redundant words. \( B_i \) is used as a row to compose matrix B, so matrix B will satisfy the equation \( F \cdot D = C \). As RS coding is based on Galois Field, we define \( B \) as Galois Matrix. Vector D and vector C are composed of a matrix E.

![Figure 2. The multiplication of Galois matrix](image)

When one of the devices malfunctions, then we delete the corresponding rows of B and D. As a result of the deleting, it will become a new matrix, and satisfy the equation: \( B' \cdot D' = E' \). When \( m \) devices breakdown, there will be a \( n \times n \) matrix, at the same time, any rows in the matrix is linearly independent. Because of the property of the matrix, the value of D is calculated by Gaussian elimination of \( B' \cdot D = E' \). If the data is totally recovered, the redundant data will be calculated again.

![Figure 3. The recovery of the loss data](image)

### 2.2. Mechanism analysis of H.264 coding

In this section, we will discuss the coding details in H.264/AVC and entropy coding. H.264/AVC provides two parts of the framework, including video coding layer (VCL) and network abstraction layer (NAL). VCL is used for the effective coding of video. At the same time it defines the video data. VCL uses hybrid coding scheme and describes the picture by macroblock. The basic idea of H.264 is motion estimation and time-frequency transform in macroblock. It depends on time and space statistics for residual predicted coding. H.264/AVC contains several important parts, including motion compensation, residual transform coding based on DCT, quantification, zig-zag scan and entropy coding. NAL is used for transmitting the coded data packets into the network.
H.264 does the coding of $4 \times 4$ residual block in this framework. It provides low computing complexity and high quality of video data by integering transformed the residual block. After transformation and quantification, the video data has some features:

1. $4 \times 4$ residual block is a sparse matrix;
2. After zig-zag scanning, the coefficients of DC are non-zero, and most of the coefficients are +1 or -1;
3. The coefficients of the nearby $4 \times 4$ residual blocks are relative;

As the features above, we do the entropy coding after the quantification. There are two methods of entropy coding: CAVLC (Context Adaptive Variable Length Coding) and CABAC (Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding). CAVLC is less complicated and more efficient than CABAC. Thus we use CAVLC to coding the $4 \times 4$ residual blocks in this paper.

Before entropy coding, the $4 \times 4$ residual blocks should be re-ordered by the zig-zag scan, they are restored into a one-dimensional array, as it shows in Fig. 4. An example for a typical zig-zag scan of quantized transform coefficients could be given as follows, all the coefficients in the matrix are restored in $\text{VC}_{\text{array}}=\{0,3,0,1,-1,-1,0,1,0,0,\ldots\}$, as it shows in Fig. 5.

![Figure 4. Zig-zag scan](image)

![Figure 5. A residual block](image)

The simpler entropy coding method uses a single infinite-extent codeword table for all syntax elements except the quantized transform coefficients. Thus, instead of designing a different VLC table for each syntax element, only the mapping to the single codeword table is customized according to the data statistics. The single codeword table chosen is an exp-Golomb code with very simple and regular decoding properties.

In this scheme, VLC tables for various syntax elements are switched depending on already transmitted syntax elements. Since the VLC tables are designed to match the corresponding conditioned statistics, the entropy coding performance is improved in comparison to schemes using a single VLC table.

### 2.3. Collaborative coding framework

In this part we propose the architecture of the collaborative framework of RS codes and H.264 standard. The framework is composed by two main parts: a coding part, which collaborates RS codes and H.264 standard; a transmit part, which transmits redundant data with the coded video data.
In this part we propose the architecture of the collaborative framework of RS codes and H.264 standard. The framework is composed by two main parts: a coding part, which collaborates RS codes and H.264 standard; a transmit part, which transmits redundant data with the coded video data.

For the coding part, the collaborative coding framework begins after the quantization of the $4 \times 4$ residual blocks. We find that entropy coding in H.264 has many things in common with RS coding by analyzing H.264 standard. For example, they both apply algorithms on a matrix. So the $4 \times 4$ residual blocks are suitable for the collaborative coding framework. In the erasure coding part of the whole framework, the first thing to do is to decide the degree of protection of the residual blocks. For example, if the data is important such as an online video meeting, then we have to increase the degree of protection of the data, so as to increase the redundant data. Secondly, according to the degree of protection, RS codes generates Galois matrix. Third, RS codes does the multiplication of Galois matrix and the residual blocks, so we get the redundant data of the video.

For the transmission part, the redundant data is packed into the “similar-NALU”. When the coded video data is ready to transmit, then they will transmit with redundant data of the video together. Because the redundant data is different from the original data, we proposed a new structure to transmit the redundant data into the network. We take NALU (the structure for transmitting the packaged video data) of the video data as a reference. As a result, we propose “similar-NALU” to transmit the redundant data. In addition we use redundant slice in H.264 to transmit the “similar-NALU”, so it won’t increase the traffic of the network.

As it shows in Fig. 5, this matrix is the $4 \times 4$ residual block after quantify. We call it residual_block. It is stored in a one-dimension array in zig-zag order, the one-dimension array called VC_array.

We use residual_block to multiply the Galois_matrix. According to the feature of the multiply the matrix, we know that the multiply is between the column vector of the Galois_matrix and the row vector of the residual_block. So when the multiply happens, the residual_block must be restored in a new one-dimension array in the row order, so that the procedure will end normally.
As it shows in Fig. 5, this matrix is the $4 \times 4$ residual block after quantify. We call it residual_block. It is stored in a one-dimension array in zig-zag order, the one-dimension array called VC_array.

We use residual_block to multiply the Galois_matrix. According to the feature of the multiply the matrix, we know that the multiply is between the column vector of the Galois_matrix and the row vector of the residual_block. So when the multiply happens, the residual_block must be restored in a new one-dimension array in the row order, so that the procedure will end normally.

In order that our framework will be realized, first we do a little trick of the residual blocks. We divide VC_array into 4 groups, every group has 4 elements. Second we put every group into a new matrix, we call that “new_residual_block”, in the row order. As the features of the residual_matrix, the new_residual_block has a new character: the matrix is sparse, even the last few rows are zero. By this way, we make the RS codes and H.264 standard collaborate together. At the same time, we simplified the calculation of the matrix multiplication.

We now give an example of the collaborative coding framework. The residual matrix shows in Fig. 5. First, it is scanned by the zig-zag order, so we get a sequence like: 0, 3, 0, 1, -1, -1, 0, 1, 0, 0,…. Second we store the elements into the VC_array = {0,3,0,1,-1,-1,0,1,0,0,…}. As what we talked above, the new_residual_matrix shows in the Fig. 8. Then the Galois_matrix and new_residual_block do the multiplication.
Although the character of the new_residual_block increases the efficiency of the coding, it can’t recover the real residual block. So we introduce the procedure called “inverse zig-zag scan” to recover the original video data, as it shows in Fig. 9.

After the collaborative coding framework, all the data blocks are ready to transmit into the network. Here the problem comes, H.264 has already had a structure to pack the video data block, it uses a structure called NALU to realize this procedure. What to do with the redundant data coded by erasure codes? We designed a new structure called “similar-NALU” to pack the redundant data. Similar-NALU is a twin of the original NALU of H.264.

Figure 8. The example of the collaboration coding framework

Figure 9. Inverse zig-zag scan

Figure 10. The structure of similar-NALU
In similar-NALU, there are three fields:

1. **M(Mark)**: this is the flag of a similar-NALU, because the flag of NALU normally sets “0”, so we use “1” to represent similar-NALU.

2. **IM(IMportant)**: IM represents the importance of the similar-NALU. Usually we set “00”.

3. **E_TYPE(erase_type)**: E_TYPE is the type of the erasure coded data, it has three kinds of data: Y data, U data and V data, according to the video data types.

There is a function called “redundant slice” in H.264. This function uses residual bandwidth of video data to transmit the redundant data. However, redundant slice is not really realized. So in our work, we use the residual bandwidth of the redundant slice to transmit the similar-NALU. In this way, on one hand we increase the reliability of the video data, on the other hand, the redundant data doesn’t increase any extra bandwidth.

Now we come to the last part of our collaborative framework: the decode procedure. Firstly, we need to check if the NALUs of the video is integral. If so, the video data applies for the decode procedure of H.264. If not, the framework uses the redundant data to recover the original data.

Using RS codes to recover the original data as follows:

1. Generate the corresponding Galois_matrix for the redundant data;

2. Use Berlekamp-Massey algorithm and Forney algorithm to estimate the location of the errors;

3. Recover the error elements.

Once we get the original NALU, we use H.264 to decode the video data.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

3.1 Implementation

In order to implement the collaborative coding framework, we extend the JM(Joint Model, version 13.2) and apply for RS codes into JM framework. The combination of two coding schemes is after quantization. The collaborative coding framework is realized in C. We also make use of the “foreman_part_qcif.yuv” data set, which is a standard testing data set. In H.264, we apply the baseline mode of coding to the video data.

We also implemented a simulator on NIST Net to evaluate the collaborative framework’s performance in different network conditions. NIST Net is a tool to facilitate testing and experimentation with network code through emulation. The version of NIST Net is 2.0.12b. It works on the Linux OS, it acts like a black box. We can use NIST sNet to simulate many kinds of network conditions, such as: packet loss, delay, jitter, congestion and limited bandwidth. In our framework, we only realize the packet loss function.

The simulation of the network including 3 parts:

1. A sender which runs the collaborative framework to encode;

2. A router which is a virtual machine runs NIST Net, and the router must have eth0 and eth1 to communicate with the sender and the receiver;

3. A receiver which also runs the collaborative framework to decode.
The topology is as the following picture shows:

![Topology Diagram](image)

**Figure 11.** The topology of the simulation

In addition, Gilbert-Elliott model (GE model) is introduced into NIST Net simulator. In GE model, the channel is classified into two states: “good” and “bad”. We donate \( P_G \) as the possibility of good state and \( P_B \) as the possibility of bad state. The possibility of changing good state to bad state is \( P_{GB} \), and \( P_{BG} \) is the opposite. Suppose the channel is in steady state, then:

The average loss possibility of the whole EB model:

\[
P_{\text{average}} = P_G \cdot P_{BG} / (P_{BG} + P_{GB}) + P_B \cdot P_{GB} / (P_{BG} + P_{GB})
\]

the state shows in the figure:

![GE Model Diagram](image)

**Figure 12.** GE Model

By adjusting the parameters of the model, the NIST Net simulates a network condition with 5%, 10% and 15% packet loss.

### 3.2. Evaluation

This section describes the evaluation of the collaborative framework using NIST Net simulator. Generally, Signal-to-noise ratio (abbreviated SNR) is a measure used in science and engineering that compares the level of a desired signal to the level of background noise. The definition of SNR as follows:

\[
\text{SNR} = 10 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{\text{Signal\_power}}{\text{Noise\_power}} \right)
\]
When the typical reference threshold value of SNR is 25-55db, the noise of the picture is low and the quality is good. When SNR is 60db, the picture is the best and without noise.

We focus this evaluation on three aspects.

(1) Without this collaborative framework, what will the video quality be when there is packet loss?

The first experiment we test is only the H.264 standard in different network condition. The purpose of the first experiment is to see how these parameters change during the different packet loss rate. We use 3 different packet loss rates to test. Figure 6.7 shows the SNR of Ydata, Udata and Vdata in video data. As the increasing of the packet loss rate, SNRs decrease.

![Figure 13. SNR under different data loss rates without collaborative framework](image)

After knowing the result of the first experiment, we want to find out if our collaborative framework help or not. Thus here comes the second experiment.

(2) Does the collaborative framework help when the packet loss rate increases?

The purpose of the second experiment is to show that the collaborative framework does make an effort in a poor network condition. In this experiment, the erasure codes set as RS(15,9), that means after the RS encoding there will be 15 data blocks, and there are 9 original data blocks, so the redundant data block is 6. At the same time, these 6 redundant data blocks use the “redundant slice” to transmit into the network. Figure 6.8 shows the effects of the collaborative framework. When the packet loss rate increases, the SNR is increased by the collaborative framework nearly 1db.
Figure 14. SNR under different data loss rates with collaborative framework

The result shows that the framework helps when the packet loss rate increases. This result turns out that the collaborative framework of RS codes and H.264 standard can do as a supplement to ensure the quality of the video. With the third experiment we will adjust the parameters of the framework to see the result.

(3) How will the quality of the video change when we modify the parameters in the collaborative framework?

In the third experiment, we adjust the parameters of the RS code in the collaborative framework with the same bad network conditions -- 5% packet loss. We apply RS(15,9), RS(15,7) and RS(15,5). We create more redundant data blocks in the encoding procedure. In figure 6.9, we find that with the increasing of the redundant data blocks, the SNR increases nearly 2db.

Figure 15. SNR under different degrees of protection with collaborative framework

4. RELATED WORKS

We have talked about all the details and the result of the simulation and experiments. There are two special aspects of the collaborative framework of RS codes and H.264 standard. On one hand, the whole collaborative framework makes two coding schemes together and achieves the
quality of the video. On the other hand “similar-NALU” makes it possible to avoid increasing any traffic while transmitting the redundant data. Related work falls into three aspects: using erasure coding in the transmitting stage, analyzing the importance of the video data and then using erasure codes and using different erasure codes in transmitting stage.

Xingjun Zhang et al. proposed a method called ULP—Unequal Loss Protection scheme for data transmission over lousy networks. This is developed from the ELP – Equal Loss Protection. By analyzing the scheme of H.264/AVC, they found out that the packet transmitting in network has unequal importance. They classify the data into three types – data partition A, B, C. In decoding, PA is the most important data partition of these three, and then PB, PC. And they apply Reed-Solomon code with different recoverability to the data partitions. The result shows that at the same loss rate, the video quality of ULP is much better than ELP.

R.Razavi et al. proposed a method that using growth codes to protect data partitions of H.264 video streaming. Using a growth codes was especially for the wireless networks. The method provided a hierarchy of protection, both for I frames and P frames. They used Raptor channel coding which allowed incremental protection of video data partitions in network. It also used UEP channel coding. By Raptor codes, this method of protecting data was up to 10db in PSNR(video quality parameter). Different from these two works above, our work pay attention to the common coding scheme between the RS codes and H.264 standard.

Yevs Dhondt et al. proposed a flexible macroblock scheme for unequal error protection. In H.264/AVC, Flexible Macroblobk Ordering (FMO) is a new tool. This paper improved the original FMO. The importance of macroblock will be recalculated and re-packed in a slice. By this way, it has achieve an increase of PSNR of 4 dB on average.

Many researchers pay most attention on the phase, which the video has been coded by H.264 and ready to transmit to the channel. By using this way, they achieve the better quality of the video data. However the time efficiency of erasure coding is low. At the same time, the video data they used to do the erasure coding is in large granularity, it can’t use the redundant slice to transmit, so it increases the redundant data in the channel. In our work, firstly it provides a framework that makes the erasure coding procedure “go-through” the video coding under H.264. Secondly we produce the smaller granularity redundant data to recover the lost data, the decoding procedure will be simple. Finally we use the redundant slice to transmit the redundant data, and pack the redundant data into the similar-NALU. These all makes our work different from the former ones.

5. CONCLUSION

This research proposed a collaborative coding framework of RS code and H.264 code. Our efforts include three main parts. First, we analyzed the coding mechanism of RS code and H.264 code, and found out that both coding schemes are based on using of media matrix, which stands as the basis for collaborative coding. Second referencing to the traditional NALU, we gave the twin NALU called “similar-NALU” to transmit the redundant data with the original bandwidth. Finally we simulated the package loss codition in network environment and validated the effective net of collaborative coding framework proposed. Experimental results show that the combination of erasure coding and video coding did improve the value of SNR.
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ABSTRACT

A Text-To-Speech (TTS) system is a computer application that is capable of converting typed text into speech. This paper contains description of working of a TTS system along with architecture of the system and various available TTS systems for Indian Languages with comparison of these systems on the basis of the methods used by them for speech synthesis. TTS system generally involves two steps, text processing and speech generation. Synthetic speech may be used in several applications, like, telecommunications services, language education, aid to handicapped persons, fundamental and applied research etc. TTS involves many challenges during the process of conversion of text to speech. The most important qualities expected from speech synthesis system are naturalness and intelligibility. The general architecture of a TTS system and different waveform generation methods are discussed in this paper. A scheme for developing a TTS system for Punjabi Language is also included in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spoken words (speech) play a great role in the lives of people. Speech represents the spoken form of a language and is also one of the important means of communication. Over the past few decades, a good amount of research is being done in the field of converting text into speech. These efforts have resulted in important advances with many systems being able to generate the sound close to a real natural sound. These advances in speech synthesis also pave the way for many new speech related applications. Some of these applications are audio books, announcement systems, speech systems for visually handicapped etc.

2. TEXT-TO-SPEECH SYSTEM

The function of a Text-To-Speech (TTS) system is to convert an arbitrary text to a spoken waveform. This broadly involves two steps, namely, text processing and speech generation. Text processing is used to convert the given text to a sequence of synthesis units, while speech generation includes the generation of an acoustic wave form corresponding to each of these units in the sequence [1] [2].
3. OBJECTIVES OF TEXT-TO-SPEECH SYSTEM

People are very sensitive, not just to the words that are spoken, but also to the way these are spoken. So the primary and the most important objective of any TTS system should be to produce a sound which looks like a natural sound. The sound should not be felt highly mechanical and should be comforting when listened. The important qualities of a speech synthesis system are naturalness and intelligibility. Naturalness means how close the output sounds is to human speech, while intelligibility is the ease with which the output is understood by a listener. One more important objective of a TTS system is that it should be able to take any written input, i.e., any format or font and converts this to speech.

4. THE BASIC TERMINOLOGY

The basic terms used in speech synthesis include Phonology, Phonemics, Phonetics and Prosody. These are briefly explained in following sub sections.

4.1. Phonology

Phonology is the branch of linguistics that deals with systematic organization of sounds in a language. It has traditionally focused on the study of systems of phonemes in languages. It may also cover a linguistic analysis either at a level beneath the word or at all levels of language where sound is considered to be structured for conveying linguistic meaning [22]. This phoneme system and linguistic analysis is a key process for developing a TTS system for the language under consideration. Analysis of sounds for a given language helps in developing an efficient TTS system for that language.

4.2. Phonemics

A phoneme is a basic unit of a language's phonology, which is combined with other phonemes to form meaningful units such as words or morphemes. Phoneme can be described as "the smallest contrastive linguistic unit which may bring about a change of meaning"[22]. For example, the words ਬਾਪ (bāp) /baap/ {father}, ਪਾਪ (pāp) /paap/ {sin} and ਮਾਪ (māp) /maap/ {measure} can be obtained by replacing the phoneme /p/ for the phoneme /m/ and /b/. These words, which differ in meaning through a contrast of a single phoneme, are called minimal pairs. In order to build an efficient TTS system, a deep study of these phonemes is very necessary.
4.3. Phonetics

Phonetics is the branch of linguistics that comprises the study of sounds of human speech [22]. The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is used as the basis for the phonetic transcription of speech. It is based on Latin alphabet and is able to transcribe most features of speech such as consonants, vowels, and suprasegmental features. Every documented phoneme available within the known languages in the world is assigned its own corresponding symbol. Figure 2 contains the IPA chart given by International Phonetics Association. According to the IPA symbols present in this chart, the Punjabi sentence ਪੁਰਾਣੀ ਕਹਾਵਤ ਹੈ ਕਿ ਹਾਰੀ ਨਾ ਹਿਮਾਂ ਦਿਸਾਰੀ ਨਾ ਰਾਮ (purāṇī kahāvat hai kī hārī nā himāṁ dīsārī nā rām) can be transcribed as pʊɾáːʛɪkɑːhɑː.vɑ̃.tʰɛ.ː.kɛː.hɑː.rɪɛ.nɑ.ɦʊmə. tə.ː.bɪsə.riɪnɑː.rəː.m.

It is worth mentioning here that phonetics removes the language barrier and converts the set of phonemes to corresponding phonetic symbols. Phonetics plays major roles in TTS system because it not just concatenates the symbols to form a word, as done in phonology, but also represents the symbols for supra-segmental and tonal features of human sounds. For languages which are highly a tonal language, after phonology, conversion of phonemes to phonetics is very necessary for TTS system to be natural.

4.4. Prosody

In linguistics, Prosody is the rhythm, stress, and intonation of speech. Prosody may reflect various features of the speaker or the utterance: the emotional state of the speaker; the form of the utterance (statement, question, or command); the presence of emphasis, contrast, and focus. Prosodic features are supra-segmental. They are not confined to any one segment, but occur in some higher level of an utterance. Prosodic units are marked by phonetic cues, such as a coherent pitch contour – or the gradual decline in pitch and lengthening of vowels over the duration of the unit, until the pitch and speed are reset to begin the next unit. Breathing, both inhalation and exhalation, seems to occur only at these boundaries where the prosody resets [22]. Phonetics helps to incorporate these prosodic features into a TTS system to make it natural and intelligent.

5. ARCHITECTURE OF TEXT-TO-SPEECH SYSTEM

The conversion of Text-To-Speech is not a single step process. Many things need to be considered in the process of conversion of Text-To-Speech. The process of converting text into speech breaks down into a number of stages. The general architecture of converting Text-To-Speech is shown in Figure 3. O’Malley [3] described the process of converting text into speech as a four stage process. These stages are:

- Text Pre-processing and Text Normalization
- Linguistic Analysis
- Prosodic Prediction
- Waveform Generation
Figure 2. IPA Chart

Figure 3. Architecture of Text-To-Speech System
5.1. Text Pre-Processing and Text Normalization

The typical input to a Text-To-Speech system is the text as available in electronic documents, news papers, blogs, emails etc. The text available in real world is a sequence of words available in standard dictionary. The text contains several non-standard words such as numbers, abbreviations, homographs and symbols built using punctuation characters such as exclamation ‘!’ , smileys ‘:-)’ etc. The goal of text pre-processing module is to process the input text and generate appropriate phone sequences for each of the words.

The text in real world consists of words whose pronunciation is typically not found in dictionaries or lexicons such as “ਸੋਮ”, “ਮੰਗਲ”, and “ਡਾ” etc. Such words are referred to as Non-Standard Words (NSW). Various categories of NSW are as follows:

- Numbers, whose pronunciation changes depending on whether they refer to currency, time, telephone numbers, zip code etc.
- Abbreviations, contractions, acronyms such as “ਡਾ.”, “ਲੈਫਟੀ.”, “ਰੁ.” etc.
- Punctuations 3-4, +/-, and/or, 4), dates, time, units and URLs.

The other issue of NSW is that, most of NSWs are homographs, i.e., words with same written form but different pronunciation. For example, IV which can vary as “four” in (ਅਕਤੋਬਰ IV), the “fourth” in (ਹੇਨਰੀ IV), and in the same as three or four digit numbers which could be dates and ordinary numbers (26 ਨਵੰਬਰੀ 1950, 1950, 50 ਟਨ).

Machine learning models such as Classification and Regression Trees (CART) have been used to predict the class of NSW which is typically followed by rules to generate appropriate expansion of a NSW into a standard form [4]. Rule-based systems for NSW operate on local grammars containing abstract contexts for within-sentence occurrences and sentence boundaries [28]. Mikheev’s rule-based segmentation [29] is preceded by capitalized word disambiguation. There are also some language modelling and machine learning approaches for normalization subtasks. For example, in Sproat et al., [4] word normalization is amongst others formulated in terms of maximizing the conditional probability of a normalized word sequence given an observed token sequence.

5.2. Linguistic Analysis

Linguistic analysis refers to scientific analysis of a language sample. It involves at least one of the five main branches of linguistics, which are, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Linguistic analysis can be used to describe unconscious rules and processes that speakers of a language use to create spoken or written language, and this can be useful to those who want to learn a language or translate from one language to another. For TTS system, linguistic analysis is done by part of speech tagging, prosodic phrase break marking and by defining letter to sound rules.

5.2.1. Part of Speech tagging

It is a process of assigning a part-of-speech to each word in a sentence. Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging is the task of determining the correct parts of speech for a sequence of words. Words are
often ambiguous with respect to part of speech. The word ਵਾਰ (waar), *e.g.*, is a noun in the sentence “ਰਾਮ ਨੇ ਸ਼ਾਮ ਉੱਤੇ ਵਾਰ ਕੀਤਾ” (ram ne sham te waar kita), a finite verb in the sentence “ਰਾਮ ਨੇ ਸ਼ਾਮ ਤੇ ਵਾਰ ਕੀਤਾ ਵੇਦੇ ਵੇ ਤਿੰਨ ਚਲਾ ਜਾਵੇ” (ram ne sham nu waar waar keha ke ohh chala jave). This ambiguity is tackled by POS and results produced with predefined tags.

Rule-based approaches like ENGTWOL [30] operate on dictionaries containing word forms together with associated POS labels and morphologic and syntactical features and context sensitive rules to choose appropriate labels during application. In statistical approaches [31], the most probable tag sequence given the observed word sequence is generally estimated. In transformation-based tagging [32] a hybrid approach can be found, where disambiguation rules are derived by statistical means.

### 5.2.2. Phrase breaks

Phrase breaks incorporate the silence region in a speech. In text, it is marked with the help of POS. For Example consider the Punjabi sentence given in (1) and (2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ਮੰਤਰੀ ਜੀ ਨੀ ਕਹਾ ਕਾਲ ਮਾਛੇ ਦੇਸ਼…</th>
<th>…(1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(mantrī jī nē kihā ki ajj sāḍē dēsh)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ਮੰਤਰੀ ਜੀ ਨੀ ਕਹਾ ਕਾਲ ਵਾਲੀ [pause] ਮਾਛੇ ਦੇਸ਼…</td>
<td>…(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mantrī jī nē kihā ki [pause] ajj sāḍē dēsh)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here in (1), ‘ਵਾਰ’ is the preposition marked by POS and (2) tells about a phrase break, *i.e.*, while converting this text into speech, there will be a small pause in this region [27].

### 5.2.3. Letter to sound rules

Text to phoneme conversion is to derive the pronunciation for each word based on its spelling. Word pronunciations may be conveniently described as sequences of phonemes, which are units of sound in a language that serve to distinguish one word from another. There are mainly two approaches for text to phoneme conversion. These are dictionary based approach and rule based approach.

In Dictionary based approach, a large dictionary containing all the words of a language and their correct pronunciations is stored in the database. To determine the correct pronunciation of each word, it is looked up in the dictionary and the spelling is replaced with the pronunciation specified in the dictionary. This approach is quick and accurate, but it fails if looked up word is not present in the dictionary. Also, the size of dictionary should be considered carefully, as the memory space requirements of the synthesis system depends on the size[7].

In Rule based approach, pronunciation rules are applied to words, to determine their pronunciations based on their spellings. This approach is useful for the languages having very regular writing system, therefore, the prediction of the pronunciation of words based on their spellings is quite successful. In contrast, this approach works on any input, but the complexity of the rules grows substantially as the system takes into account irregular spellings or pronunciations [11].
5.3. Prosody Prediction

Prosodic prediction analysis deals with modeling and generation of appropriate duration and intonation contours for the given text. This is inherently difficult since prosody is absent in text. For example, the sentences – where are you going?; where are you GOING? and where are YOU going?, have same text-content but can be uttered with different intonation and duration to convey different meanings. To predict appropriate duration and intonation, the input text needs to be analyzed. This can be performed by a variety of algorithms including simple rules, example-based techniques and machine learning algorithms. The generated duration and intonation contour can be used to manipulate the context-insensitive diphones in diphone based synthesis or to select an appropriate unit in unit selection voices [21]. The prosody can be predicted by duration, F0 contour and energy contour.

5.3.1. Duration

Durations of the syllables are analyzed with respect to positional and contextual factors. For detailed duration analysis, syllables are categorized into groups based on size of the word and position of the word in the utterance, and the analysis is performed separately on each category. From the duration analysis, it is observed that durations of sound units depend on several factors at various levels, and it is very difficult to derive precise rules for accurate estimation of durations. Therefore, there is a need to explore nonlinear models to capture the duration patterns of sound units from features [23].

The factors affecting the duration of the basic sound units can be broadly categorized into phonological, positional and contextual. The vowel is considered as the nucleus of a syllable, and consonants may be present on either side of the vowel. The duration of a syllable is influenced by the position of the vowel, the category of the vowel and the type of the consonants associated with the vowel. The contextual factors include the preceding and the following syllables. In addition, the gender of the speaker, psychological state of the speaker, age etc. also affects the duration. For Example, consider the Punjabi sentence ਮੈਂ ਠੀਕ ਹਾਂ (mai ṭhīk hāṃ) The duration of the word “หลาก” (ṱhīk) can vary depending upon the mood of the speaker.

5.3.2. F0 Contour

F0 is usually defined, for voiced speech, as the rate of vibration of the vocal folds. F0 is considered one of the most important features for the characterisation of emotions and is the acoustic correlate of the perceptive pitch. Fundamental frequency, also known as pitch, is usually the lowest frequency component, or partial, which relates well to most of the other partials. In a periodic waveform, most partials are harmonically related, meaning that the frequency of most of the partials is related to the frequency of the lowest partial by a small whole-number ratio. The frequency of this lowest partial is the fundamental frequency of the waveform and how this fundamental frequency changes over the period of time is determined by the F0 contour [23].

Figure 4, shows the example of F0 contour of the word “ਸ਼ਲਗਮ” (shalgam)
Figure 4. Signal and F0 of “ਸ਼ਲਗਮ” (shalgam) showing zero value of F0 in unvoiced region

5.3.3. Energy Contour

In linguistics, speech synthesis and music, the energy contour of a sound is a function or curve that tracks the perceived pitch of the sound over time. Energy contour may include multiple sounds utilizing many pitches, and can relate to frequency function at one point in time to the frequency function at a later point. It is fundamental to the linguistic concept of tone, where the pitch or change in pitch of a speech unit over time affects the semantic meaning of a sound. It also indicates intonation in pitch accent languages.

One of the primary challenges in speech synthesis technology, is to create a natural-sounding energy contour for the utterance as a whole. Unnatural energy contours result in synthesis that sounds lifeless or emotionless to human listeners, a feature that has become a stereotype of speech synthesis in popular culture.

6. METHODS OF SPEECH SYNTHESIS

Synthesized speech can be produced by several different methods. All of these have some benefits and deficiencies. The methods are usually classified into three groups [5]. These are as follows:

- Formant synthesis, which is done by exciting a set of resonators by a voicing source or noise generator to achieve the desired speech spectrum.

- Concatenative synthesis, which uses different length pre-recorded samples derived from natural speech.

- Statistical parametric synthesis, which is based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM).
Figure 5 shows the various methods for Wave-Form Generation. The formant and concatenative methods are the most commonly used in most synthesis systems. The Statistical parametric synthesis is still too complicated for high quality implementations, but may arise as a potential method in the future [6].

![Wave-Form Generation Methods Diagram](image)

**Figure 5. Wave-Form Generation Methods**

### 6.1. Formant Synthesis

The most widely used synthesis method during last decades has been formant synthesis which is based on the source-filter-model of speech. It consists of artificial reconstruction of the formant characteristics to be produced. This is done by exciting a set of resonators by a voicing source or noise generator to achieve the desired speech spectrum. Parameters such as fundamental frequency, voicing and noise levels are varied over time to create a waveform of artificial speech [7]. This method is sometimes called rules-based synthesis. Figure 6 shows the typical architecture of formant synthesis.

![Formant Synthesis Architecture Diagram](image)

**Figure 6. Architecture of Formant Synthesis**

### 6.2. Concatenative Synthesis

Concatenative synthesis is based on the concatenation of segments of recorded speech. In this method, waveform segments are stored in a database. For a given text, these segments are joined based on some joining rules. Connecting pre-recorded natural utterances is probably the easiest
way to produce intelligible and natural sounding synthetic speech. One of the most important aspects in concatenative synthesis is to find correct unit length. The selection is usually a trade-off between longer and shorter units. With longer units, high naturalness, less concatenation points and good control of coarticulation are achieved, but the amount of required units and memory is increased. With shorter units, less memory is needed, but the sample collecting and labelling procedures become more difficult and complex [8].

For example, for Punjabi language, if longer units contain triphones, i.e., CVC pairs, then memory will increase as there would be the combination of all the consonants firstly with all the vowels and then those combinations again with all the consonants, so memory requirement for saving these units will increase as compared to the shorter units wherein when single consonants and vowels are saved as individual units, it will take a very less memory. There are two main sub-types of concatenative synthesis [9][10], as given below:

- Unit selection synthesis
- Diphone synthesis

Figure 7 shows the architecture of concatenation based synthesis.

In unit selection synthesis large databases of recorded speech are used [9]. The primary motivation for the use of large databases is that with a large number of units available with varied prosodic and spectral characteristics it should be possible to synthesize more natural-sounding speech than that can be produced with a small set of controlled units [10]. During database creation, each recorded utterance is segmented into individual phones, diphones, half-phones, syllables, morphemes, words, phrases, and sentences [11]. Figure 8, shows the architecture of unit selection process.
Diphone synthesis uses a minimal speech database containing all the diphones occurring in a language. In diphone synthesis, only one example of each diphone is contained in the speech database. The quality of resulting speech is generally worse than that of unit-selection systems, but more natural-sounding than the output of formant synthesizers [7]. Figure 9 shows the snapshot of diphone.

Figure 9. Snapshot of diphone

**6.3. Statistical Parametric Synthesis**

Statistical Parametric Synthesis (SPS) is one of the latest trends in TTS system. The SPS methods produce speech from a set of parameters learned from the speech data. Unlike traditional parametric synthesis methods which require manual specification and hand-tuning of the parameters, the SPS methods use statistical machine learning models such as Classification and Regression Tree (CART), HMMs, *etc.* to estimate the parameters of speech sounds and their
dynamics. The SPS methods offer simplicity in storage by encoding the speech data in terms of a compact set of parameters, and also provide mechanisms for manipulation of prosody, voice conversion etc. The SPS methods are found to produce intelligible and consistent speech as compared to natural and often inconsistent speech by unit selection techniques [12].

7. TEXT-TO-SPEECH SYSTEMS FOR INDIAN LANGUAGES

In order to help visually impaired and vocally disabled persons and to cater to the needs of day to day increasing applications of TTS system, development of innovative TTS systems has become a necessity in India. Different TTS systems have been built for Indian languages. Some of them are described below.

7.1. Dhvani- Indian Language Text-To-Speech System

Dhvani is a Text-To-Speech System specially designed for Indian languages. It has been developed by Simputer trust headed by Dr. Ramesh Hariharan at Indian Institute of Science Bangalore in year 2000. This system is available online at http://dhvani.sourceforge.net/. It uses diphone concatenation algorithm. Currently this system has Hindi, Malayalam, Kannada, Bengali, Oriya, Punjabi, Gujarati, Telugu and Marathi modules. All sound files stored in the database are compressed files. It has different modules for every language. It is based on observation that a direct grapheme to phoneme mapping exits for all Indian languages in general. It is an attempt in India to cover all Indian languages under a single framework. In this system, each language requires a Unicode parser [14] [15].

7.2. Shruti: An Embedded Text-To-Speech System for Indian Languages

Mukhopadhyay et al. have developed Shruti system in year 2006 at Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur. It is a Text-To-Speech system, which has been developed using a concatenative speech synthesis technique. This is the Text-To-Speech system built specifically for two of the Indian languages, namely Bengali and Hindi [16][13].

7.3. HP Labs India TTS System

A Hindi TTS system was developed at HP Labs India on a generic TTS framework that it created based on Festival [24]. Festival is available online at http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/festival/. This involved extending the Natural Language Processing module of Festival by providing tools that were more appropriate for handling non-European languages like Hindi. It also incorporated methodology and tools for creating TTS speech databases, from best practices for choosing a voice talent to tools for automatic segmentation and annotation of the database [17][18]. The TTS framework is illustrated in Figure 10 [25].
7.4. Vani: An Indian Language Text-To-Speech Synthesizer

Vani is an Indian Language Text-To-Speech synthesizer developed at IIT Bombay, India. This system is available online at http://www.cse.iitb.ac.in/vani/. Generally, all existing TTS systems allow user to specify what is to be spoken but does not give any control on how it has to be spoken. In Vani, a new encoding scheme has been introduced called vTrans. A vTrans file makes a person to encode what text he wants to be spoken and also the way that text to be spoken. A signal processing module is then used to bring out this speech by making appropriate variations to the sound database.

vTrans is an XML document that contains a head and a body. In the head part of XML document the parameters and styles are defined. These parameters are pitch, volume and duration. The body section contains several tags. They may be nested, but text is put only in the innermost of the tags. The text within the tags is ITrans encoded. The tags may be any of the parameters defined in the head section. The attributes assigned to these tags determines which style to use and allow the user to scale and translate the function to be used as required [19] [20].

8. COMPARISON OF INDIAN LANGUAGES TTS SYSTEMS

In the above sections, four TTS systems have been discussed, namely Dhvani, Shruti, HP Lab system and Vani system. These systems are compared in Table I on the basis of languages it support, size of the speech units, methodologies used to code, store and synthesize the speech and prosody [26].
9. CONCLUSION

This paper describes the process of development of a TTS system for Punjabi Language. A general Architecture and various components, namely, Text Pre-processing, Text Normalization, Linguistic Analysis, Prosody Information and Waveform Generation of this system have been discussed.

Three Waveform generation approaches, namely, Formant based approach, Concatinative based approach and statistical parametric based synthesis have also been presented in this work. An illustration on various existing TTS systems for Indian Languages has also been included in this paper and these systems have been compared on a few parameters. The further scope of this work shall include the development of various components of a TTS system for Punjabi Language and integrating them in a fully functional TTS system.

Table 1. Comparison of Indian Languages TTS systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of the system</th>
<th>Language supported</th>
<th>Synthesis Technique</th>
<th>Database/Unit</th>
<th>Text processing/ Tools</th>
<th>Prosody</th>
<th>Phonetics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dhvani-Indian Language Text-To-Speech system</td>
<td>Hindi, Malayalam, Kannada, Bengali, Oriya, Punjabi, Gujarati, Telegu.</td>
<td>Diphone Concatination</td>
<td>Syllable Database</td>
<td>Parsing rule for Phonetization</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Shruti: an embedded Text-To-Speech system for Indian Languages</td>
<td>Bengali and Hindi</td>
<td>Concatination synthesis</td>
<td>Phoneme Database</td>
<td>Parsing rules for Phonetization</td>
<td>Prosodic and intonational rules are applied</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TTS System by HP Labs, India.</td>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>Concatination synthesis</td>
<td>Phoneme or syllable Database</td>
<td>Festival Based-FestVox tools</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vani: an Indian Language Text-To-Speech synthesizer</td>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>Concatination Synthesis</td>
<td>Fract Phoneme Database</td>
<td>Encoding Scheme called vTrams</td>
<td>Parameters to control speech like pitch, volume and duration is given by user</td>
<td>Not Used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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KURTOSIS: IS IT AN APPROPRIATE MEASURE TO COMPARE THE EXTENT OF FAT-TAILEDNESS OF THE DEGREE DISTRIBUTION FOR ANY TWO REAL-WORLD NETWORKS?
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ABSTRACT
"Kurtosis" has long been considered an appropriate measure to quantify the extent of fat-tailedness of the degree distribution of a complex real-world network. However, the Kurtosis values for more than one real-world network have not been studied in conjunction with other statistical measures that also capture the extent of variation in node degree. In this paper, we determine the Kurtosis values for a suite of 48 real-world networks along with measures such as SPR(K), Max(K)-Min(K), Max(K)-Avg(K), SD(K)/Avg(K), wherein SPR(K), Max(K), Min(K), Avg(K) and SD(K) represent the spectral radius ratio for node degree, maximum node degree, minimum node degree, average and standard deviation of node degree respectively. Contrary to the conceived notion in the literature, we observe that real-world networks whose degree distribution is Poisson in nature (characterized by lower values of SPR(K), Max(K)-Min(K), Max(K)-Avg(K), SD(K)/Avg(K)) could have Kurtosis values that are larger than that of real-world networks whose degree distribution is scale-free in nature (characterized by larger values of SPR(K), Max(K)-Min(K), Max(K)-Avg(K), SD(K)/Avg(K)). When evaluated for any two real-world networks among all the 48 real-world networks, the Kendall's concordance-based correlation coefficients between Kurtosis and each of SPR, Max(K)-Min(K), Max(K)-Avg(K) and SD(K)/Avg(K) are 0.40, 0.26, 0.34 and 0.50 respectively. Thus, we seriously question the appropriateness of using Kurtosis to compare the extent of fat-tailedness of the degree distribution of the vertices for any two real-world networks.

KEYWORDS
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1. INTRODUCTION
Complex network analysis is about analyzing complex real-world networks from a graph theoretic perspective [1]. Several measures from Statistics are also used to infer the distribution of the node-level metrics [2]. One such metric and distribution that are of interest in this paper is the degree centrality metric and the fat-tailedness of its distribution. The degree of a vertex is the number of neighbors for the vertex. A degree distribution is considered to be fat-tailed if the maximum degree for a vertex is much different from the minimum or the average degree for the vertex (correspondingly, the standard deviation of node degree is also comparable or even larger than that of the average node degree) [3]. Poisson degree distributions (characteristic of random networks [4]) are not fat-tailed; whereas, power-law degree distributions (characteristic of scale-free networks [5]) are fat-tailed. Real-world networks typically exhibit power-law degree
distribution [3]; however the extent of fat-tailedness of the distribution differs among the networks.

Until now, the Kurtosis measure has been perceived to be the most appropriate measure that could be used to quantify the extent of fat-tailedness of the degree distribution of the vertices in a real-world network [2]. But, there is no formal work that determined the Kurtosis of a suite of real-world networks of diverse degree distributions and analyzed whether the Kurtosis of a network with smaller variation in node degree (i.e., less fat-tailed) is more likely to be larger than the Kurtosis of a network with a relatively larger variation in node degree (i.e., more fat-tailed). This forms the motivation for our research in this paper. We measure the Kurtosis of the degree distributions for a suite of 48 real-world networks in conjunction with several other relevant metrics that also capture the extent of variation in node degree. Let SPR\((K)\), \(\text{Max}(K)\), \(\text{Min}(K)\), \(\text{Avg}(K)\) and \(\text{SD}(K)\) represent the spectral radius ratio for node degree, maximum node degree, minimum node degree, average and standard deviation of node degree respectively. The metrics that are explored in this research along with Kurtosis for node degree are: \(\text{SPR}(K)\) and \(\text{Max}(K)\)-\(\text{Min}(K)\), \(\text{Max}(K)\)-\(\text{Avg}(K)\) and \(\text{SD}(K)/\text{Avg}(K)\). The spectral radius ratio for node degree (\(\text{SPR}(K)\)) [6] is defined as the ratio of the principal eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of the network graph to that of the average node degree. According to literature [7], \(\text{Min}(K) \leq \text{Avg}(K) \leq \text{Principal Eigenvalue}(K) \leq \text{Max}(K)\). The smaller the difference between \(\text{Max}(K)\) and \(\text{Min}(K)\) for a network, the lower the value for \(\text{SPR}(K) = \text{Principal Eigenvalue}(K) / \text{Avg}(K)\). \(\text{SPR}(K)\) values start from 1.0 and this is the value expected for a truly random network.

We seek to explore whether or not a real-world network A with larger Kurtosis for node degree than a real-world network B also incurs larger values for one of these above metrics that also capture the extent of variation in node degree. We measure the Kendall's concordance-based correlation coefficient [8] for Kurtosis with each of the above four metrics for the suite of 48 real-world networks. We say two networks A and B are concordant with respect to any two metrics (say, X and Y) if X(A) < X(B) and Y(A) < Y(B) or X(A) > X(B) and Y(A) > Y(B) or X(A) = X(B) and Y(A) = Y(B). Surprisingly, we observe the Kendall's concordance-based correlation coefficient for Kurtosis with each of \(\text{SPR}(K)\), \(\text{Max}(K)\)-\(\text{Min}(K)\), \(\text{Max}(K)\)-\(\text{Avg}(K)\) and \(\text{SD}(K)/\text{Avg}(K)\) to be low: 0.40, 0.26, 0.34 and 0.50 respectively; thus, seriously raising the question of using Kurtosis to compare the extent of fat-tailedness of the degree distribution of real-world networks when it has lower correlation with metrics that also capture the extent of variation in node degree.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the computation of Kurtosis for a real-world network with an example graph. Section 3 illustrates the computation of the Kendall's concordance-based correlation coefficient (Kurtosis vs. Spectral radius ratio for node degree) for a subset of 8 real-world networks from the suite of 48 real-world networks studied in this research. Section 4 first provides a brief overview of the 48 real-world networks and then presents the values for Kurtosis and the other metrics (stated above) that capture the extent of variation in node degree. Section 4 also discusses the correlation for Kurtosis with each of these metrics. Section 5 concludes the paper. Throughout the paper, the terms 'node' and 'vertex', 'link' and 'edge', 'network' and 'graph' are used interchangeably. They mean the same.

### 2. Kurtosis: Formulation and Illustration

Kurtosis has been traditionally used to quantify the extent of fat-tailedness of the distribution of a random variable. In the context of complex network analysis, Kurtosis has been used to quantify the extent of fat-tailedness of the degree distribution of the vertices in a real-world network. However, there is no formal work that has evaluated its appropriateness for comparing two real-world networks on the basis of the fat-tailedness of the degree distribution of the vertices in
conjunction with other statistical and spectral metrics that also capture the extent of variation in node degree. In this section, we first present the formulation to compute the Kurtosis of the degree distribution of the vertices and then illustrate the computation with an example graph.

Let $K$ be the set of all degree values for the vertices in a graph. Let $P(k)$ indicate the probability of finding a vertex with degree $k$, where $k \in K$. The average, standard deviation and kurtosis for node degree are computed as follows:

$$\text{Avg}(K) = \sum_{k \in K} k \cdot P(k)$$  \hfill (1)

$$\text{SD}(K) = \sqrt{\sum_{k \in K} P(k)^2 (k - \text{Avg}(K))^2}$$  \hfill (2)

$$\text{Kurtosis}(K) = \frac{\sum_{k \in K} P(k)^4 (k - \text{Avg}(K))^4}{\text{SD}(K)^4}$$  \hfill (3)

Figure 1. Example Illustration to Compute the Average, Standard Deviation and Kurtosis of the Degree Distribution of the Vertices in a Graph
Figure 1 presents an illustration of the computation of the \(\text{Avg}(K)\), \(\text{SD}(K)\) and Kurtosis\((K)\) for node degree for an example undirected graph of 10 vertices (whose list of edges is given). We first compute the node degree (the number of neighbors for a vertex) and determine the number of vertices that are of a particular degree. The probability of finding a vertex with a certain degree is simply the fraction of the total number of vertices with the particular degree. Once we have the \(k\) vs. \(P(k)\) values for a graph, we can compute the above three statistical metrics using formulations (1), (2) and (3).

### 3. Kendall’s Concordance-Based Correlation

The Kendall’s concordance-based correlation measure could be used to evaluate the relative ranking of two networks with respect to any two network-level metrics; in our case, Kurtosis vs. any statistical or spectral metric. In this section, we illustrate the computation of the Kendall's concordance-based correlation coefficient for a set of 8 real-world networks (taken from the suite of 48 real-world networks analyzed in Section 4) with respect to Kurtosis and Spectral radius ratio for node degree. Figure 2 illustrates the calculations. We count the number of concordant pairs of networks and the number of discordant pairs of networks and calculate the Kendall’s correlation coefficient as the ratio of the sum of the number of concordant pairs and discordant pairs to that of the difference of the number of concordant pairs and discordant pairs.

A pair of networks \(X\) and \(Y\) are said to be concordant with respect to Kurtosis\((K)\) and SPR\((K)\) if either one of the following are true:

(i) \(\text{Kurtosis}_X(K) < \text{Kurtosis}_Y(K)\) and \(\text{SPR}_X(K) < \text{SPR}_Y(K)\) or

(ii) \(\text{Kurtosis}_X(K) > \text{Kurtosis}_Y(K)\) and \(\text{SPR}_X(K) > \text{SPR}_Y(K)\) or

(iii) \(\text{Kurtosis}_X(K) = \text{Kurtosis}_Y(K)\) and \(\text{SPR}_X(K) = \text{SPR}_Y(K)\)

A pair of networks \(X\) and \(Y\) are said to be discordant with respect to Kurtosis\((K)\) and SPR\((K)\) if either one of the following are true:

(i) \(\text{Kurtosis}_X(K) > \text{Kurtosis}_Y(K)\) and \(\text{SPR}_X(K) \leq \text{SPR}_Y(K)\) or

(ii) \(\text{Kurtosis}_X(K) < \text{Kurtosis}_Y(K)\) and \(\text{SPR}_X(K) \leq \text{SPR}_Y(K)\)
For the set of 8 real-world networks considered in Figure 2 and their Kurtosis($K$) and SPR($K$) values, we observe 21 concordant pairs of networks and 7 discordant pairs of networks; this leads to the Kendall's concordance-based correlation coefficient of $(21-7) / (21+7) = 0.50$.

### 4. REAL-WORLD NETWORKS AND THEIR CORRELATION ANALYSIS

In this section, we first introduce the 48 real-world networks analyzed in this paper. Table 1 lists the three character code acronym, name and the network type as well as the number of nodes and edges. The networks considered cover a broad range of categories (as listed below along with the number of networks in each category): Acquaintance network (12), Friendship network (9), Co-appearance network (6), Employment network (4), Citation network (3), Literature network (3), Collaboration network (2), Political network (2), Biological network (2), Game network (2), Geographical Network, Transportation network and Trade network (1 each). A brief description about each category of networks is as follows: An acquaintance network is a kind of social network in which the participant nodes slightly (not closely) know each other, as observed typically during an observation period. A friendship network is a kind of social network in which the participant nodes closely know each other and the relationship is not captured over an observation period. A co-appearance network is a network typically extracted from novels/books in such a way that two characters or words (modeled as nodes) are connected if they appear alongside each other. An employment network is a network in which the interaction/relationship between people is primarily due to their employment requirements and not due to any personal liking. A citation network is a network in which two papers (nodes) are connected if one paper cites the other paper as reference. A collaboration network is a network of researchers/authors who are listed as co-authors in at least one publication. A biological network is a network that models the interactions between genes, proteins, animals of a species, etc. A political network is a network of entities (typically politicians) involved in politics. A game network is a network of teams or players playing for different teams and their associations. A literature network is a network of books/papers/terminologies/authors (other than collaboration, citation or co-authorship) involved in a particular area of literature. A transportation network is a network of entities (like airports and their flight connections) involved in public transportation. A trade network is a network of countries/people involved in certain trade. The reader is referred to [9] for a more detailed description of the individual real-world networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Net.</th>
<th>Net. Description</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Network Type</th>
<th>#nodes</th>
<th>#edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ADJ</td>
<td>Word Adjacency Network</td>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>Co-appearance Net.</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>JBN</td>
<td>Jazz Band Network</td>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>Employment Net.</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>2742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CEN</td>
<td>C. Elegans Neural Network</td>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>Biological Net.</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>2148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CLN</td>
<td>Centrality Literature Net.</td>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Citation Net.</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CGD</td>
<td>Citation Graph Drawing Net</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Citation Net.</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DON</td>
<td>Dolphin Network</td>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>Acquaintance Net.</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DRN</td>
<td>Drug Network</td>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>Acquaintance Net.</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>DLN</td>
<td>Dutch Literature 1976 Net.</td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>Literature Net.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>FMH</td>
<td>Faux Mesa High School Net</td>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>Friendship Net.</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>FHT</td>
<td>Friendship in Hi-Tech Firm</td>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>Friendship Net.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>FTC</td>
<td>Flying Teams Cade Net.</td>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>Employment Net.</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CDF</td>
<td>College Dorm Fraternity Net</td>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>Acquaintance Net.</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>GD96</td>
<td>Graph Drawing 1996 Net</td>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>Citation Net.</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>MUN</td>
<td>Marvel Universe Network</td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Co-appearance Net.</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 lists the values for SPR(K), Avg(K), SD(K), Min(K), Max(K) and Kurtosis(K) obtained for these 48 real-world networks. Figure 3 plots the distribution of Kurtosis(K) vs. each of the following: SPR(K), SD(K)/Avg(K), Max(K) - Min(K) and Max(K) - Avg(K). We also mention the values for the Kendall's correlation coefficient obtained for Kurtosis(K) vs. each of these metrics. We observe all the four correlation coefficient values to be less than or equal to 0.50; the largest being 0.50 for Kurtosis vs. SD(K)/Avg(K) ratio and the lowest being 0.26 for Kurtosis(K) vs. Max(K) - Min(K), an appreciable measure of the extent of variation in node degree and fat-tailedness nature of the degree distribution.

Table 2. SPR, Avg, SD, Min, Max and Kurtosis Values for the Degree Distribution of the Real-World Networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Net.</th>
<th>SPR(K)</th>
<th>Avg(K)</th>
<th>SD(K)</th>
<th>Min(K)</th>
<th>Max(K)</th>
<th>Kurtosis(K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ADJ</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AKN</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>10.43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>16.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>JBN</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>27.70</td>
<td>17.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CEN</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>14.47</td>
<td>12.94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>30.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CLN</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>10.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CGD</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CFN</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>27.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DON</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DRN</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>DLN</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ERD</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Kurtosis(K)</td>
<td>Kurtosis(K) vs. SPR(K)</td>
<td>Kurtosis(K) vs. SD(K)/Avg(K)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>FMH</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>FHT</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>FTC</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>FON</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CDF</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>GD96</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>MUN</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>GLN</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>HTN</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>HCN</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>KCN</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>KFP</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>LMN</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>MDN</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>MTB</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>MCE</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>MSJ</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>AFB</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>MPN</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>MMN</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>PBN</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>PSN</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>PPN</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>SJJN</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>SDI</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>SPR</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>SWC</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>TNE</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>TWF</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>UKF</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>APN</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>USN</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>RHF</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>WSB</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>WTN</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. RELATED WORK

In the context of complex network analysis, Kurtosis has been typically used to capture the extent of fat-tailedness of degree distribution of the vertices and make an initial educated guess on the type (i.e., Poisson random networks or Power-law scale-free networks) of degree distribution for an underlying network graph [3]. A real-world network with Kurtosis for the degree distribution greater than 3 is typically considered to be fat-tailed [48]. Kurtosis has also been used to analyze the possibility of existence of outlier(s) in a data set [49]. In the context of complex network analysis, a larger Kurtosis for the degree distribution of a network could imply that the network has one or more nodes with degree(s) that is extremely different from the rest of the nodes in the network [3]. But, the existence of few such outlier nodes is not sufficient to classify a network as a fat-tailed network. We would need the degree distribution to exhibit non-zero probability values for degree values spanning a broader range and exhibit a decreasing trend as the degree values approach the extreme value.

Instead of Kurtosis, several other approaches have also been attempted in the literature to capture the extent of variation in node degree (inclusive of fat-tailedness). For example, graph traversal algorithms like Breadth First Search (BFS) [50] have been used in the literature to analyze the fat-tailed nature of real-world networks. The BFS algorithm could be used to determine the diameter of a network. The idea proposed in [50] is to calculate the diameter ($D_0$) of the unperturbed network (with all nodes in the network) and calculate the diameter ($D_i$) of the network due to the removal of node $i$. The $\Delta_i = D_i - D_0/D_0$ value for each node is then calculated. A distribution of probability($\Delta_i$) vs. the $\Delta_i$ values (for $\Delta_i > 0$) is plotted and if it appears to mimic a power-law distribution, then the network is considered to be fat-free.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The high-level contribution of this paper is to illustrate that the Kurtosis measure may not be appropriate to compare any two real-world networks with respect to the extent of fat-tailedness. The Kurtosis of a network with a lower variation in node degree (less fat-tailed) could be larger than the Kurtosis of a network with a relatively larger variation in node degree (relatively more fat-tailed). We measure the Kendall’s concordance-based correlation coefficient for Kurtosis with four different statistical/spectral measures that effectively capture the variation in node degree. We observe the correlation coefficients to be no more than 0.50. A possible solution to comprehensively measure and compare the fat-tailedness of degree distributions of a suite of real-
world networks is to compute the normalized scores of Kurtosis and every other metric (that are also a measure of the extent of variation in node degree) and use a weighted score of all the metrics as a measure of the fat-tailedness of the degree distribution.
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ABSTRACT

This paper is focused on the dynamic output feedback control of sampled-data system with actuator saturation using quantized measurements. The output signals are quantized before they are transmitted to dynamic output-feedback controller. An augmented system is constructed through a closed-loop system, which is a model with an interval time-varying delay and nonlinear items. Using discontinuous Lyapunov function and linear matrix inequality approach, the criterion of asymptotical stability is obtained; furthermore, on the basis of the above stability condition, we design a dynamic output-feedback controller. Lastly, the effective of the proposed method is proved by a numerical example.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For several decades, the stability of control system has been researched by many researchers because of its wide usage in many fields. In recent years, more and more control problems turn to digital controllers to solve. The key point of this control method is at discrete time but not continuous time of the state variable samples. Therefore, sampled-data control systems [15, 16, 18, 19] have attracted much attention. Three main approaches have been used to research the sampled-data control of linear systems. The first approach is discrete-time models [1, 20]. The second one is impulsive model [3]. And the third is time-delay model which is via constructing Lyapunov-Razumikhin functions or Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional and using LMIs analyze the stability and design the controller of sampled-data control systems [2, 4, 15, 22, 23].

Saturation is very common in practical application because of the technological or safety constraints. Considering the importance of the saturation, researchers have studied saturation with the problem of filtering [5-9, 20] and the problem of control [6-8, 10, 21]. Just as saturation, control using quantized feedback has been a hot research topic for many years. Kalman studied the effect of quantization in a sampled data system in 1956 and presented that the feedback system would exhibit limit cycles and chaotic behaviour if a stabilizing controller is quantized using a
finite-alphabet. [25] studied a number of quantized feedback design problems for linear systems and the main discovery is that the classical sector bound method is non conservative for studying the design problems. The problem of quantized state-feedback control has been investigated through a quantization dependent approach in [26] and new stability and stabilization conditions have been given. Quantization has also emerged in many literatures, such as in [8], [24], [27]. In this paper, we develop the static output-feedback in [15] to dynamic output-feedback control system under saturation and quantization constraint.

This paper concentrates on asymptotical stability of the sampled data control system under saturation and quantization constraint, controlled by dynamic output-feedback. Our aim is to analyze the performance of the closed loop system under above constraint. Firstly, a model of sampled-data system is constructed. Therefor, based on the discontinuous Lyapunov function and employing linear matrix inequality approach, sufficient conditions for system stability are obtained. Then, a dynamic output-feedback controller is designed on the basis of above stability. Finally, the practical utility of this method is proved by a numerical example.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some useful lemmas and definition. Section 3 presents the system and the dynamic output-feedback controller we study. Section 4 gives sufficient condition of system stability and dynamic output-feedback controller through linear matrix inequality approach. Section 5 illustrates the obtained results by a numerical example, which is followed by the conclusion in Section 6.

2. LEMMAS AND DEFINITIONS

In order to describe the system more clearly, we will give the following definitions and lemmas.

**Lemma 1**[12] The saturation function \( \delta(u(t)) \) can be decomposed into a linear and a nonlinear part as following

\[
\delta(u(t)) = u(t) - \phi(u(t))
\]

and there exists a scalar \( 0 < \varepsilon < 1 \), such that:

\[
\varepsilon u^T(t)u(t) \geq \phi^T(u(t))\phi(u(t))
\]

**Lemma2**[14] For matrix \( R > 0 \) and \( X^T = X \), we have

\[
-XR^{-1}X \leq \rho^2R - 2\rho X
\]

**Definition 1** A quantizer is called to be logarithmic if the set of quantization levels \( \Pi \) can be described

\[
\Pi = [\pm \pi_i : \pi_i = \rho^i\pi_0, \pi_0 > 0, i \in \mathbb{N}] \cup \{0\}, 0 < \rho < 1
\]
where $\rho$ is called the quantization density, besides, $\rho = \frac{1-k}{1+k}$, where $0<k<1$. Each of the quantization level corresponds to a segment such that the quantizer maps the whole segment to this quantization level. Precisely, the logarithmic quantization law of $q(\cdot)$ is defined as follows:

$$q(w) = \begin{cases} v_i, & \frac{1+\rho}{2} v_i < w \leq \frac{1+\rho}{2\rho} v_i, w > 0, \\ 0, & w = 0, \\ -q(-w), & w < 0. \end{cases}$$

It can be found from [] and above Definition 1 that $q_j(\cdot)(j = 1, 2, \cdots m)$ can be expressed by $q_j(x_j) = (1+\Delta_j(x_j))x_j$ for certain $\Delta_j(x_j) \leq \xi_j(x_j)$, $j = 1, 2, \cdots m$. $\xi_j(x_j)$ are all positive constants. For simplicity, we denote $\Delta_j(x_j)$ as $\Delta_j$. Define

$$\Delta_j = diag\{\Delta_{j_1}, \Delta_{j_2}, \cdots, \Delta_{j_m}\}$$

Thus, $q(\cdot)$ can be expressed as

$$q(x) = (I + \Delta_j)x$$

**Lemma 3** [17] Let $z(t) \in W[a,b]$ and $z(a) = 0$. Then, for any $n \times n$ matrix $R > 0$ the following inequality holds:

$$\int_a^b z(s) R z(s) ds \leq \frac{4(b-a)^2}{\pi^2} \int_a^b \hat{z}(s) R \hat{z}(s) ds$$

**Lemma 4** (S-procedure) Let $N = N^T, H, E, F_q$ be real matrices with appropriate dimensions, for any $F_q$ which satisfying $F_q^T F_q \leq I$. Then the inequality $N + HFE + (HFE)^T < 0$ if and only if there exists a positive scalar $\epsilon$ such that $N + \epsilon HH^T + \epsilon(\epsilon-1)E^T E < 0$, or, equivalently,

$$\begin{bmatrix} N & \epsilon H & E^T \\ \epsilon H^T & -\epsilon I & 0 \\ E & 0 & -\epsilon I \end{bmatrix} < 0$$

### 3. Problem Formulation

#### 3.1. Sampled-data system

Consider the sampled-data system scheme as the following:

$$\begin{cases} \dot{x}(t) = Ax(t) + B_1 \delta_a(\bar{u}(t)) \\ y(t) = Cx(t) \end{cases}$$
where \( x(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the state vector, \( u(t) \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the control input vector, \( \delta_a(u(t)) \) are denoted as actuator saturation function; \( y(t) \in \mathbb{R}^p \) is the measured output vector.

### 3.2. Dynamic output-feedback controller

We denote \( t_k (k = 0, 1, 2, \cdots) \) as the updating instant time of the Zero-Order-Hold (ZOH) and at the same time denote this updating signal at the sensor \( t_k - \tau_m \). Supposing \( t_{k+1} - t_k \leq h (k = 0, 1, 2, \cdots) \), where \( h \) is a positive scalar which is the largest sampling interval.

Defining \( \tau(t) = t - (t_k - \tau_m) \), \( t_k \leq t < t_{k+1} \), then the delay \( \tau(t) \) satisfies:

\[
\tau_m \leq t_k - (t_k - \tau_m) \leq \tau(t) < t_{k+1} - (t_k - \tau_m) < h + \tau_m = \tau_M
\]

In this paper, we propose to design a stabilizing dynamic output-feedback controller described by:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\dot{x}_c(t) &= A_c x_c(t) + B_c x_c(t - \tau(t)) + C_c q(y_s(t)) \\
u(t) &= D_c x_c(t)
\end{aligned}
\]  

(7)

where \( x_c \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the controller state vector, \( y_s(t) \in \mathbb{R}^p \) is the controller input. \( q(y_s(t)) \) represents the logarithmic quantization of \( y_s(t) \). \( A_c, B_c, C_c \) and \( D_c \) are matrices of appropriate dimensions which are to be determined, \( \tau(t) \) is defined as above.

Through the above analysis, we have \( y_s(t) = y(t_k) \) \( t_k \leq t < t_{k+1}, k = 0, 1, 2, \cdots \), also we can derive that the sensor output has a form \( y_s(t_k) = y(t_k - \tau_m) \), considering the behavior of the ZOH, we have \( q(y_s(t)) = q(y(t_k - \tau_m)) \), \( t_k \leq t < t_{k+1}, k = 0, 1, 2, \cdots \). By the definition of \( \tau(t) \), we can derive: \( y(t_k - \tau_m) = y(t - \tau(t)) \). Based on the Definition 1,

\[
q(y_s(t)) = q(y(t - \tau(t))) = (I + \Delta_q) y(t - \tau(t)) = (I + \Delta_q) C x(t - \tau(t))
\]  

(8)

Based on Lemma 1, we have:

\[
\delta_a(u(t)) = u(t) - \phi_a(u(t)) = D_c x_c(t) - \phi_a(u(t))
\]  

(9)

and there exists a scalar \( 0 < \varepsilon_1 < 1 \) satisfying:

\[
\varepsilon_1 u^T(t) u(t) - \phi_a^T(u(t)) \phi_a(u(t)) \geq 0
\]  

(10)

### 3.3. Augmented system

From above analysis, substituting (9) and (8) into (6) and (7) respectively, the closed-loop system with dynamic output-feedback control can be described as:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\dot{x}(t) &= A x(t) + B_1 D_c x_c(t) - B_c \phi_a(u(t)) \\
x_c(t) &= A_c x_c(t) + B_c x_c(t - \tau(t)) + C_c (I + \Delta_q) C x(t - \tau(t))
\end{aligned}
\]  

(11)
Set $\xi(t) = \begin{bmatrix} x(t) \\ x'(t) \end{bmatrix}$, and $A := \begin{bmatrix} A & B_D \\ 0 & A_c \end{bmatrix}$, $B := \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ C_c(I + \Delta_q)C & B_c \end{bmatrix}$, $C := \begin{bmatrix} -B_l \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}$.

Especially, we denote $E := [I \ 0], H := [0 \ I]$

So, (11) can be written as

$$\dot{\xi}(t) = A \xi(t) + B \xi(t - \tau(t)) + C \phi_d(u(t))$$  (12)

and the inequality (10) can be described by:

$$\epsilon_i \xi^T(t)H^T D_a^T D_c H \xi(t) - \phi_d^T(u(t))\phi_d(u(t)) \geq 0$$  (13)

4. MAIN RESULTS

4.1. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS OF STABILITY

In this section, we will give asymptotical control stability criteria for system (11) under saturation and quantization condition.

**Theorem 1.** For given parameters $\tau_m$ and $\tau_M$, $\tau_M \geq \tau_m > 0$ and scalars $\epsilon_i \in (0, 1)$, the sampled-based closed-loop system (11) with saturation and quantization constraints is asymptotically stable if there exist matrices $P > 0, M > 0, Q_i > 0, R_i > 0 (i = 1, 2)$ and appropriate matrix $S$ which satisfy:

$$\Pi_1 = \begin{bmatrix} \Pi_{11} & PB & R_1 & 0 & PC & H^T D_c^T & \tau_m A^T & \tau_{M_m} A^T & \tau_{M_n} A^T & \tau_{M_m} A^T \\ \Pi_{21} & \Pi_{22} & \Pi_{23} & R_2 - S^T & 0 & 0 & \tau_m B^T & \tau_{M_m} B^T & \tau_{M_n} B^T & \tau_{M_m} B^T \\ \Pi_{31} & \Pi_{32} & \Pi_{33} & S^T & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ \Pi_{41} & \Pi_{42} & \Pi_{43} & -Q_2 - R_2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ \Pi_{51} & \Pi_{52} & \Pi_{53} & \Pi_{54} & -I & 0 & \tau_m C^T & \tau_{M_m} C^T & \tau_{M_n} C^T & \tau_{M_m} C^T \\ \Pi_{61} & \Pi_{62} & \Pi_{63} & \Pi_{64} & \Pi_{65} & -I & \tau_m C^T & \tau_{M_m} C^T & \tau_{M_n} C^T & \tau_{M_m} C^T \\ \Pi_{71} & \Pi_{72} & \Pi_{73} & \Pi_{74} & \Pi_{75} & \Pi_{76} & -I & \tau_m C^T & \tau_{M_m} C^T & \tau_{M_n} C^T \\ \Pi_{81} & \Pi_{82} & \Pi_{83} & \Pi_{84} & \Pi_{85} & \Pi_{86} & \Pi_{87} & -I & \tau_m C^T & \tau_{M_m} C^T & \tau_{M_n} C^T \\ \Pi_{91} & \Pi_{92} & \Pi_{93} & \Pi_{94} & \Pi_{95} & \Pi_{96} & \Pi_{97} & \Pi_{98} & -I & \tau_m C^T & \tau_{M_m} C^T & \tau_{M_n} C^T \\ \Pi_{101} & \Pi_{102} & \Pi_{103} & \Pi_{104} & \Pi_{105} & \Pi_{106} & \Pi_{107} & \Pi_{108} & \Pi_{109} & -I & \tau_m C^T & \tau_{M_m} C^T & \tau_{M_n} C^T \end{bmatrix} < 0$$  (14)

where $\tau_{M_m} := \tau_M - \tau_m$, $\Pi_{11} := PA + A^T P + Q_1 - R_1$, $\Pi_{21} := -2R_2 + S + S^T - \frac{\pi^2}{4} M$, $\Pi_{23} := R_2 - S + \frac{\pi^2}{4} M$, $\Pi_{33} := Q_2 - Q_1 - R_1 - R_2 - \frac{\pi^2}{4} M$.

**Proof:** Construct a discontinuous Lyapunov-Krasovskii function for system (11) as

$$V(t) = V_1(t) + V_2(t) + V_3(t) + V_4(t), t \in [t_k, t_{k+1})$$  (15)

In which $V_1(t) = \xi^T(t)P \xi(t)$, $V_2(t) = \int_{t-	au}^{t} \xi^T(s)Q_1 \xi(s)ds + \int_{t-	au}^{t} \xi^T(s)Q_2 \xi(s)ds$
\( V_4(t) = V_{4a}(t) + V_{4b}(t) \)

Let:
\[
V_{4a}(t) = (\tau_M - \tau_m)^2 \int_{t_m - \tau_m}^{t} \xi^T(s)M \xi(s)ds - \frac{\pi^2}{4} \int_{t_m - \tau_m}^{t} [ \xi(s) - \xi(t_m)]^T M [ \xi(s) - \xi(t_m)]ds
\]

\( V_{4b}(t) = (\tau_M - \tau_m)^2 \int_{t_m}^{t} \xi^T(s)M \xi(s)ds \)

According to Lemma 3, we can see \( V_{4a}(t) \geq 0 \), and \( V_{4a}(t) \) vanishes at \( t = t_k \). Besides, \( V_{4b}(t) \geq 0 \). Thus,
\[
\lim_{t \to t_k} (V(t)) \geq (V(t_k)).
\]

The time derivative of \( \dot{V}(t, \xi(t)) \) along the trajectory of system (12) is
\[
\dot{V}(t) = \dot{V}_1(t) + \dot{V}_2(t) + \dot{V}_3(t) + \dot{V}_4(t)
\]

\[
\dot{V}_1(t) = 2 \xi^T(t) P \dot{\xi}(t)
\]

\[
\dot{V}_2(t) = \xi^T(t) Q_1 \xi(t) - \xi^T(t - \tau_m) Q_2 \xi(t - \tau_m) + \xi^T(t) - \tau_m) (Q_2 - Q_1) \xi(t - \tau_m)
\]

\[
\dot{V}_3(t) = -\tau_m \int_{t_m - \tau_m}^{t} \xi^T(s) R_1 \dot{\xi}(s)ds - (\tau_m - \tau_m) \int_{t_m}^{t} \xi^T(s) R_2 \dot{\xi}(s)ds
\]

\[
\dot{V}_4(t) = (\tau_M - \tau_m)^2 \xi^T(t) M \dot{\xi}(t) - \frac{\pi^2}{4} [ \xi(t - \tau_m) - \xi(t - \tau(t))]^T M [ \xi(t - \tau_m) - \xi(t - \tau(t))]
\]

Using Jensen inequality, we can obtain
\[
-\tau_m \int_{t_m - \tau_m}^{t} \xi^T(s) R_1 \dot{\xi}(s)ds \leq -[\xi(t) - \xi(t - \tau_m)]^T R_1 [\xi(t) - \xi(t - \tau_m)]
\]

When
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
R_2 & S^T \\
S & R_2
\end{bmatrix} \geq 0
\]

the following can be derived:
\[
-(\tau_M - \tau_m) \int_{t_m}^{t} \xi^T(s) R_2 \dot{\xi}(s)ds \leq -[\xi(t - \tau_m) - \xi(t - \tau(t))]^T R_2 [\xi(t - \tau_m) - \xi(t - \tau(t))]
\]

\[
-2[\xi(t - \tau) - \xi(t - \tau_m)]^T R_2 [\xi(t - \tau(t)) - \xi(t - \tau_m)]
\]
Substituting (17) in (16) and combining (18) and (19) into consideration, and adding saturation condition (13), we have

\[ \dot{V}(t) \leq \eta^T(t) \Pi \eta(t) \] (20)

Where \( \eta^T(t) = [\xi^T(t), \zeta^T(t-\tau(t)), \zeta^T(t-\tau_m), \phi^T_m(u(t))] \)

If condition (14) is satisfied, it can be seen that the closed loop system (11) is asymptotically stable. This completes the proof.

4.2. Explicit form of sufficient conditions

In the following theorem we will give the explicit form of the desired DOFC parameter.

**Theorem 2.** Based on condition and result of theorem 1, for given parameters \( \tau_m \) and \( \tau_M \), \( \tau_M \geq \tau_m > 0 \) and scalars \( \epsilon_i \in (0,1)(i=1,2) \), the sampled-based closed-loop system (11) with saturation and quantization constraints is asymptotically stable if there exist matrices \( P > 0, M > 0, Q > 0, R > 0(i=1,2) \) and appropriate matrix \( S \) which satisfy:

\[
\Pi_2 = \begin{bmatrix}
\Pi & \Gamma_1^T \\
* & -\epsilon_2 I & 0 \\
* & * & -\epsilon_2 I \\
\end{bmatrix} < 0
\] (21)

where \( \Gamma_1 = [(P\bar{C}_c)^T, 0, \cdots, \tau_m \bar{C}_c^T, (\tau_m - \tau_m)\bar{C}_c^T, (\tau_m - \tau_m)\bar{C}_c^T], \Gamma_2 = [0, \bar{C}, 0, \cdots, 0], \)

\[
\Pi_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
\Pi_{11} PB_1 R_1 0 PC H^T D_1^T \tau_m A^T \tau_m B_1^T \tau_m B_1^T \tau_m C^T \tau_m C^T \tau_m C^T \\
* \Pi_{22} R_2 -S^T 0 0 \tau_m B_1^T \tau_m B_1^T \tau_m B_1^T \tau_m B_1^T \\
* * \Pi_33 S^T 0 0 0 0 0 \\
* * * -Q_2 -R_2 0 0 0 0 \\
* * * * -I 0 \tau_m C^T \tau_m C^T \tau_m C^T \\
* * * * * -(\epsilon_1 I)^{-1} 0 0 0 \\
* * * * * * -R_1^{-1} 0 0 \\
* * * * * * * -R_2^{-1} 0 \\
* * * * * * * * -W^{-1}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Where \( \Pi_{11}, \Pi_{22}, \Pi_{33} \) is the same as given in Theorem 1, and \( B_1 = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ C_c & B_c \end{bmatrix} \).

Proof: First, we decompose: \( B = B_1 + B_0 \)

\[
B_1 = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ C_c & B_c \end{bmatrix}, \quad B_0 = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ C_c \Delta_q C & 0 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ C_c \end{bmatrix} F_q \bar{\Delta} C \quad 0
\] (22)

and in which \( \Delta_q = F_q \bar{\Delta}, \quad F_q^T F_q \leq I \) (23)
and simultaneously, we set $\tilde{C}_c = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ C_c \end{bmatrix}$, $\tilde{C} = [\Delta C \ 0]$
(24)

Then, we can derive $B_0 = \tilde{C}_c F_q \tilde{C}$
(25)

Thus, we can rewrite $\Pi_1$ as the following form:

$$\Pi_1 = \Pi_1 + \Gamma_1 F_q \Gamma_2 + \Gamma_2 F_q \Gamma_1$$
(26)

By utilizing Lemma 4, (26) is equivalent that there exist positive scalars $\varepsilon_2$ satisfying

$$\Pi_1 = \Pi_1 + \varepsilon_2^{-1} \Gamma_1 \Gamma_1 + \varepsilon_2 \Gamma_2 \Gamma_2$$
(27)

And based on Schur complement, (21) is easy to obtain and the proof is completed.

4.3. Dynamic output-feedback controller

The following theorem presents the explicit parameters of the desired dynamic output feedback controller based on theorem 1 and theorem 2.

**Theorem 3.** Based on condition and result of theorem 1 and theorem 2, for given parameters $\tau_m$ and $\tau_M$, $\tau_M \geq \tau_m > 0$ and scalars $\varepsilon_i \in (0,1) (i=1,2)$, the augmented system (12) is asymptotically stable there with system (11) is asymptotically stable if there exist matrices $P > 0, M > 0, \Psi > 0, R > 0 (i=1,2)$ and appropriate matrix $\Sigma$ which satisfy:

$$\begin{bmatrix} \tilde{R}_2 & \tilde{S}^T \\ \tilde{S} & \tilde{R}_2 \end{bmatrix} \geq 0, \quad Z := \begin{bmatrix} X & I \\ * & P_{11} \end{bmatrix} > 0$$
(28)

and

$$\Pi_3 = \begin{bmatrix} \Pi & \Gamma_1^T & \varepsilon_2 \Gamma_2^T \\ * & -\varepsilon_2 I & 0 \\ * & * & -\varepsilon_2 I \end{bmatrix} < 0$$
(29)

where $\Pi_1 = [\phi_3^T, 0, \ldots, 0, \tau_m \phi_5^T, (\tau_M - \tau_m) \phi_3^T, (\tau_M - \tau_n) \phi_5^T]$, $\Pi = [0, \phi_6, 0, \ldots, 0]$, $\Gamma_1 = \begin{bmatrix} \Pi_{11} & \phi_2 & \Pi_{22} & \Pi_{23} & \Pi_{33} & \Pi_{32} & \Pi_{33} \end{bmatrix}$, and $\Pi_{11} = \begin{bmatrix} \Pi_{11} & \phi_2 & \Pi_{22} & \Pi_{23} & \Pi_{33} & \Pi_{32} & \Pi_{33} \end{bmatrix}$

$$\begin{bmatrix} \Pi_{11} & \phi_2 & \Pi_{22} & \Pi_{23} & \Pi_{33} & \Pi_{32} & \Pi_{33} \\ * & \Pi_{11} & \Pi_{23} & \Pi_{22} & \Pi_{33} & \Pi_{32} & \Pi_{33} \\ * & * & \Pi_{11} & \Pi_{23} & \Pi_{22} & \Pi_{33} & \Pi_{32} \\ * & * & * & \Pi_{11} & \Pi_{23} & \Pi_{22} & \Pi_{33} \\ * & * & * & * & \Pi_{11} & \Pi_{23} & \Pi_{22} \\ * & * & * & * & * & \Pi_{11} & \Pi_{23} \\ * & * & * & * & * & * & \Pi_{11} \end{bmatrix} > 0$$
(30)
in which \( \Pi_{11} = \varphi_1 + \varphi_1^T + \hat{Q}_1 - \hat{R}_1 \), \( \Pi_{22} = -2\hat{R}_2 + \hat{S} + \hat{S}^T - \frac{\pi^2}{4} \hat{M} \), \( \Pi_{23} = \hat{R}_2 - \hat{S} + \frac{\pi^2}{4} \hat{M} \),

\[ \Pi_{33} = \hat{Q}_2 - \hat{Q}_1 - \hat{R}_1 + \hat{R}_2 - \frac{\pi^2}{4} \hat{M} \]

and \( \varphi = \begin{bmatrix} AX + B_1 W_4 A \\ W_4 \end{bmatrix} \) \( \varphi_2 = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ W_3 & W_2 C \end{bmatrix} \), \( \varphi_3 = \begin{bmatrix} -B_1 \\ -P_{11} B_1 \end{bmatrix} \),

\[ \varphi_4 = \begin{bmatrix} W_1^T \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \), \( \varphi_5 = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ W_2 \end{bmatrix} \), \( \varphi_6 = \begin{bmatrix} X C^T \tilde{\Delta}^T \\ C^T \tilde{\Delta} \end{bmatrix} \).

Proof: Since \( P > 0 \), thus the matrix \( P \) is nonsingular, then we partition \( P \) as

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix} P_{11} & P_{12} \\ * & P_{22} \end{bmatrix}
\]

(31)

Where \( P_{11}, P_{12}, P_{22} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \), what's more, it is easy to see \( P_{11} > 0 \) and \( P_{22} > 0 \). Without loss of generality, suppose \( P_{12} \) is nonsingular square matrix. Define the matrix \( Z \) which is satisfied \( Z > 0 \), where \( Z \) is defined. The relation of \( P \) and \( Z \) is

\[
I P_{11} = P_{12}^{-1} (I - P_{11} X) 0
\]

(32)

Let

\[
L_1 = \begin{bmatrix} X \\ P_{12}^{-1} (I - P_{11} X) \end{bmatrix}, L_2 = \begin{bmatrix} I \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(33)

It is easy to know \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) are both non-singular.

Define \( L := \text{diag} \{ L_1, L_1, L_1, L_1, L_1, L_1, L_2, L_2, L_2, L_2, L_2, L_2, L_2, L_2, L_2 \} \). Performing congruence transformation to the matrix inequality (21), we get

\[
\Pi_3 = L^T \Pi_2 L
\]

(34)

Denote \( \hat{S} = L_1^T S L_1, \hat{M} = L_1^T M L_1, \hat{Q} = L_1^T Q L_1, \hat{R}_i = L_1^T R_i L_1 (i = 1, 2) \). According to the denotation \( \hat{R}_i = L_1^T R_i L_1 (i = 1, 2) \), we can derive

\[
R_i^{-1} = L_1 \hat{R}_i^{-1} L_1^T
\]

(35)

In the computational process, we can get the item \(-L_2^T R_i^{-1} L_2 \), substituting (22) in it, we can obtain

\[
-L_2^T R_i^{-1} L_2 = -L_2^T L_1 \hat{R}_i^{-1} L_1^T L_2 = -Z^T \hat{R}_i^{-1} Z
\]

(36)

By using Lemma 2, we have

\[
-Z^T \hat{R}_i^{-1} Z \leq \hat{R}_i - 2Z
\]

(37)

Similarly, we can easily obtain
and we define \( w(i=1,2,3,4) \) as
\[
\begin{align*}
W_1 &:= D_2 P_2^{-1} (I - P_{11} X), \\
W_2 &:= P_{12} C, \\
W_3 &:= W_2 C X + P_{12} B \epsilon P_{12}^{-1} (I - P_{11} X), \\
W_4 &:= P_{11}^T A X + P_{11}^T B W_1 + P_{12} A P_{12}^{-1} (I - P_{11} X)
\end{align*}
\] (39)

It can be seen that all the process of proof is reversible, therefore, theorem 3 can also deduce Theorem 1 through Theorem 2, that is to say, the dynamic output feedback controller is:
\[
\begin{align*}
A_c &= P_{12}^{-1} (W_4 - P_{11}^T A X - P_{11}^T B W_1) (I - P_{11} X)^{-1} P_{12}, \\
B_c &= P_{12}^{-1} (W_3 - W_2 C X) (I - P_{11} X)^{-1} P_{12}, \\
C_c &= P_{12}^{-1} W_2, \\
D_c &= W_1 (I - P_{11} X)^{-1} P_{12}
\end{align*}
\] (40)

**Remark 1:** Though, the matrix of \( P_{12} \) is unknown, we can see the DOFC in (7) is equivalent to the following DOFC in (41) by transforming \( x_i(t) = P_{11}^{-1} \tilde{x}_i(t) \) and setting
\[
(\tilde{A}_c, \tilde{B}_c, \tilde{C}_c, \tilde{D}_c) := (P_{12} A_i P_{11}^{-1}, P_{12} B_i P_{11}^{-1}, P_{12} C_i, P_{12} D_i P_{11}^{-1}),
\]
where \( \tilde{A}_c, \tilde{B}_c, \tilde{C}_c, \tilde{D}_c \) can be described as:
\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{A}_c &= (W_4 - P_{11}^T A X - P_{11}^T B W_1) (I - P_{11} X)^{-1}, \\
\tilde{B}_c &= (W_3 - W_2 C X) (I - P_{11} X)^{-1}, \\
\tilde{C}_c &= W_2, \\
\tilde{D}_c &= W_1 (I - P_{11} X)^{-1}
\end{align*}
\] (41)

5. **Numerical Example**

In this section, a numerical example is presented to show the validity of the control approach for the sampled-data system with actuator saturation using quantized measurements.

Consider the system (6) described as:
\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
-2 & -0.1 & 0 \\
-0.1 & 0 & 0.2 \\
0 & 0 & 0.5
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x(t) \\
x(t)
\end{bmatrix}
+ 
\begin{bmatrix}
0.1 \\
0.02 \\
0.1
\end{bmatrix}
\tilde{d}_i(u(t)) \\
\end{align*}
\] (42)

In the following, our purpose is to design the DOFC in form (41) for the system (42), by setting \( \epsilon_1 = 0.2, \quad \epsilon_2 = 0.6, \quad k = 0.7, \quad \tau_m = 0.02, \quad \tau_M = 0.6 \), the sampling interval \( h = 0.05 \). Based on the Theorem 3 and Remark 1, we can obtain the corresponding DOFC parameters as:
\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{A}_c &= \begin{bmatrix}
-2.3132 & -21.3322 & -35.7622 \\
-0.0884 & -0.8822 & -1.1529 \\
0.0772 & -0.1137 & 0.0962
\end{bmatrix}, \\
\tilde{B}_c &= \begin{bmatrix}
-0.0013 & 0.0172 & -0.0085 \\
0.0055 & -0.1918 & -0.0667 \\
-0.0005 & 0.0424 & 0.0394
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
-0.0849 & 0.2176 \\
0.0255 & -1.5719 \\
-0.0318 & 0.1740
\end{bmatrix},
\begin{bmatrix}
0.0124 & 1.0490 & 1.6772
\end{bmatrix}
\]

When the initial condition is chosen as \( x(0) = [2.6 \ -1.5 \ 1.8]^T \), the responses of the state \( x \) and the saturation control signal \( \delta(u(t)) \) are shown in Figures 1 and Figures 2, respectively. It can be seen that the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable. Simulation results indicate the effectiveness of the proposed control technology.

![Figure 1. The state responses under DOFC](image)

![Figure 2. Output of saturation actuator](image)
6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, using discontinuous Lyapunov functional technique, we study the dynamic output feedback control of sampled-data system with saturation and quantization. A time-varying delay model with nonlinear items is represented as the closed-loop system, and a novel stability criterion is established by discontinuous Lyapunov functional approach. Sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability are derived employing linear matrix inequality approach and the corresponding matrix of DOFC are both designed. A numerical example shows that the results obtained in this paper are very practicable in analyzing the stability of the sampled data control system.
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ABSTRACT

Increasing threat intrusions to enterprise computing systems have led to a formulation of guarded enterprise systems. The approach was to put in place steel gates and prevent hostile entities from entering the enterprise domain. The current complexity level has made the fortress approach to security implemented throughout the defence, banking, and other high trust industries unworkable. The alternative security approach presented in this paper is the result of a concentrated fourteen year program of pilots and research. Its distributed approach has no need for passwords or accounts and derives from a set of tenets that form the basic security model requirements. At each step in the process it determines identities and claims for access and privileges. These techniques are resilient, secure, extensible, and scalable. They are currently being implemented for a major enterprise, and are a candidate for other enterprise security approaches. This paper discusses the Enterprise Level Security architecture, a web-based security architecture designed to select and incorporate technology into a cohesive set of policies and rules for an enterprise information system. The paper discusses the history, theoretical underpinnings, implementation decisions, current status, and future plans for expansion of capabilities and scale.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A set of problems exist where continued attempts at eliminating the symptom that results from design complexity has been unsuccessful at achieving the goal of eliminating the symptom.

1.1 Case Study: Boat Design

The original builders of boats had a simple design philosophy. Separate the water from the interior of the boat. In the beginning, boats were watertight by virtue of their being hewn from a single tree trunk, or when constructed from more than one piece of wood, joints were sealed with pitch or other sealants. That they leaked was not a big concern. The boats were not used in prolonged activity and did not get far from the shoreline. But as they were developed to move further offshore, some techniques were developed to prevent leaks (shiplap construction, for example) – they still leaked – just enough that it continually had to be dealt with. This limited their effectiveness and time before they needed to be brought ashore. As they got more complex, the leaks were of greater concern. Additional techniques were developed (tongue and grove construction, pitch and other sealants) – they still leaked. Sealants got better, but boats got more...
complex as hatches for cargo, weapons, and steerable rudders mounted through the hull were added. Boats still leaked, not much, but just enough that it limited the range or speed, or time in the water without maintenance. Of course that wasn’t going to be tolerated! They doubled down (special woods, special formulated sealants, and special paints). They still leaked. A set of boat builders examined the history and came to an epiphany – boats leak. Like all epiphanies, it allows us to re-examine how we handle things. The design was modified so that the inside of boats could accommodate leakage. Drains and channels were added to funnel water to an area, the bilge, where the water could be dealt with, manually at first, and then with automated pumps. A well-sealed boat was still required because a high leakage rate could overwhelm bilge capacity.

1.2 Case Study: Today

We find ourselves at a crossroads where the computing systems we have come to rely on, are increasingly vulnerable to attacks. Losses have occurred not only at commercial entities such as Target [1], Walmart [2], but at places that should be able to protect our information such as the IRS and FBI [3], OPM [4], etc. Who hasn’t been hacked? The answer is surprising and it amounts to nobody. Nobody who is anybody and has something to lose, and somebody who is a nobody with limited presence and little or no assets online. How did we get in this mess?

1.3 Case Study: Hindsight

The Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPAnet) was one of the world’s first operational packet switching networks, the first network to implement TCP/IP, and the progenitor of what was to become the global Internet. The network was initially funded by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA, later the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)) within the U.S. Department of Defense for use by its projects at universities and research laboratories in the United States. The packet switching of the ARPAnet, together with Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), formed the backbone of how the Internet works. The packet switching was based on the concepts and designs of engineer Paul Baran, British scientist Donald Davies [5, 6], and Lawrence Roberts of Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory [7]. The TCP/IP set of communication protocols was developed for ARPAnet by computer scientists Robert Kahn and Vinton Cerf." [8]

The original ARPAnet connected four computers (1971). They were located in the respective computer research labs of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) (Honeywell DDP 516 computer), Stanford Research Institute (SDS-940 computer), the University of California, Santa Barbara (IBM 360/75), and the University of Utah (DEC PDP-10). As the network expanded, different models of computers were connected, which created compatibility problems. The solution rested in a better set of protocols, TCP/IP, designed in 1982. Under ARPAnet, several major innovations occurred: email (or electronic mail)—the ability to send simple messages to another person across the network (1971); telnet—a remote connection service for controlling a computer (1972); and file transfer protocol (FTP)—allows information to be sent from one computer to another in bulk (1973).

As non-military uses for the network increased, more and more people had access, and it became no longer safe for military purposes. As a result, MILnet, a military-only network, was started in 1983. Internet Protocol software was soon being placed on every type of computer, and universities and research groups also began using in-house networks known as Local Area Networks or LANs. These in-house networks then started using Internet Protocol software so that one LAN could connect to another.

“In 1986, one LAN branched out to form a new competing network, the National Science Foundation Network (NSFnet). NSFnet first linked together the five national supercomputer centers and then every major university, replacing the slower ARPAnet,
which was finally shut down in 1990. NSFnet formed the backbone of what we now call the Internet”.

–A Brief History of Network Computing [9]

Figure 1. Internet Growth

In the beginning there were no threats only a desire to make computers communicate. This changed quickly. Intruders penetrated unprotected systems. The only thing that grew faster than the internet was the complexity of computing and the internet. Threats were few at first and targeted approaches were used to mitigate them. This worked for a while. Quickly however, more generic methods were needed.

1.4 Case Study: The Fortress Approach

The advent of the firewall is the beginning of the fortress approach.

“Acting as a barrier between a trusted network and other untrusted networks -- such as the Internet -- or less-trusted networks -- such as a retail merchant’s network outside of a cardholder data environment -- a firewall controls access to the resources of a network through a positive control model. This means that the only traffic allowed onto the network defined in the firewall policy is; all other traffic is denied”.

- Firewall [12]
In the fortress approach a gateway is established that is hardened against all who would enter but were not authorized. This gateway is sometimes called the De-Militarized Zone (DMZ). While the DMZ began with the firewall it certainly didn’t end there. Initially somewhat successful, the firewall quickly became ineffective against a number of attackers and the threat still penetrated.

The designers of the DMZ supplemented the DMZ with additional hardware “appliances”. These were needed in hardware because they must process everything that comes to the enterprise and needed to operate at “line speeds” so as not to reduce the quality of service provided by the enterprise. The appliances may cost more than $1 million each. They added packet inspection to the firewall – the threat still penetrated. Additional techniques (and appliances) were developed (Application aware filtering, white/black and grey listings, signature analysers) – the threat still penetrated. Of course that wasn’t going be tolerated! They doubled down (Host based analysers, Intrusion detection, Intrusion prevention) – the threat still penetrated.

Figure 2. The Fortress Approach (DMZ)
Does this sound familiar? It is time for an epiphany—threats penetrate systems. Like all epiphanies, it allows us to re-examine how we handle things.

2. RE-EXAMINATION OF THE SECURITY APPROACH

The complexity of modern systems has grown almost without bounds. Complexity makes the system only partially testable. Defence requires preventing everything. Offense requires finding one exploit. Threats cannot be eliminated, only mitigated. Adding complexity in defences exacerbates the problem. Complexity continues and will continue to grow!

The threat is part of the environment.

- Go back to security principles.
- Remove common sources of vulnerabilities (passwords, accounts, escalation of privilege …).
- Replace passwords with credentials as a basis for trust. Verify and validate all credentials.
- Trust as little as possible. Minimize threat surfaces. Minimize the value of targets (distribute the value among targets).
- Communicate in confidentiality.
- Communicate endpoint to endpoint (no intermediates). Verify that what you received was what was sent (integrity).
- Know with whom you are dealing (no actions on behalf of).
- Know when you have been compromised.
- Monitor and record. Be resilient. …
Some basic assumptions have been made at the outset for the security model as derived from the re-examination above. These are:

- Only interactions based on authorization credentials and two-way, end-to-end authentication are permitted [this leads to strong requirements for enterprise naming and credentials];
- Impersonation is not allowed;
- Least Privilege;
- Confidentiality of all data/content exchanged;
- Verify and validate integrity of all communications;
- Monitoring is conducted on all exchanges;
- Eliminate or mitigate Malware by periodic scans and active measures.

The Enterprise Level Security (ELS) has evolved from a fortress approach, where threats are assumed to be stopped at the front door, to a distributed security system that eliminates or mitigates many of the primary vulnerability points within that system, as shown in Figure 4.
3. ENTERPRISE LEVEL SECURITY

ELS is a high-assurance environment. For ELS, we are primarily concerned with five security principles.

- Know the Players – this is done by enforcing bi-lateral end-to-end authentication.
- Maintaining Confidentiality – this entails end-to-end unbroken encryption.
- Separate Access and Privilege from Identity – this is done by an authorization credential.
- Maintain Integrity – know that you received exactly what was sent – know that content has not been modified.
- Explicit Accountability – monitor all transactions.

2.1. Know the Players

![Bi-lateral Authentication Diagram](image1)

In ELS, the identity certificate is an X.509 PKI certificate [13]. PKI certificates are verified and validated. Ownership is verified by a holder-of-key check.

2.2. Maintain Confidentiality

ELS establishes end-to-end TLS [14] encryption (never give away private keys that belong uniquely to the certificate holder). Message authentication codes are enforced (but they are only valid when the encryption remains unbroken to the end point).

![End-to-End Encryption Diagram](image2)
2.3. Separate Access and Privilege from Identity

In ELS this is accomplished by using the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [15]. SAMLs are signed, and the signatures are verified and validated. The credentials of the signers are verified and validated.

![Claims-Based Authorization](image)

Figure 7. Claims-Based Authorization

2.4. Maintain Integrity

In ELS this is implemented by End-to-End TLS encryption with message authentication codes (MAC). Packages (like SAML tokens) are signed, and signatures are verified and validated [16].

![MAC and Other Integrity Measures](image)

Figure 8. MAC and Other Integrity Measures

2.5. Require Explicit Accountability

All active entities must monitor specified activities. For enterprise files a monitor sweep agent reads, translates, cleans, and submits to relational data base for recording log records periodically or on demand. The details of this activity are provided in [17 and 18].
4. INSPECTIONS AND PROTECTIONs

Most appliance functionality is now available as software only. Figure 10 shows the conversion of the particular piece of the inspection chain that applies to a particular server as a pseudo appliance.

The packets are decrypted on entry into the pseudo appliance and stay that way with the exception of an offload to an external source (such as a network monitoring appliance where packets are counted and graded, etc.). This offloading will be done by a full ELS communication (for security, of course). This sounds pretty similar to the current approach. How does this change anything? The difference is in where the pseudo appliance lives. For the moment let’s assume the software appliance lives in the application server. The traffic at the server is considerably less than the front door of the enterprise (obviating the need for lightning speed and hardware only solutions). The inspections can also be tailored (closely inspect some, ignore others) for the specific application.

Of course we cannot send all of the incoming packets to the application server. It would be inefficient and dangerous. Some packets can wreak havoc before they are even processed, so we would want to be sure that the server was the intended recipient and that the server is communicating with a credentialed entity with valid credentials.

Figure 11 has identified an intelligent tagging device that will identify the traffic by observing the first few packets. In the case of official enterprise traffic the first few packets are not encrypted and these involve the exchange of PKI certificates that can be identified and the owners can be compared to a white list. The target will be the destination for traffic. Before identification the packets can be passed through the normal set of inspection appliances – sometimes referred to as the de-militarized zone (DMZ). If no identification is made, the packets will continue through the DMZ. When identified, they can be passed directly to the server or the load balancer in front of the server.
The only remaining problem is to reduce the software functionality to handlers in the handler chain as shown in Figure 12.
Note that the handlers are embedded in the server handler chain at the point that the communication is prepared for their use, and that the functionality has been divided along those lines as opposed to the previous functionality such as virus scan, ports and protocols, intrusion detection or blacklist/whitelist, etc. These are distributed to packet header inspection, packet content inspection, and message content inspection. Each of these may perform inspection related to intrusion detection or blacklist blocking, etc. Pilots are being worked on, stay tuned for results. This is the preferred embodiment for enterprise applications. It moves the inspections to the point of the application itself, by inserting handlers within the server and service to do the inspections at the point it makes most sense. The inspections that can be done without decrypting the packets may be done at the front of the web server because they are passive entities. Moving inspections of decrypted traffic inside the server, not only preserves the end-to-end paradigm, but encapsulates the security and allows tailoring for the application itself. The encapsulated security with the application is virtualization ready.

5. AN EVOLUTION

The ELS is the result of a carefully crafted architecture. The initial research began in 2002 with the original development of design tenets and each of the major components. These include:

- Fully encrypted unbroken end-to-end communications (later defined to be TLS with message authentication codes).
- Bi-lateral PKI authentication for all enterprise entities;
- SAML-based approaches as hardened for vulnerability mitigation for access and privilege;
- Embedded SAML handlers for consistency in application;
- Claims-based access and privilege approach as opposed to attributes and roles;
- Defined federation and delegation processes;
Virtualization inspection handles (in process).

A full implementation began in 2015 with a spiral based roll-out leading to pathfinder applications, Cyber range evaluations, and other applications currently in process.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed the basic approaches to the restriction of database access, and the assignment of privilege with databases. The common approach to a web service front end of a Database Management System (DBMS) requires the web service to restrict access and privilege based upon the user context. In doing this it must be provided with full access and privilege to the database, and be trusted to limit user access and privilege. We reviewed the high-assurance security paradigm and the changes that must be made for hardening the security associated with database operations. The suggested approaches build increasing security by adding user-tailored restrictions directly into the database, and they provide the web service fronting the DBMS with the same privilege as the user. At the same time, it restricts SQL queries to a fundamental set that will be enforced by the view developed within the database and not at the web service. A final area, yet to be developed is the application of partial homomorphic techniques that keeps all transactions encrypted.

This research is part of a body of work for high-assurance enterprise computing using web services. Elements of this work include bi-lateral end-to-end authentication using PKI credentials for all person and non-person entities, a separate SAML credential for claims-based authorization, full encryption at the transport layer, and a defined federation process. Many of the elements of this work are described in [19-24]. The entire process has been recently published in [25]
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ABSTRACT

The use of Big Data analytics for business improvements is a vital strategy for survival. In this paper, we report a study that investigates the role of BD analytics on consumer finance, credit card finance in China—a research area that has largely remained unexplored. The largeness and diversity of Chinese consumer market merit an urgent attention and understanding of role of BD analytics is significant both theoretically and managerially. This study achieves that target. Given the exploratory nature of study, we take a qualitative approach. We conduct approximately 30 interviews with baking and finance sector respondents. The data will be recorded, transcribed and translated. We will analyze data using content analysis / thematic analysis technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Big data is another name of large set of massive data that are useful but challenging to process using traditional means (Crosman 2012). Big data analytics refers to the process of extracting useful business information through a combination of software tools and algorithms. With the development of advanced technology, the threshold of processing data has become blur allowing organizations to use a variety of approaches to handle and analyze unstructured and semi-structured data (Kugel 2013). It is estimated that there are 1.35 billion customers and 618 million Internet users in China, and the value of China’s information data market could be over 3.2 trillion yuan in 2015 (Yao, 2014).

Consumer finance, which refers to short-term loans for personal consumption of durable goods or services has become a promising industry in China (Li 2012). According to Przzom (2012), during 2007 to 2011 period the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of consumer finance market in China was 28.33% perhaps due to expanded domestic demand for consumer products. Thus, the development of domestic demand in China could enhance the opportunity for consumer finance market, especially for lending activities, to develop.

Credit card loan is increasingly becoming popular in consumer finance market in China, because of high profit and growth rate. Resultantly banking sector is concentrating heavily on credit card offerings to enhance business performance (Hughes 2016). Although banks in China are eager to
collect consumers information to produce tailored products, the lack of reliable consumer credit evaluation and risk management abilities could be an obstacle for further developments of banking sector (China Daily 2004, 2015).

Big data analytics could help banking sector to build and offer innovate financial products and services that meet consumer needs, help improve management of risks of default, make better decisions, and thus enhance business performance (McMalcolm 2015, Manyika et al. 2011, Kambatla et al. 2014, Spotfire Blogging Team 2013). Despite usefulness of BD analytics existing research on the advantages of big data for improvements in consumer finance is in its infancy and practical applications of big data analytics for enhancements in credit card offerings in China remain largely unknown. While some research highlight the performance of commercial banks in using big data analytics, specific research on the operation and use of big data analytics for credit card offerings merit further attention. This research, therefore, fills the gap in knowledge by investigating the implications of big data analytics on consumer finance especially for credit card offerings in China. The research question is:

What are the implications of big data analytics on consumer finance in banking sector such as credit card offerings?

This research is significant in not only investigating an issue in a largely unexplored research strand but also in providing an understanding to managers on how BD analytics can help in developing solutions in consumer finance segment with tailored credit card offerings. The research will be able to build knowledge on how could banking sector differentiate among various consumer groups and gather right consumer data, ensure security of consumers’ information, cope with the analytics skill deficiencies and make rational decisions. The results can be used for making long-term strategies for credit card offerings and improvements in business performances with enlarged product portfolios and revenues.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Consumer Finance in China

Consumer finance refers to personal lending activities of durable goods and services, including credit cards, mortgage, and automotive finance (Li 2012). Although consumer finance with low current penetration in China shows a lack of development compared to developed countries, but with a large population combined with urbanization activities consumer finance industry in China is promising industry. As Chinese government is planning to shift GDP growth focus from exports to domestic consumption, consumer lending will become a significant sector (Li 2012).

2.2. Credit Card offerings in banking sector in China

Credit card loans are becoming increasingly popular among Chinese with 15.2 trillion yuan credit card payments by 2014 and high volume growth (China Daily, 2015). Credit card loan is a fast-growing type of loan in consumer finance, with the low initial base, which also implies that this classification of loan will show its potential to grow in the future (Przoom 2012).

Hughes (2016) highlighted the importance by suggesting that credit card loan is a highly profitable project for banks and one way to build loyal credit card customers is to establish strong relationship with consumers assisted by big data analysis. To provide tailored services to customers, to increase credit card holders’ portfolio and increase the consumption by cardholders, banks are eager to analyse target consumers’ preferences and creditworthiness. However, as China’s consumer credit evaluation system and analytics ability is still very nascent and not well-
developed, banks lack the ability to track records of the financial products they offered to customers, banks might lend too much money to those who have weak creditworthiness (China Daily 2004). In addition, according to a report of China Daily (2015), the rising risks of delay repayment for more than half a year is 42 percent, thus banking sector needs to consider the risk management in credit card loans.

As consumer finance companies and Internet-based financial institutions, the non-banking institutions, fiercely compete to capture the market share, banks should find an efficient approach to enhance businesses performance to maintain market share. In this context, banks have already deployed various strategies such as offering discount on travel routes, offering cash rebates, providing discount on flights, hotel bookings and car rentals, providing various kinds of special treatment to customers, and creating online channels to attract potential customers who own mobile phones (Jiang 2016).

2.3. Role of Big Data Analytics on Consumer Finance

According to Kambatla et al. (2014), if a retailer could fully leverage the potential of big data analytics, it could increase its operation margin by at least 60 percent. Big data analytics enables businesses to access and analyze multiple data sources with rapid speed, improve decision making, develop tailored services that meet consumer needs, and obtain better judgement of lending activities thus minimizing losses (McMalcolm 2015).

Using big data analysis could assist banking sector to obtain competitive advantage in many ways. First, it could provide tools and methods for banks to access data and perform analytics in minimum amount of time and easy processes (Manyika et al. 2011). Second, big data analytics could enhance the predictive accuracy of future business plan outcomes by using historical data (Groenfeldt nd). Third, big data analytics allows banks to innovate tailored products that could meet the changing requirements of customers through understanding of specifics of customer behaviours and patterns (Manyika et al. 2011). Fourth, as the market and consumer behaviors involve many uncertainties, banks could use big data analytics to track consumer transactional behaviors and manage risks of default (Spotfire Blogging Team 2013; Fang & Zhang, 2016). Finally, BD analytics can help banking sector to save cost of tracking and monitoring consumers’ information and reduce potential losses from defaulting (Kshetri, 2016).

Particularly with the help of big data analytics, banking sector is able to transform the semi-structured and un-structured data into structured data using algorithms and then analyse for business performance improvements (Marr 2016). Banks generate data through multiple channels, such as offline consumption and online transactions (Sen 2014). In this way, banks are able to segment data and track typical customers’ financial transaction behaviors across various segmentations to provide personalized services, and build and maintain loyal customer base (Bagchi 2014).

Moreover, a 2010 global fraud study showed that banking and financial services industry dealt with more than 16 percent of fraudulent transactions, thus fraud detection is vital to banking sector development. With advanced BD analytics, banks could scan historical records of consumers to identify abnormal variabilities and even could predict the default risk of consumers, and thus manage market uncertainties and control exposure risk (Pramanick 2013, Marr 2016; Groll et al., 2015).

Despite its advantages, big data analytics also faces many challenges, for instance, choosing the right data sources, the safety of data storage and the gaps in skill for big data analytics (Elan financial services nd, Bagchi 2014).
2.4. Big Data implications on Credit Card offerings in China

Commercial banks, as the leaders of credit market, especially CITIC bank and ICBC (Industrial and Commercial banks of China) in China have pursuing opportunities to building close relationship with consumers. CITIC bank uses SAS (statistical analysis system) and Pivotal Greenplum Database to establish open-platform and improve business performance (Pivotal nd). With the help of advanced data system, CITIC bank is able to provide improve productivity through a customer contact center, maximize marketing campaigns, accelerate data analytics speed and avoid risks. In addition, although ICBC has developed e-payment and online financing system and managed over 100 billion yuan transactions through their e-commerce platform, it is significant for ICBC to use big data analytics to offer suitable financial services (Jiang 2015).

Though banks in China are recognizing the benefits generated from big data applications and are trying to harness the potential, there is still little research that provides specific explanation of how big data analytics is used in credit card offerings for consumer finance in China.

To sum up, based on an extensive review of the literature it could be concluded that the implication of big data on consumer finance such as credit card offerings has not been researched, not just in global banking context but also in Chinese context. Banking and finance is considered vital to economy and society and consumer finance plays a significant role in banking operations, meriting further investigations. Given the gap, we investigate the role and implications of BD analytics on consumer finance through credit card offering from a Chinese perspective.

3. METHODOLOGY

Given the exploratory nature of research, we will take a qualitative approach to the study. The research process is divided into three parts - questionnaire design, data collection and data analysis. We will conduct an extensive literature to identify key issues related to credit card finance and construct a semi-structured questionnaire to seek respondents opinions on how BD analytics can help improve the identified issues. Such an approach will help us understand the implications in areas such as classification of consumer groups, approaches that banks could take to analyze transaction data, techniques of using big data analytics to obtain consumers’ preference and predict potential risk, the processes that banks use to develop credit card offering strategies.

The study will conduct an approximately 30 interviews with target respondents form a variety of occupational backgrounds such as commercial banks’ senior managers and financial service industry experts in China. We will use both, online system such as Sojump, or hand-delivered methods to conduct interviews, either face-to-face or by online software (e.g. Skype or WeChat). Interviews will be recorded with respondents’ permission, and transcribed. Because the majority of target respondents are Chinese, researcher will translate the Chinese data into English version. We will analyse the data using Nvivo 10 and content analysis methods. It will enable us to analyze information from interviews, notes of observations with less time and high quality (Hilal and Alabri 2013).

4. AUTHORS’ CONTRIBUTIONS

Authors contribute through this study to extend knowledge for both theory and practice in unique ways. Theoretically, the study build fundamental and basic knowledge on the implications of Big Data analytics on consumer finance which is largely unexplored. The theoretical knowledge gained by this study can be used for doing a cross-sectional study to generalize the findings. The study will also help lay foundation for study of BD analytics in other directions in the banking and finance sector.
Managerially, the study is an important milestone in providing knowledge on how BD analytics can be used for implementation of credit card based financing in China. The results can be used for driving strategies and plan of action for setting the scene of credit card based innovation offerings. China is a large market and with growing urbanization trends, more and more people will choose credit card based finance. Hence understanding how BD analytics can help in growth of consumer portfolio is important and hence the significance of the study.

4. LIMITATIONS

Being the exploratory study, we will be only accessing a small number of respondents. So generalization of results shall be done with caution.

Another limitation is that the limited availability of experts could influence the outcome of the study and generalisation of results. Since most of the respondents will be Chinese so communication and translation of data from Chinese to English language could also entail some limitations.

5. EXPECTED OUTCOMES

We expect to establish how BD analytics could be used for improving decision making processes in relation to consumer finance product offerings. The study will focus on understanding the characteristics of products, their features and benefits, ease of use, after sales services and cost of using the products. The results are expected to show the implications for both product / service providers and consumers, thus identifying areas that have synergies and how to exploit those synergies.

The questionnaire will include questions on issues involving how Big Data analytics will help in developing new credit card products, new distribution channels, developing strategies for improving credit card offerings.

6. CONCLUSION

While big data analytics may lead to competitive pressure to financial institutions, it also offers opportunities to enhance business performance and expand the efficiency of product / service offerings. Big data implications on consumer finance is expected to be beneficial to financial institutions in improving the relationship between consumers and card issuers, avoiding potential risk of overdue payment, developing innovating products, increasing work efficiency and expanding business scales. Banks in China are more likely to leverage upon the opportunities of big data analytics in establishing online consumer centers and developing insights on consumer behaviors thus improve business administration and long-term credit card supply strategies. This study therefore contributes to enrich our knowledge on big data implication on consumer finance especially for credit card offerings in China
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